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H. Coar, of

spending
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Ells-
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from Philadel-
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am now

prepared to show
goods. Clothing

the

finest line

was never so

ot

cheap

spring

and

it is

now.

as

Lynch and daughter, Mrs.
are guests at Mrs.
i ’atrick Mullan’s.

BYRN.

veeks’ visit in Boston.
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F.

—

arrived home

GENERAL INSURANCE AGENTS.
•

Saturday.

The ladies’aid society of the Baptist
ihurch will give a supper at the vestry
1 his evening at 6 o’clock.
Lord’s

S.

yacht

schooner

Ellsworth, Maine.

•

LOCAL AGENTS FOB

Employers’ Liability Assurance Corporation, of London, England, which issues
against accident- of all kinds. Every form of Employers’, Landlords' and
Insures against disablement and loss of time
Owners’ Liability covered.
from every kind of disease and accident; pays in case of sickness or accident.
52
Weeks’ Benefits.
52
For rates, etc., apply to C. W. & F. L. MASON, Agents.
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Agent

She is

who is

ourneying

far in masonry, took the
degree at Bangor last evening.

Jroix

First National Bank Building,

Rose

The firemen

were called out by a false
Wednesday evening. False
ilarras are getting altogether too comnon.
/
John A. Peters, jr., has purchased the
doop “Eunle”, of Bar Harbor. Her

tlarm

last

mchorage this

will

summer

be at

East

Lamoine.
Pearl B.

Day,

who has been

Ferry,

has been

?or-Calais

on

the mail

Mt.

Bangor and

•oute between

Desert

transferred to the Ban-

FIRE

a man can

as I represent is the best investment
make who needs that kind of protection.
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O.

Ellsworth. Me.

First Nat’l Bank Bldg.,
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at the Unitarian
morning in exchange
with the pastor, Rev. A. H. Coar.
excellent

sermon

Sunday

The woman’s relief
row

will

corps

give

a

Manning Hall to-mor-

eveuing to which the public is in-

Music, dancing,

vited.

and games.

nearing
Hearting the plant arrived thlN week and
the plHnt will be put in operation soon.
dam

is

John C. Gordo
field
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to
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left

Monday

for Pitts-

personal management of

there.

creamery

Marie Gordon,

Kllaworth.

sister,

His

went

to

Pittsfield

Miss
last

week.
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the poor farm recently. New floors have
been laid in three rooms, and paper and
paint have been UBed effectively in the

/

house.
B. T. Sowle has leased

yacht “Wave Crest” for
season, and will
cruises among
towns.
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days before the

SILVER contest at Hodgkins’ opens.
Obtain a card before they are all gone,
as the supply is limited.

Ice Cream,
Cold Soda,

J

Fresh

Candy.

Try our new drink—

Nicolin Nectar.

I-H-I-M-t HODGKINS’ CANDY FACTORY,
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GARMENT CUTTING SCHOOL

No.

G, Manning Block.

System.

Personal Instruction.

Practical Results.

8. L. LORD.

j.

Open Monday, Wednesday and Friday afterF. T. ADDITON, Mgr.
noons and evenings.

a

use

the

B.

J.
a

Redman’s

part of the

her In his
islands

business

and

coast

Rev. Fr. McCauley, of Milltown, N. B.,
the guest of Rev. J. D. O’Brieu a few
Fr. McCauley was asdays last week.
sistant pastor of the Catholic church here
was

eleven years ago.

returned this morning
from a visit of a few da>s to Waterville
and other Maine cities. He was present
at the meeting of Bangor chapter of Rose
Croix last eveniug.
I. L.

Halman

Ellsworth schooner “Myronus”,
C. Bellatty, from Swan’s Island
for New York with stone, put in at BosThe

Capt.

W.

SSbcrtismunta.

—

Baker

containing

E. Whitney, Henry A.
George H. Grant. Arthur

J l. Newman has

director in
1 he bank, and other changes will be made
been elected

The new editorial staff of the High
School Recorder is as follows: Editor-in* hief, Grace King; associate editor, Mary
lolmes; literary editors, Helen Davis and
Madeline
Kelliher; exchange editors,
and Paulene

Fester;

local ed-

tor, Edward Doyle; alumni editor, Geor-

Foster; athletic editor, Charles
tnowlton; business managers, Hattie
1 Jraith and George Parcher.
y
The concert given by the Epworth

( gia

and Pastry
800 most

over

ROYAL CAKING POWDER

Alum is used in some baking powders and in most of the so-called
phosphate powders, because it is
cheap, and makes a cheaper powder.
But alum is a corrosive poison which,
taken in food, acts injuriously upon
the stomach, liver and kidneys.

C0., 190 WILLIAM ST., NEW YORK.

Her books are
erty has been destroyed.
left intact, but pictures, bedding, clothing, curtains, rugs, dishes and furniture
are

missing,

also

instruments.

hopes
as

to

come

Some

recover

hospital

valuable

of

the

when she returns
how

the Chinese will not know

“Perhaps they

she

latter

there,
to

use

stirring mush
with my twenty-dollar instruments,” she

them.

writes.

Miss

summer

in Korea and

Burnham

are

spend

will

Japan.

Hhe

the

hopes

to return to Chinanfu in the fall.

^

The government inspector and surL,eague at the Methodist church last Sun- veyors are in Ellsworth setting marks for
The the continuation of the dredging on
iay evening was very enjoyable.
nrogramme included a duet by Mrs. James Union river. The three dredgers are ex; Jcott and Miss Fannie Tower, recitations
pected here by next week. The large
jy Misses Hattie and Nettie Moore, Lizzie i dredger “Freeport”, which was here the
&ane, Hazel Moore, Lucy Stevens, Lulu first year of the work, will come again
Pettiugill, and Helene Bellatty, solos by this year and will work at the mouth of
lames Scott, Mrs. James Scott, Misses the river. Another dredger will be emFannie Tower and Cora Stevens.
ployed on the rock work at the narrows,
sociable

of

Lygonia

pleasant affair. The programme, as
printed in The American last week,
proved very enjoyable. The sociable
ind

followed
of

to

a

the hoard.

antest

importuned

Bion

..awford end

Jarry Joy

sometimes

are

muffins.

powders

practical and valuable cooking receipts— free to every patron. Send
postal card with your (full address.

C. C. Burrill and son, F. C. Bu/rill,
] lave sold the controlling interest in the
J '’irst national bank
of Bar Harbor.
Lmong the purchasers are W. M. and T.

<

"Royal

The
Cook

Col.

n

other

of the finest

vessel.

new

years with the wind and wave. The
Franconia” is nearly forty years of age.

Roberts,

Housekeepers

indispen-

because they are “ cheap.”
Housekeepers should stop and think. If such
powders are lower priced, are they not inferior?
Is it economy to spoil your digestion to save
a few pennies?

□ore
4

the

was

of

one

the

pleas-

Monflghan furdancing. The affair rethe committee In charge.

season.

nished music for

and the third will work
Above

fifty

men

will be

near

sand, will march to the soldiers’ monument, where the customary services will
be held.
The post will then march to
Hancock hall, where the public address
will be delivered by John B. Redman,
d( Ellsworth.
The post requests donations of flowers to be left at Grand Army
hall by 2 o’clock Wednesday afternoon.
It is hoped there will be liberal
May 29.
donations of flowers. The school children
have been invited to assist, and also to
join in the line of march. The women of
the relief corps, who meet at Graud Army
hall Wednesday afternoon, will be pleased
to have outside assistance.
COMING EVENTS.

Wednesday, May 22, 6 p. in. at Baptist
vestry—Supper by ladies’ aid society; 15
cents.

Thursday, May 23, at Manning hall—Soby woman’s relief corps.

the wharves.

employed

ciable

the

on

Saturday, May 25—Meeting Mt. Desert
Epworth League and Christian

work this year.
made

being

are

Endeavor union at Manset.

central telephone
multiple switchboard is be-

Ellsworth’s

at
A

office.

Island

improvements

Extensive
new

Self-knowledge is that acquaintance
which shows us what we

ing put in, with positions for three operaThe switchboard is of the most improved kind, such as is used in all large

with ourselves

tors.

are

and what

Were
should

we

ought to be.

eloquent

we

angels, yet

as

expedite
cities,
please some people more by
The operating room is also to be moved tening than by talking.—Colton
“Rowdy” is dead. Everybody in Ellsto
the
adjoining room, formerly occupied
worth and for many miles around know
The public office
the book-keeper.
gftmertisnnntta.
“Rowdy”, Dr. A. C. Hagertby’s intelligent by
and
telephone booths will remain in
Collie. “Rowdy” knew as much os some
Meara
Marshal
room.
present operating
men, and was a more faithful friend than
is
He
the work.
is superintending
men know how to be.
But old age crept
assisted
by Charles Cook,
upon him, and his infirmities made life
flected credit

wrs

on

Out of kindness he

put out of his misery.

In the

family

lot at

He

elected

was

Woodbine

The Onasouson club of the
bus

officers

as

buried

cemetery.

high school

follows:

Presi-

dent, Mary Holmes; vice-president, Grace
King; secretary, Annie L. Lord; treasurer, Lettie Moore. The executive committee is as follows: Chairman, Georgia

and will

work at central.

Friends of Miss Mabel Monaghan
pleased to learn that although

not

regularly at work again ahe is yet doing
not a little singing. She ia still with her
friends the Maxwells, at Saugertiea, N. Y.
To-night ahe ia the soloist at an organ I
She has, durrecital at Rondout, N. Y.
ing the past season, sung in church and
concert at

Saugerties, Kingston,

Honsev. Hazel Holmes.
H. W. Carr, who started a short time
ago for California, was in Ellsworth Mon
day. On the trip to Boston by boat Mrs
Carr was seasick, and her condition be
came

She

critical.

was

taken

from

th

Lynn, where she has since re
raaiued, seriously ill. She is now improv
ing. Mrs. Carr was also sick on the train
and her physicians say it will be impose!
ble for her to make the trip to California
boat

to

Mr. Carr

probably

Rev. D. L.
worth lest

SALE!
| Men’s Suits. 1

Rondout

Hudson river

summer

again

in

August

for

vacatiou.

The rock crusher commenced
yesterday. The laying of rock

running
on

State

will be continued this year. Probably half the remaining distance to the
Another year
Falls will be covered.
Bhould complete the work to the Falls,
when this street, on which there is more
street

heavy teaming than any other in the city,
will be one of the best in Ellsworth.

patching

up

of

roads

with

the

will be done this year.
Hurley Is now at
the roads with the road machine.

crushed rock also

Commissioner
on

Dr. Mary L. Burnbam, who has been on
the Chinese coast for months awaiting
until it is safe to return to her mission

interior, writes from Tsingunder date of April 14 that three
male missionaries visited her station at
Cbinanfu and report the havoc wrought
Two-thirds of
Miss
by the Boxers.
Burnham’s hospital and household prop-

field in the
Tau

music

with

view to

a

AND

Wm. H. H. Rice post bits completed
arrangements for the proper observance
In the morning as
of Memorial Day.
usual the details from the post will visit

SEE
<5 i 00 ^Ien !4 Suits iii blue or
vt./U black Cheviot, pin check

the various cemeteries in the vicinity to
At 1
decorate the graves of comrades.
o’clock

the

post,

by

escorted

and Bedford cord, sizes 34 to 44.
These are positively the best suits
ever offered for the money, or we
will return your money for the ask-

Lynch’s

SUsbcrtistmmts.

Yale, of Bath, was in Ells
and was warmly greeted

will be in Ellsworth

Street

COME

city,
securing engagements next
is
Miss
fall and winter.
Monaghan
expected home the latter part of June.
bureau in New York

ential

night,

He left at
by his many friends here.
to-day for Bangor, where he will
lecture this evening at the Central Congregational church on “The Life of
Christ”. Mrs. Yale, who has been spending the past week with her parents, Mr.
and Mrs. A. M. Foster, in this city,
accompanied him. Mr. and Mrs. Yale

Some

other

will remain East.

noon

their

and several

we

lis-

SPECIAL

will

be

towns,
Foster; juuiors, Susie Jordan, Louise
with great success. She lias been
Eppes, Paulene Foster; sophomores, Eilu always
invited to sing before Henry Wolfsohn,
Nealley, Marion Joy, Nan Donovan;
who conducts the largest and most influfrf-shiuen, Mary Ann Campbell, Evelyn

work

DAVIS’ MARKET.

like

Powder is

the

to

buy

disaster, she is good for many

miserable for him.

company’s new
Ore for
completion.

The Boston reduction

f

She looks

for

which

dime sociable in

QUEEN QUALITY?

Except

Baking

preparation
cake, hot-breads, rolls and

be

Eureka, Cal., where he will work in a
shipyard. Mr. Farrell has a sister, Mrs.
Fred Weaver, living there.
Rev. S. C. Beach, of Bangor, preached
an

sable

bmething like $4,000 has beeu laid out in
epairs on her, Charles H. Curtis doing

y he work.
j

will

ROYAL

railway to-day.

iodge, F. and A. M., at Odd Fellows hall
ast Thursday evening, was a successful

church

::

Saco,

Kerr, of the Baptist church,
J. P. Simonton, of the Methodist church, will exchange pulpits next
Sunday morning.
Charles Farrell will leave next weok for
and Rev.

companies

In such

of

“Franconia”

schooner

The concert and

run.

Rev. David

INSURAXCF

j

j.

‘Lorelei” was launched Monday.
n fine trim for the season.

MASOX,

Fv.

The

j aunched from the marine

^

Victorine Wyman, who has spent

Miss

Station

W.

was

suddenly and seriously ill Monday,
ie is now improving.
Mrs. John M. Hale and daughter Miss
Catharine returned Saturday from a few

i aken

Frank

C.

Bangor,

R. M. Campbell, of the Enterprise,
summer

direct from the manufacturers.

OWEN

va-

Mrs. Michael
of

Catherine Waterhouse,

city last Wednesday on a
'isit to her daughter, Mrs. H. W. Dunn.
! Ihe will also visit her brother, John L.
] )eMeyer, of Eastbrook, at the old homef tead, and other relatives and friends in
1 hat vicinity.
Charles A. Phillips, who threw himself
n front of an electric
car in
Bangor
Tuesday of last week in an attempt to take
1 ils life, died Saturday at the Bangor
mspital. Mr. Phillips’ family lives in
j Sllsworth. The body was brought here
( or interment Monday.
f

Saturday.

JcNulty,

Men’s Suits $3 up. Youths’ Suits $2.50 up. Children’s Suits $1 up.
I
I have a great variety of fancy shirts with two collars
and cults, for 50 cents.
New line of neckwear, furnishing goods, etc., etc. Latest styles in hats and caps,
«

summer

W. W. Morrison, who has been workI ng in Boston during the winter, arrived
tome

SPRING IS HERE AT LAST!

Unitarian
Boston.

the

1 ihla dental college for the
( ation.

___

address of welcome.

A union memorial service will be held
>t Hancock hall Sunday evening at 7.30.
lev. A. H. Coar, of the Unitarian church,

Mrs.
and

this week in

Walter 8. Foster is home

V

making the response to Mayor

>ody.

daughter was born to Mr. and Mrs.
E. Alexander yesterday.
is

of

he is

which

will have the

sermon.
Pastors of other
will assist. Members of Wm.
I. H. Rice post, G. A. R., will attend in a

^

Rev. A.

re-

hurches

to-day.

hurcb,

she will

vill deliver the

( Charles

<

mdertakers’association, of
dee-president. Mr. Foster
loothby’s

goods,

‘dSbrniatment*.

deckload of

Curtis R. Foster left for Portland last
ivening to attend a meeting of the Maine

tonor

A new door is being laid in George A.
3 ’archer’s drag store.
A

Monday, leaking The
shifted, and
before proceeding.

rrived in this

local

Hon. F. O. Beal, of Bangor,
vorth

od

'ranlte has been

1 pair

Admr notice— Est Luther A Jackson.
I L Hal man—Girl wanted.
Garment cutting school.
In bankruptcy—Est Geo A Phillips.
II F Whitcomb—Sheri ITs sale.
M A Clark—Greenhouse.
G A Parcher—Apothecary.
Lewis Friend A Co—Clothing.
B C Hodgkins—Confectionery.
J A Hale—Stationery store for sale.
Whiting Bros—Carpets, curtains, dress
rocerles, etc.
Giles A Burrlll—New market.
Stratton A Wescott— Hardware store.
Ellsworth Mfg Co—Bicycles.
E J Davis—Furniture.
Jangok
White dental rooms.

THE

Compatible

ADVERTISEMENTS THIS WEEK.
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Old Reliable Drug Store.

:

Men's Suits such as you
pay £7 or $8 for elsewhere—nine styles to select from in
Cheviots, C'assimeres, “Worsteds and

j

the new

(p p

Established J838.

Sound
Teeth.

aa

stripe patterns.

We offer seventeen styles
to
select
from.
Go
where you will, you cannot duplicate these suits anywhere for the
same price, for most stores charge

(pz

It’s hard for clean teeth—perfectly clean
teeth—to decay. To keep the teeth clean is
to preserve them. A brush and water alone
that will deare Insufficient.—Something
stroy the germs that cause decay will be
in
is
This
help
required.

nn

<)0«VU

810.

Parchers Dentifoam Tooth wash.

BUT HERE THEY ARE !

This is an antiseptic preparation that kills
the germs. It whitens and cleanses the
teeth, hardens the gums and keeps the
breath sweet. Put up in sprinkle top bottles, costs only 15c. a bottle.

A

strictly

fast

all-wool

(pz

pa

color Blue Serge Suit,
A

OTHER HELPS.
Tooth brushes 5 to 40 c.
Tooth picks, 5e. a box.
Waxed dental floss, l“2c. a spool.
Dentl cream tooth paste, 15c. a tube.
Tooth powder, 10c. an ounce.
Tooth powder, In bottles, 15c. and 25c.

warranted

English

Black

all-wool

Clay

wore-

pa
(P'j• ‘u"

ted Suit,
"""""""

LEWIS

PARCHER’S DRUG STORE,
St.,
Telephone Call, No. 52-4.
Store open Sundays from S a.
Remember our free delivery.

14 Main

Ellsworth.
m.

to S p.

m.

!

I

i

CHRISTIAN

KMX-

jllutual bcneht Column.

AVOK.

Voptc For tiie Week Deicfnnlnit k*y
26—(.'ummrut by
Tone —Uia&iGDs:
Fs. ii.

Kev. S.

Promises

and

EDITED BY

It. Doyle.

prophecies.—

“AUNT MADGE”.

Its Motto: “Helpful and Hopeful

The second psalm, like the first, is
In some manuwithout inscription.
scripts it is joined with the first, but
jheir utter lack of uaity is apparent to
all, and for this reason they were sepThis psalm "rings with the
arated.
tramp of gathering armies and notes
of lofty challenge addressed by the
poet to the invaders of his country. It
must have been written when Jerusalem was threatened by a confederacy
of hostile powers.” The allies must
have been tributary mouarchs, but
who they were and what occasion is
here described are unknown. God has
decreed the success of His chosen people, and the poet calls upon the assembled nations to exercise wisdom and
to serve the Lord rather than oppose
Him. “Kiss the Son lest He be angry
with you and ye perish in the way,
for soon His wrath is kindled; blessed,
nre they that find refuge in Him.”
This psalm is n prophecy of the rebellion of the nations of the earth
against the kingdom of Christ In the
first instance, it commemorated a national event, but it is by no means to
The
be limited to this application.
poet speaks in the beginning of an
earthly king and his wars, but his
words are not exhausted in their reference to these. “The local and the temporal are swallowed up in the universal
and eternal.
The King who sits on
David’s throne has become glorified
and transfigured in the light of the
promise. The true King, who to the
prophet’s mind is to fulfill all his hopes,
has taken t£e place of the visible and
The nations are not
earthly king.
merely those who are now mustering
for the battle, but whatsoever opposeth
and exalteth itself against Jehovah
and His anointed.” This prophecy has
been signally fulfilled.
The heathen
have raged.
The kings of the earth

The purposes of this column are succinctly
stated In the title and motto—it is for the mutual hem-fit, and aims to be helpful and hopeful.
Being for the common good, it Is for the common use-a public servant, a purveyor of Information ami suggestion, a medium for the Interchange of ideas. In this capacity it solicits
communications, and its success depends largely on the support given it in this respect. Communications must l»e signet!, but the name of
writer will not be printed except by permission.
Communications will be subject to approval or
rejection by the editor of the column, but none
will he rejected without good rcasou. Address
all communications to
The American,
Ellsworth, Me.
WOMAN'S CONCLUSIONS.
I said if I might go back agnln
To the very hour and place of my birth,
Might have my life whatever I choose,
And live it in any part ot the earth;
A

And if this had been, and I stood to-night
By my children lying asleep In their beds.
And could count In my prayers, for a rosary,
The shining rows of their golden heads;
Yea! I said, If a miracle such as this
Could be wrought for me at my bidding—still
I would choose to have my past as It Is
And let my future come as it will.
I would not make the path I have trod
More pleasant even, more straight or wide.
Nor change my course the breadth of a hair
This way or that, to either side.

_

Joy of II curt Service,

ShcTT

^rlll

:

Bhiehfll Man Pictures
the Uulns.

a

Sume

one

Jacksonville, Fla., May 9,1901.
Dear Mr. Mayo:

———

—

of the destruction of
this beautiful city by the most awful fire
on record.
It is but six days since the
fire, and the people have commenced business in some places. Where stood churches,
You

have heard

and

residences, in the space of 14S blocks

not

one
ui

building

nricn ana

left; nothing

is

sioiic

snows

but

wnere

a

me

indeed

sorrowful

a

sight,

situation is.

and you

realize how

of dear old Bluehill cannot

|

responded

a

recipe

weeks

a.o

for a gingerbread
and as no one ba»

I will send mine.

GINGERBREAD PtTDDlKG—One cup molasses,
tabiespoonful melted lard, 1
j 1 cup sour milk, 1and
leasoda, 2»$ cups flour.
teaspoouful sail
each
cinnamon,
allspice and cloves
spoonful
I make cloves most prominent as I like that
flavor best.

This also makes

a

very nice

suet

pudding by omitting the lard and adding a cup
chopped suet and a cup of raisins added with
without the suet is very nice. A sugar sauce
made with 1 cup sugar* a piece of butter#and a
tablespoon of flour with boiling water added
and set on the stove until it conies to a boll and
flavored with vauitla or lemon Is a nice addition.
8. J. Y.
or

Negro’s Unique Defense.

A

Ingram,

Frank

He said he

was

passing

but one dock and w-arehouse were burned
—it was the Boston terminal, and we have
rented another dock two miles down the
river and will handle that branch of the
There are thousands of destitute people
walking about, and we are feeding hundreds on the ships and will continue to do
; so

until all

are

themselves.

in

a

people, doing business and
homes here, are in the woods
vas

tents.

The

ruins

for the

No

their homes.

are

place

escapes

flames that
almost

small.

buildings
citizens

while

make

went.

are

erty.
Many
will

find the streets

other

fleeiDg

from

great fires

the

seem

Both the Odd Fellows
I do not know what the
to

but

are a

driven to the river; some
be found. The flames forced

were

never

them to jump off the docks, having been
driven there by the fire, which would
strike a brick or stone building and it
would be melted down in less time than it
takes to tell about it.
We hear people about the docks asking
each other where their houses stood, and
they will look at the ruins and shake their
heads: “I do not know,” can be heard in
many answers. A fire in Newr York or

large city would not seem to show
much with but 148 blocks gone, but in
this case, it has just swept the whole city
Thanks for the recipe. A newly ap- away and left nothing.
We were scheduled to sail yesterday, |
psared friend kindly sends us another. I
want to say to “H.” her contribution and but could not get laborers to discharge
the letter accompanying it, which was so the ship, so we have been detained a day
good I give it place below in our column, longer. We have a ship full of people,
The Heart of the Christian.
her “one of us”, and I hereby and so many are walking about aud talkThe heart of the Christian is a cruci- constitute
declare “H.” to be a member of the sister- ing over the great calamity that it is really
ble into which God pours or permits to
hood of M. B.’s. I have a great respect for quite difficult to get one’s thoughts tobe poured all kinds of Joys and sorthe person who has wisdom to choose from gether.
rows, successes and failures, losses and
the many things to be done, the right
I trust you will readily understand the
crosses, good and 111, prosperity and
and so if *4i.” does not get terrible situation Jacksonville is in, and
adversity, much of which is anything things to do;
Bluehill
but good In itself, yet which under the time on account of the Wher things to I hope and trust tbe people of
we
will sympathize with these poor people.
master hand of the Divine Chemist remember us very often by nirect help,
to them in their
works together for good and issues lu shall remember her as one of the world’s Our sailor hearts go out
are a good,
eternal blessing to those who love God. workers in her own individual line of hour of distress, for they
worthy people and are braving the great
Let us love our Lord, and then, come helpfulness.
calamity in a manner worthy of tbe whole
what may, the issue will be good.— Dear Aunt Madge:
Albebt M. Rich.
Some one asked through your column fora world’s sympathy.
Bev. J. Knox Montgomery.
recipe for gingerbread pudding. As I have not
seen a reply, I venture to send in mine.
Hancock County Crops.
The Great.at Thing.
Gingerbread Pudding—One cup ml'*, %
Tbe summary of crop conditions in
The greatest thing in the world is cup molast-es, 2 cups flour, 1 teaspoon hoda, 1
Hancock county, published in the State
teaspoon ginger, 1 teaspoon salt. 81ft the nh a
love. So says Drummond. But there and
flour together and if sweet milk is used u e
agricultural bulletin, is as follows:
can be no real love without faith, Just cream of tartar. Steam 2X or 3 hours.
I Bend this recipe, for it is indeed a very nice j
Condition of grass fields, mostly good; hardly
ns there can be no fruit without a
Clover has winplant or a tree on which It is to grow. one, and the pudding is such a convenient kind, any winter-killing reported. Instances. Seain most
The tree comes first, then the fruit: so for one usually has the materials for It at hand. tered exceedingly well
I
am interested in the M. B. column, and were
son from ten days to two weeks earlier in most
faith comes first, then love. Love is
parts. Acreage of grain, 104 per cent. Condigreater thau faith simply because it is
Condition of
tion of fruit trees, ;79 per cent.
Fought for His Life.
the finished product. Faith Is the root,
88
“My father and sister both died of con- plum trees and other small fuits, percent.
love the fruit.—Lutheran.
sumption,” writes J. T. Weatberwax, of
She—You have broken your promise to
Wyandotte, Mich., “and I was saved from
Life'* Journey.
the same frightful fate only by Dr. King’s
be
me and a
broken promise cannot
New Discovery.
An attack of pneumonia
Does life’s strange and wayward journey
do better than
Aimless seem.
left an obstinate cough and very severe mended. He—Oh,I can
new
one.
a
A wayward, courseless dream,
lung trouble, which an excellent doctor that. I’ll make you
Where deep woes betide,
could not help, but a few months’ use of
this wonderful medicine made me as well
Where hopes are crucified f
It’s is a mistake to imagine that Itching piles
as ever and 1 gained much in weight.” InBeyond cur vision’s ken God works our weal,
can’t be cured; a mistake to suffer a day longer
fallible for coughs, colds and all throat
Forever near;
Ointment brings
and lung troubles. Guaranteed bottles 50c than you can help. Iioau’s
Amid life’s pain aad misery why feel
and fl.00 at Wiogin & Moobe’s drug store. Instant relief aud permanent cure. At any
One fear?
Trial bottles free.
—Josephine Wolcott.
i
drug store, 50 cents.—Advt.
any

bridle

being

caught
one

stop him and the

tbe

on

that closed

“Well,” said

horse’s

with

a

head,

snap, it fas-

would believe
that the bridle would fasten itself, he
decided be.would fasten the gate, climb
no

the fence and flee.

satisfied

Htn

Banking.
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1

him.

This he
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~DR. FENNER'S

Tbe horse

ran

between

li

of the horse.

story in dead earnestness,
officers stood with

while the court and

breatb aud gaping mouth and liswith awe at the weird story. The
jury, having no case against the horse
bated

iuo

ttiuiiajjiug

uc^iu,

many

International

Dictionary
25,000
Phrases

wilt show

Rich

made

that

information, which

New
and

Words

Definitions

f

Bindings.
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If. B.

Specimen pages,

Deposits draw Interest from the first day oi
March, June, September and December.
**
BOARD OF DIRECTORS.!;
__
JOHH F. WlUTCOM*.
A•„,ruBUItI,HAJ,•
N. B. CooLiixtR,
F. Carroll Mlhrill,
Charles c. Merrill.

Bank hours

etc.

KIDNEYS

HADE

ANI>
"NO

WELL

Ilopkins,

Buy.

LAUNDRY
HATH liOOMH.

PAY, NO

WA8HEE

IProfcaaional CatUa.

Extracts from testimonial of A. S.
of West Tremont, Me. :

“For a long time my kidneys were
in fearful shape, and the doctors could
not help me. I had to give up work;
everybody considered my case hopeless.
Then 1 was induced to try your Imperial Drops. The very‘first bottle
helped me, and I have kept up the
treatment so that now I have regained
a great deal of my former health and
strength aud am steadily Improving.”

[)R.

H. GREELy,

DENTIST.
|

Graduate of the Philadelphia Dental College,
clast of ’76
AarorvzcB in Giles' Block. Ellswobth.
Closed Wednesday afternoons until further
notice.

UARROLL

BURRLLL,

ATTORNEY
AND

druggists sell Hailey’s Imperial
Drops; 50c. per bottle.
All

FIX YOUR OWN CLOCKS

COUNSELLOR AT LAW.
Notabt Public

and

Justice

of the

Peace.

Office over Burrlll National Bank,
State Stbket,
Ellswobth, Mr.

^

Magic Clock Oil

F.

BURNHAM,
ATTORNEY

CLOCKS DO NOT HAVE TO BE TAKEN APART
Directions for oiling bo simple Unit a child can
use it
it practically cleans and oil* a clock so

that It will run well for wars. Cast off nickel
alarms take new life and* run all right.
Made
ana used by a watchmaker of over twenty years’
experience. Sold only by mail. Sent postpaid
for 25 cent*.
S. BENNETT. Lock Box 2211, BOSTON. MASS.

AND

COUNSELLOR AT LAW.
Also prosecuting attorney for all classes of
pensions against the United States.
Business solicited.

Ellswobth.

JOHN

E.

Maine.

BUNKER,-JE.,

ATTORNEY AT LAW.
OFFICE,
>

AT

BAR HARBOR AND BLUEHILL, ME.

<

i

]

!

AMELIA E. BARR

Bar Harbor offlceB: 7 and 8 Mt. DeaertBlo
Bluehlll office open Saturdays.

k

CLOSED

WEDNESDAY AFTERNOONS.

ANDTHEOTHERONE.”
Enclose 30 cents.
book will appear here.—Advt.

m

All kinds of laundry worK done at abort Qudoe. Goods called for and delivered.
H. B. KSTKY * CO.,
West End Bridge,
Ellsworth. Me.

BAILEY’S IMPERIAL DROPS.

Grangers Abroad.”
The special book of thejpresent week is Amelia
E. Ban’s delightful love story. “I, Thou Aud
The Other One.” This book, together with the
five others, can be obtained by clipping the
coupon below and sending it with 25 cents f«»r
for each and an extra nickel for wstage io Jordan, Marsh & Co., Boston, Mass.

new

14

EUXiSWOZlTB

STEAM

sr

advertisements there is more or less confusion
of mind. Then again there’s the cost, for widely
advertised books generally have to carry a
pretty large price with them. But in buying
those special copyrighted novels ju?t now being distributed through the House of Jordan,
Marsh & Co., Boston, by the International Association of Newspapers and Authors, you are
getting iu each case a popular and approved
book by a well-known writer, and you are getting it at a quarter a copy, in good cloth binding
instead of having to pay $1.25 or $1.50. You get
live of these desirable books at about the usual
price of one. For all of which reasons thousands of book lovers have decided tl>at these
speeial volumes are about the best books to buy.
Six of these widely popular books have been
thus issued by the Association as follows:
Paul Leicester Ford’s “Great K. & A. Train
Robbery,” Max Pemberton’s “A Puritan Wife,”
Gertrude Atherton’s “American Wives aud
English Husbands,” George W. Cable’s “Bouaventure,” and Frank R. Stockton's ‘Rudder

Each week’s

from « a. m. to

StracrtiErmcnts.

^ipringfierU^^^<as»!^

Nowadays one doesn’t always know just what
novels to buy. In the midst of the myriad of

“I,THOU

dally,

of both

Publishers

Brooks.

CLIP THIS VOUCHER.

WHITCOMB, Vict-Pr"idmt.\
BVRRILL, Trennirn.

CHARLES C.

Pages

on
sent
application.
G. £) C. Merriam Co.

The hero has the hero’s as
All
piratlou that lif'B him to bin Jabor.
easier than the little one*,
duties
are
great
bough t hev coat far more blood and

to

1873.

law exempt from

COOLIDOE, President.

JOHN F.

books

I do believe the common man’s task is

What Books

May l,
by

are

taxation.

the hardest.

Agony .—Phillips

liuNiuesfi

Deposits lu this bank

—

re-

department Maine .Central railroad.
Portland, Maine, or by inquiry or any
railroad ticket agent in Maine.

ELLSWORTH, ME.
Commeuced

We also publish
Webster’s Collegiate
Dictionary
with Glossaryof Scottish Words and Phrases.
p'irst class in quality, second class in size."

eves

ger

particulars inquire of
llENKY W. CL’MIMAM, See**.
First Nat'l Bank Bldg.
Kino, President.

w
W.

Hancock County Savings Bank.

BETTER THAN EVER
FOR GENERAL USE

lines

people of all trouble in regard to
tickets, sleeping-car reservation, board,
transfer of baggage, etc., can be obtained
by addresiing Mr. Harrle B Coe, passen-

A.

cation, assisted by a large corps of
competent specialists and editors.

through the Weekly Trips company, organized at Buffalo by pro- ilnent railroad
officials, to provide whatever grade of acc 'mmodations are required.
Reference to our advertising columns
1

For

.# Prepared under the direct supervision of W. T. H ARRIS,Ph.D.,LL.D.,
United States Commissioner of Edu-

un-

ing-house accommodations at the World’s
Fair, the managers of the Buffalo exposition have provided against this contingency, and arrangements have been
with the different transportation

OWN YOUR OWN HOME.

Throughout

Plates

New

suitable hotel and board-

able to secure

EDITION

j

(.

people being

Moore.

]

Pan-American Dally Tours.
so

M.

Webster’s

j

yicted the negro f<?r the strange ride.

On account of

Mile uy M.

NEW

cou*

uruujpuy

when you can borrow on vour
shares, gives tlrst mortgage and
re-luce it every mouth
Monthly
payments and interest together
will amount to hut little more
than you are now paying for
rent, and in about 10 years you
will

NERVE TONIC.
t or

open,

WHY PAY RENT?

REMEDY AND

tened

ivi

now

payments, tl per share.

Blood & Liver

e

he says, the horse became conjured,
and told him that he was going to throw
him off, which was done. That was the
He told the

if

NEW SERIES
Shares, {1 each; monthly

A
is

stable,

saw

earn

Sfiuc^isniunta.

did, but the

legs and caught him up on ita back and
carried him on, despite his efforts to get
off.
When seven or eight miles from the

last he

%

what your money will
Invested lu shares of the

me

one

he got to one side of t he road and squatted
partly down to let the horse pass without

seeing

waterbrash,
dyspepsia. A

as

that I

dozen of iny best friends have told
that they did not see it at all.”

tened.
that

“1

she.

my Easter bonnet was the biggest success
1 have ever made in that line.
At least a

and

care

unless they were acquainted with the city,
for every mark is gone.
We have many friends, and they tell of
narrow

bridle at the horse to

He threw the

or
or

Kodol Dyspepsia Cure,
no aid from
the stomach,
will digest your food, oertalnlv can’t help
but do you good. Wiooin A Moobe.

preparation
which, with

our

covered with peowhere once stood

one can

him.

stomach

sour

by indigestion
such

be found?
But within the cozy homestead, when the parlor
stove's aglow.
The newspaper Is read aloud to everyone we
know.”

for horse jumped the eight-foot fence and
wealthy pursued him. He fled in terror, and the
having fine borte ran him nearly a quarter of a mile.
under can- Seeing that tbe horse was gaining on him,

situation to

Thousands of

ple looking

following

Realizing

right.

business all

was

ulence,

caused

can

Seeing the horse there, he
the gate and stumbled against a bridle lying on the grouud.
He picked it up and discovered that tbe
horse

great 1098,

a

If people only knew what we know about
Kodol Dyspepsia Cure, it would lie used
in nearly every household, as there are
few people who do not suffer from a feeling of fullness after eating, belching, flat-

much;
especially In winter, when the snow is on
the ground,
I wonder where your posters and your dodgers

see.

are
our

ignorance.

And

open gate, he thought he would shut it.
He decided there was no use to close the
gate if there was no stock inside, so be

Our

company did not suffer

the stable where

In question was, and seeing the

looked to

fence,
they ain’t the kind o* mediums that appeals

to common sense;
You may talk about your dodgers, and your
circulars and such.
But I calculate they don't assist an advertiser

manner:

started off to fasten

The

But

cently in an
horse-stealing. When placed on the stand
he told the.following story in an earnest,
the horse

The first evidence we have that we
growing wise is when we discover

“You talk about posters and your ads. upon tbe

negro, was tried reAlabama criminal court for
a

place has
the appearance of a graveyard, with so
many chimneys standing like monuments.
terrible the

leaders in any new
science and advancement

asked for

pudding several

!

[The following letter was written to E. W.
Mayo, of Bluehill, by A. M. Rich, a friend and
brother Odd Fellow, who is first officer of the
steamship "Algonquin” of the Clyde line.

going
do,
they
progressive people aud will Boon have the
Assistance
is
city buildings up again.
coming from all parts of the United
States and they have the world to back
them in rebuilding the city. One man
work; cabled from London yesterday to com-

Madge:

Dear Aunt

i-.-g-J

!

El HE.

mence at once and clear away the wreckin art; articles OODtfcpsfd from leading age from his block and he would come by
journals so that the point and pith of their tnt> ^r8t boat and rebuild as soon as posstatements are preserved; in brief an epit- sible.
ome of the
Th* people are not discouraged, and we
sayings and doings in the
world, which are worth UkUi* HbtS of, will see the city built up better than ever;
presented each month, and any one who but as it lies before us in ruins it is hard
could snatch » few minutes each day from to keep back the tears that will come In
the onward rush of their hurried existence spite of all most people can do. We have
to Tfcad a page or two from the Review of manv friends amonc the ruined, but they
Reviews would know something of what are cheerful aud will begin life, in a great
is going on in the world of to-day.
many instances, almost anew, for some
had very small insurance on their prop-

1-10; xlii, 1-7; Dan, 11, 31-45; Math, xlii,
81-33; xxviil, 19, 20; Acts xiii, 46, 47;
&om. x, 14, 15; Phil. 11, 1-11.

me an effective Christian, and I
show you one whose whole heart
Is in love with Jesus and with doin.3
good. The will to serve his Master is
lie Is alat no loss to find the way.
ways abounding in the Work of the
Lord. On the Sabbath he consults his
heart rather thau the barometer and
Is stormproof at the hour of his mission school. When the evening of the
ftrayer meeting comes, It often finds
him weary after a long day's work,
but he says, “1 cannot afford to miss
my Master tonight.” Nor can his pastor afford to miss him. So he fires up
the engine once more, and with a wide
awake heart in a weary frame he sallies off to the gathering of Christ’s
Martha is there after all
household.
her domestic toils, and Mary Is sure to
be there also, hungering for a word
from her Lord. Does a lover ever find
a night too cold, too dark or too stormy
for him to venture off to see her in
whom his soul delighteth?—Theodore
L. Cuyler In American Friend.

are

experiments jP

Gen. iii, 15; Ps. lxxll, 1-19; Isa. xxxv,

The

who

A Letter to

It is

So let my past stand, just as it stands,
And let me now, as I may, grow old;
This psalm Is a promise of the final I am what I am, and my life for me
success of Christ's kingdom.
It con- Is the Ucstrrrocdt had not been, I hold.
—Pheb9 Carey.
tains a sweeping and definite promise
to this effect “Ask of Me, and I shall
Dear M. B. Friends:
give thee the heathen for thine inherHow frequently persons say: “If I had
itance and the uttermost parts of the my life to live over again I would do very
earth for thy possession.
Thou shalt differently than I have done;” but would
break them with a rod of iron; thou you? It takes a lifetime of experience to
shalt dash them in pieces like a pot- find out how to live, and then we are not
ter’s vessel.” Christ has asked for the so sure that the
problem is correctly
uttermost parts of the earth, and God solved, as to leave an infallible rule which
Is fulfilling His promise.
The heathen others may adopt and safely follow.
are raging and imagining a vain thing.
Think of human life repeating itself
They have not, and they cannot suc- generation after generation; looking back
cessfully oppose the spread of Christ's to worthy examples, looking forward to
kingdom. Their only hope is in accept- ambitious aims; then read the poem above,
ing the Christ and in serving the Lord, and you
may decide that, after all, placed
and we, like the psalmist of old, should in
the same circumstances again, and not
be anxious to show unto them the path
knowing what results the future held on
of wisdom. IVe should do our part in
account of your decisions, you might have
sending those to them who know the trod the same
path which marks the road
folly of their position and will in- you have travelled thus far in life.
struct them to be wise, to serve the
Lord and to reverence the Son lest He
I know of no one periodical better
be angry and destroy them.
adapted to the needs of busy people who
THE PRATER MEETING.
desire to keep up with the times than the
Make a special study of missionary American Review of Reviews. The important events of the times; the men and
prophecies and promises.
women

THE JACKSONVILLE

snow

cause.

I

Aunt Madge.

city stood.

Why, look at the moon from where you stand!
Opaque, uneven, you say; yet it shines
A luminous sphere, complete and grand!

BIBLE READINGS.

i
•'

_

pue

******

may

"I call to mind that this year is the millenary
thousandth anniversary of the death lu 901
of Alfred the West Saxon King, who Is un.
doubtedly the founuer of a regular prose literature, as of so niauy other English institutions
and ways, lie and his people were justas much
your ancestors as they were mine; for all we
can say is that 130,000,000 who speak our Anglo
Saxon tongue have all a fairly equal claim to
look on him as the heroic leader of our remote
forefathers.”

banks, hospitals, schools, public buildings straightforward

My past is mine, and I take it all.
Its weakness—its folly, If you please;
Nay, even my sins, If you come to that,
May have been helps, not hindrances.
no kdowb now a me ai me last

I

or

Have gained the highest and purest bliss
That the bridal wreath and ring enclose;
And chosen the one out of all the world
That I might, or could, or would have chose;

**

briefly to call yonr attention to
approaching millennial celebration of
that great founder of English laws and
letters, King Alfred. Frederic Harrison,
of England, has recently visited our leading colleges and universities, like Harvard,
Yale, Princeton, Columbia and Chicago,
I want

the

said:

I f I could have known in the years now gone
The best that a woman comes to know;
Could have had whatever will make her blest,
Or whatever she thinks will make her so;

and against His anointed.
If they
•still do so and oppose the progress of
His kingdom, we should not be surprised or discouraged, but should strive
the more earnestly to advance His

oughly.
An original experiment that worked well.

and gave addresses and lectures on the
writings of King Alfred. At Harvard he

^

Put perfect sunshine Into my sky,
Banish the shadow of sorrow and doubt,
Have all my happiness multiplied.
And all my sufferings stricken out;

RPt thpmsplvps nn-nlriRt tho T.nrrt

I not such a busy woman would enjoy being a
member. But there are so many things to be
done In this world of ours that one must choose
from them.
II.
M. B. Cakf.—One egg well beaten, 1 cup sugar,
1 cup of milk, 2 cups of flour In which 1 teaspoonful of cream of tartar and ^ teaspoonful
of soda have been sifted, % cup melted butter,
flavor with pineapple or other flavoring to suit
the taste; just before putting in the tin to bake
add one egg also well beaten, and mix thor-

1

i

Dr. H. w. 1Iaine& begs to notify hla patrons
and others that until further notice ids dental
rooms will be closed on
Wednesday afternoons
Ellsworth, Oct. 25,1899.

i

Sfctjcrt'xnnaiis,

with the Vinalhaven Reds at VIn*lhaven.
About ninety “normals” and
townspeople went to Vinalhaven on the
steamer “Castine”. The game was close
and exciting from start to finish. It was
a pitchers’
battle, but there was good support in the field. The pitching of Reynolds. of the normals, was the feature of
was

PUNY CHILDREN
TOO MANY OF THEM DIE.
Their Little Bodies Unable
to Stand the Ordeal of

Development.
WE THINK EVERY MOTHER IN
THIS TOWN SHOULD KNOW
ABOUT VINOL.

It is the Delicious Tonic We
Advise for Growing
Children.

the game.

He struck out twelve men, and
allowed but tw’o safe hits. Sanborn, of
the Reds, also did
great work, striking
out thirteen men, but the normals managed to tap the leather safely seven times.
I he score was 6—4 in favor of Castine.
The normal school has an excellent team
this year. Dates are well filled for the
reason, and Castine will see some good
ball games. Next Snturday the normals

Do

children?

they sleep poorly

and

poorly ? Does your boy avoid the
sports and games of other boys ? Does
your girl complain of headache and
find her studies a hardship ?
eat

If so, you may make up your mind
they are growing too fast. They need
something to help nature in her great
work of furnishing the necessary elements for creating flesh and muscle tissue, hone structure and rich, pure, red
blood.
They need a tonic in the full sense
of the word and we can tell you what
to get.
It is Vinol Wine of Cod-Liver Oil. the
erreat modern reconstructed Children
like it, it is so delicious to the taste, in
spite of the fact that it contains a
highly concentrated extract of the
medicinal principles that are found in
cod-liver oil.
But because the vilc-smelling and
tasting grease has been discarded and
all of the other disagreeable features
eliminated, the benefits of Vinol are
easily understood.
Vinol acts favorably on the stomach,

possible amount of good.
Following is a letter that bears directly on this subject:

.** I was all run down and took Vinol.
It did me so much good and it w as so
pleasant to take that I gave it to my
children. They were growing fast and
needed something in the way of a tonic
and I found it to he just the thing for
them.”—Sarah Pickering, 1932 Fall
Eiver, Mass.
We cordially invite mothers interested in the welfare of their children,
as well as any one else needing a sure,
safe and delicious tonic, rebuilder and
We will
re j oven a tor, to call on us.
gladly tell any one all we know about
Vinol and why we so highly endorse it.

Inasmuch

as we are

always ready and

to refund the cost of Vinol to

pleased

those who don’t find it exactly what
claim it to be, it will be seen that

prepared

are

to

substantially

we
we

endorse

claims for the excellence of. this
marvelous preparation.

our

Wholesale and Retail Druggist, 14 Main St.

ftor additional

County JViwt

uher

page*.

from

a week’s stay in Aurora.
Dr. A. C. Ilagerthy and A. W. King, of

noon

Are from

the women might be menguisher an
tioned incidentally
I). L. Weare post, No. 89, G. A. R will
hold the aun<«al memorial services in
Temperance hall, Fast Sullivan. Comrades detailed for decorating graves are:
Hancock, L). Saunders; West Sullivan, O.
Hardiaon and other comrades; Sullivan,
M. II. Baker, Stan Wilson; Sullivan Center, G. Patten; Harland district, A. J.
Pettee; East Sullivan, E. H. Bunker, A
Hackett; Sorrento, S R Downing; Morancv. J A. A**h; Ashville, G H. RobertWright and
son; West Gouldsboro, J
Epps Sargent; South Gouldsboro, Com-

Myrick; Prospect Harbor and Corea,
O. Moore and A. Wnsgatt; Winter Harrade

J. Roberts;
Harbor, J
Gouldsboro, Charles Campbell and E.
Guptill; Pond road, Herman Young.
The address will be delivered by Sumner
P. Mills, of Stonington. The Winter Harbor band will furnish music. Dinner will
be served In the upper hall by tbe V. I. S.
Alfred Hackett
All are cordially invited.
B Johnson, comis officer of the day, J
and
A.
J.
Pettee, adjutant of the
mander,
post.
H.
May 20.
bor

and

Birch

/

C'UHlIUr.

normal school nine added another
to Its string of victories on Saturday,
making “three straight” for the season so
far, without a defeat. Saturday’s game
The

JJL R. Collar left Saturday for Bangor
where he will meet his daughter, Miss
Grace, who is returning from Fort Fairfield.

J. C. Dunn who has been in Bangor and
East Eddington with his daughter, Mrs.
Broad, for the past two months, returned

Saturday.
J
Blair, of Bangor, and Mr.
Billing", of East Eddington, spent Thursday here. They got a 3*4 pound trout at
King pond, and some good-sized brook
here

Robert

J. F. Haynes met with an accident
Thursday in which the small bone of his
right leg was broken. He was at work
with

his team

from

his

in

house,

big log with

a

a

held

some

was

trying

and

chain

distance
to haul

a

hooked around it.

When the horses started the

log struck

ground. He was alone and had some
difficulty in extricating himself from his
uncomfortable situation. The fracture is
the

not
on

a

serious

one

and he is able to be about

crutches.

May

James M. McFarland is in very poor
health.

Rich.

recovery.

/

Little Miss Edna Graves, of Boston, is
with

stopping

her

grandmother,

Abbie Graves.

Mrs.
^

Mrs. Agne* Milliken and her little
daughter Martha, of Ellsworth, are guests
at H. C. Millikeu’s.
Foren D at home again after

Alfred

year’s absence.

making

He intends

a

a

per-

manent home here.

Irving McFarland and Victor Smith,
are employed at Seal Harbor, were at
home for a few days this week.
SUMAC.
May 19.
who

Surry.

Hiram
from his

Treworgy had

lip

laBt week

a

by

cancer

Dr.

removed

Manning.

Ctiatto has added to his stock of
bens a flock qt White Wyandottes from
Marlboro, Mass.
M. D.

Capt. Alden Mann and family, of
Brewer, have arrived at Edgewood, their
summer

m.

West

End Hotel.

Portland, Me.

*

X****#**X*****************

for

the

improving.
to welcome

Rev. Charles Harbutt, secretary of the

missionary society, will preach
Sunday, June 2,
presenting the work of the society. On
Mattie

here and at Bass Harbor

June 9 and 16 it is expected that Rev.
David Wallace will supply the pulpit of
the Congregational church.
The

people of Southwest Harbor sym-

Harbor

Southwest

friends

the

give

newly-married couple, Mr. and Mrs.
George Harmon, a cordial greeting.
George has been repairing and renovating
house.

his

Since

his

return

from

the

wedding trip he and his wife have been

boarding

Higgins’,

at E. L.

but will

soon

housekeeping.

go to

Seavey, who has been for many
employed in the Charlestown navy
yard but is now taking a well-earned
vacation, came by Wednesday’s boat and
went to Soraesville to make arrangements
for occupying his house there, which has
been rented for about twenty years. Mr.
Seavey is looking hale and hearty, but says
his wife is not in good health. He hopes
the change to her old home surroundings
Horatio

years

may be beneficial.
May 20.
Sum.
Mrs. Susan

SPRAY.

a

year, is in

wbo has been

ill

Wood,
critical condition.

a

for

Jordan was at home from Wednesday night until Sunday morning.
Frank

H. A.

Phillips went to Brownville MonJ. Long in a lumber
Mr. Phillips runs a rotary saw.

to work for A.

special

was a

^

meeting Mon-

town

day at town hall to elect an assessor of
taxes in place Of S. J. Treworgy resigned.
E. C. Wit bee was elected.

daughter, to remain at West Lubec
His
household
Sunday.
goods
arrived at the parsonage Saturday.
Rev. P. S. Collins and wife attended
the convention of the French Baptists at
Gardiner, Mass., a few days ago. Mr.
for
Collins was special soloist
the
occasion. Mr. Collins gave a very interesting account of the convention and the
over

missionary

work among the French

home here.

May

20.

G.

y

UonlilNUuio

Mi»s ina

Guptill

left for Bar Harbor to-

day, where she will be employed in S. J.
Clemeni’s music store.

to

go
will be

Southwest

employed there for the

Wilmot Rolfe moved

me

uoay oi
here

brought

Mrs.

died at her home

Thursday.
Yeaton

her

was

band and

in

Every

who

knew

Besides

friend.

Mrs. Etta Dowe has been visiting
husband’s parents here for the past two
weeks before leaving to join her husband
in California.
East Surry Sunday school is rejoicing in
A new ina new library of 110 books.
terest is apparent in the school. All are
invited to the home of Mrs. R. A. Synclair
Saturday evenings for the purpose of
^
studying the Sunday school lesson.

were

hus-

a

Mer'e

of Schools W. W.
Tuesday and Wedschools.
nesday of last week visiting the
InterestTuesday evening he gave a very
ing lecture.
a’
May 20.__

Superintendent
in town

DeWitt’s Little Early Risers search the
remotest parts of the bowels and remove
with no discomthe impurities speedily
fort. They are famous for their ellieacy.
Wiggin &
never
gripe.
to
take,
Easy
Moore.

The standard weight of a bushel of Deans In
good order and fit for shipping, Is 62 poundsOf wheat, beets, ruta haga turnips and peas, 60
pounds; of corn, 56 pounds; of onions, 52
hounds; of carrots, Engllsn turnips, rye and
Indian meal, 50 pounds; of parsnips,45 pounds;
of barley ana buckwheat, 48 pounds; of oats,
32 pounds, or even measure as by agreement.
The prices quoted below are the retail prices
at Ellsworth. Farmers can easily reckon from
these what they are likely to receive In trade
or cash for their products.

felt.
two
held

She

also

sisters.
in

left
The

Union

the

church, conducted by Rev. Mr. Wescott,
of Winter Harbor. There was singing by
the Winter Harbor choir.
Jen.
JMay 20.
still improving.

I. Partridge,
around again.
E. E.

Fullerton

work for him
The White

has

a

large

ill, is
at

crew

this spring.

granite

company has started

A ...tlua

iilr

IWgiiggg

Strnvvuerries,
Coflec—per
Ulo,

week

of

a

the

& Sanborn's Seal
all flavor and

of

Brand, but

.16-3.25
.40
Mocha,
.37
Java,
Tea—per lb—
Japan,
.45£.65
.30 3 65
Oolong,
Sugar—per lb—
.08^
Granulated,
Coffee— A & B, .06-v
.06
Yellow, C
Molasses—per gal—
.35
Havana,
.50
Porto Rico,
.60
Syrup,

stopping at the
days. He left for

slight

extra cost

Seal Brand for its delicious flavor

and

bewitching

The pick of

aroma.

the world's berries, remember!
you tried it yet ?

Have

In i-lb. r».nd 2-lb. Tin
Cans (air-tight).
Other high grades in
richly-colored parchment
bags (moisture proof).

4 A

..

.04

Graham,

.04
Bye meal,
Granulated meal,lb 02y%
Oil—per gal—
.553.60
Linseed,
13
Kerosene,

Astral oil,
ami Building Materials.
M—
Spruce,

15

Lumber

Lumber—per
11313
Hemlock,
Hemlock hoards, 1- 3I3
12 316
Spruce,
16 320
Spruce floor,
12(jl5
Pine,
Matched pine,
15320
Shingles—per M—
2 75
Cedar, extra
2 35
clear,
"
2d clear,
1 85
**

Hemlock,
Clapboards—per
Extra spruce,
Spruce, No. 1,
Clear pine,
Extra pine,
Laths—per M—

1 25
125
M—
24 §26
17 318
35360
35§60

2.00
Spruce,
.04 §.06
Nalls, per lb
Cement, per cask 1 50
extra oue,
165 Lime, per cask
95
No.1 25 Brick, per M
7® 11
'•
.75 White lead, p rib .05 §.08
scoots,
Provisions.
Meat prices have been generally revised to
agree with variations In prices In different Ellsworth markets.
Beef, lb:
Pork, tb.
.20 §.25
12
Steak,
Chop,
.10 §.18
,05
Pigs’feet,
Roasts,
.18 §.10
16 3.18
Ham, per tb
Corned,
.10
.08
Shoulder,
Tripe,
Veal:
.14 315
Bacon,
Salt
.10
.18
Steak,
.10 §.12
Lard,
.11313
Roasts,
10
Mutton:
Sausage, lb
.15
Steak,
.08 §.12
Roasts,
Lamb:
18
Steak,

Chop,
Roasts,

18

.10 3.16
Fresh Fish.
The first Penobscot river salmon was In Ellslast
worth
week, ranging In price from 35 to 40
cents, according to cuts. Fresh alewlves from
Orland ure also in the market.
04 Mackerel, each
15 320
Cod,
12 315 Haddock,
Halibut.
u4
2 -335 Clams, qt
20
Shad, each
25 Ouster*, qt
40
Flounders, doz
14 Lobsters, It)
15
Blueilsh,
Peuob rotlmoil,
35340
Fre»h alewlves, doz 30
Fuel.
Wood—per cord
Coal—per ton—
6 50
Dry hard-, 3 00 § 5 00
Broken,
2 00 33 00
6 5u
Dry soft,
Stove,
6 50
Roundings per load
Egg,
l 00 §1 25
6 60
Nut,
Blacksmith’s
6 u*
Flour, Grain and Feed.
Corn meal, bag
Flour—per bb—
4 50 §6 00
1 10
Straights,
St. Louis roller,
1 2<>
Corn, bag
4 604*5 00 Oats, bu
.40u45
5 00 35 50 Shorts—bag—
110
Patents,
Mixed feed,bag
1.15

Middlings, bag

Hides—per
Ox,
Cow,

Hides and Tallow.
lb—
Lamb skins,
04‘■i Tallow—per
.04
Rough,

Bull,
skins, green

.253.50
ft—

.25 31.00
Dried Fruit.
.12 3.20 Tamarinds,
.10 Currants,
.08 3.15
Apples, string
.103-14 Apples, sliced

Figs,
Dates,
Eaisins,
Prunes,

.10

.083-12

.0«
.10

COUNTY NEWS.
For additional

County News

see

Suuday
day.

school

other pages

reorganized yester-

was

Rev. D. B. Smith, of Franklin, will
preach here Sunday, May 26.
Dr. C. C.

Morrison, of Bar Harbor,

over

Sunday,

at

the

was

Morrison

y

Henry Frost

and

Lizzie

Jordan

were

Saturday by Rev.

D. B. Smith.

S.

May 20.

of

Winnowing*
Novelty and Nonsense.
have

News,

for

awning for

The shovel handle

factory

of Columbus

Marshall, at Oakland, was burned Friday
night. Loss, £6,000; insurance, £2,500.
George H. Braiuard, who shot four men
in Portland central telephone office, has'
been committed to

superintendent

the

custody of

the

of the Maine insane asyas to his

Augusta, for examination

mental

condition.

He

taken

was

to

Augusta Friday.

Llewellyn

H.

Ware,

Bangor,
Sunday by hanging
He

barn.

He leaves

was

in

committed euihimself

in

his

forty-eight years of age.

wife and

a

living

farmer

a

the outskirts of
side

brain

temporarily
Capt. William

H.

fever, aud

Davis,

of

South

Brewer, died suddenly at sea last week on
board his vessel, the “Harold B. Cousins”.
Capt. Davis was fifty-five years of age.
During the war he was in the navy and

important position

of

secretary

Admiral Farragut,

Henry Lambert, the guide, who
pied a cabin near the Allen farm at

occu-

the officers.

divulged by

He has been under

suspicion

from the first.
Rev. E. B.

Webb,

D. D

one

of the

best

Coogregailooni Clergymen in New
England, died Monday, hi Wellesley,
Mas-aged eighty-one years. Dr. Webb
was born in
Newcastle, Me. He g aiuated from Bowdoin college in 1846, and
after (etching a year, entered Bang’r
theological seminary. His first pastorate
was at Augusta, where he was stationed
known

ten ytars.

He

called

was

to

Massachu-

setts in 1860.
Fire at

•

Newport,

which started

from

a

spark from a locomotive, last Friday,
destroyed the Maine Central
freight
shed, the grist mill of Judkins & Giland
the
man
woodworking shop of
Pearson &

McFadden,

and then

jumping

quarter of a mile of intervening
buildings destroyed the old Methodist
church which had only an hour before
been purchased by the Knights of Pythias.

The total loss is

about

£20,000.

The idea of

holding another State tournament by the Knights of Pythias is being talked of for next fall. The tournament recently held in Portland was a decided success and attended by some 2,000
members of the order.

It is

now

believed

that, were such an event held in eastern
Maine, many of the Pythians who were
unable, owing to the time and expense, to
reach Portland, would attend.
Bangor
has been named as the place for next fall’s
meeting.
There
ardson

was a

Miss Lena

_

stamps and money stolen.
probably, reached FairThe jewelry store of
field Sunday night.

entered
The

and

same

H. F.

gang,

Burges3

blown open

was

entered

without

and

the safe

reaching the inner

Night Officer Perry heard
and exchanged shots with
of the burglars who was oil guard.

apartment.

explosion,

the
one

None of the shots took < fleet. The others
There were
were alarmed, and escaped.
four men in the gang. The damage to the
safe and interior of the store from the

explosion amounts to $400.

.,-"

/

borrow.

On e day, while Jupiter, the great Olympian,
Sat llst’ning to the glorious hymns of mirth
Ascending thro’ the fleeting clouds beneath him,
A maid rose to Olympus from the earth.
Upon her shoulders fell her night-black tresses.
Pale was her face aud full of tears her eye;
Her graceful head hung down upon her bosom,
As slowly she the God of Gods drew nigh.

“Despair not, child,” quoth Jupiter, the mighty,
“Come, lay thy burden down before OUT

throne;

Shir-

.ley, has been charged with the murder of
J. Wesley Allen, his wife and daughter,
whose remains were found in the ruins of
their home. All the evidence on which
Lambert is held has not been

day night

was

insane.

to

been
same gang that has
other parts of Maine. Frithe postoffice at Brownville was

the

work of

He

children.

nine

had been ill with

held the

the safe and secured about

in money. The damage to the office
and sflfe is valued at considerable more
than £100. It 1s supposed tbis was the

operating in

swings.

lum at

dynamited

who

£200

been granted to F. A.
for placket*fastener; to

Chellis, Portland,
F. A. Leavitt, Portland,
lawn

county railroad at Eastport was wrecked
early Wednesday morning by burglars

AKIIiOl

Week’s

Patents

In vain thou shalt not seek for consolation,
Unfold thy heart and make thy trouble
known.”
Then she, her eyes uplifting: “I am Sorrow;
I dwell among the children of the dust;
My peace has gone; I long for rest and solace,
And hope in thee, for thou utoue art just.
Fate des .ed me to live anioi g the mortals,
To bring forth woe and mingle grief with
mirth,
And, therefore, tho* a daughter of a goddess,
..w

im.Q

Behold!

nwi.-i

from

U1iuh

hills

and

u«.VflUU.

hulls

and

mighty

temples
Sweei luocuse is ascending to the sbies;
To every god and tbmlgod and goddess
Doth mankind offer up a sacrifice.
“But me they hate, avoid; ami I must wander
All sore at heart, forsaken and alone;
Therefore 1 left the earth, rose to Olympus,
And humbly here 1 kneel oel'ore thy throne.’*
Then
“O

Jupiter arose and softly answered:
Sorrow, listeu, and in peace arise!

Thou shouldat

not envy us our halls and
temples,
Not e’en the IncenHe rising to the skies.
To thee a purer sacrifice is offered,
To thee do Love and Mercy yield the tear,
A mother’s tear, shed for her dying infant;
A maideu’s tear, shod at her lover’s bier.
This sacrifice, O maid, was never offered
From vanity; it needs no sacred hall.
The tears which from the depths of hearts are

flowing
Make sacred every place on which they fall.
And therefore was no temple consecrated
To honor thee, but thou recelvest no less,
For young and old bestow on thee, O Sorrow,
The noblest gift, the purest they possess.’’
—John Volk.

Wou W ithout Trying.
was one day walking along
road, and to his astonishment he saw a
crowd of boys sitting in front of a ring

A minister

a

pecular

lake last

accident at

Thursday.

A

Rich-

batteau

with a small dog in tbe centre.
VVheu he
supplies, includ- came up to them he put the following
dynamite, was being question: “What are you doing to the

loaded with lumbermen’s

ing 100 pounds of

There
towed up the lake by a steamer.
A
were two men in the batteau asleep.

spark from the steamer’s smokestack set
fire to the canvas covering in the batteau.
The

Surry.

I’ll

KITTKRV
On©

over a

.UlVi
.04

Tried,

.04

Calf

South
has been

it lacks

Thousands of

pay the

men were

awakened.

One of

them

hauled the batteau up to the steamer and
Atherton, who spent the past olimbed
aboard. The other dropped into
Bluehill bouse for a few
winter in Massachusetts, is at home.
the water and held on to the stern of the
Boston Saturday.
Mrs. Nellie Kent, of Brewer, visited her batteau. The dynamite exploded, hurling
the batteau a hundred feet in the air and
and
Mrs. Henderson
daughter, of mother, Mrs. Emma Haskell, last
we^feb
scattering its cargo over the lake. The
Yonkers, N. Y., are in town, and will
Miss Georgie Ellis, who has been living man in the water received fatal injuries.
open their cottage soon.
with her aunt, Mrs. Grace Burrill, in East
The ticket office of the Washington
arrived here Bucksport, has returned home.
Miss Adelaide Pearson
y
from Boston Tuesday and opened her
He Is a Wonder.
Master Elw in Treworgy is back at his
Mrs. Charles
cottage for the summer.
All who see Mr. C. F. Collier, of Cheroold place, to be cared for through the
Pearson came Saturday.
coming summer by Mrs. A. O. Treworgy. kee, Iowa, as he is now, cheerful, erect,
The senior clasH of the academy have
vigorous, without an ache, could hardly
May 20.
believe he is the same man who, a short
engaged the Lotus male quartette, of
time ago, had to sit in a chair, propped up
Mr. Sly—I love you more than words
Lewiston, for their graduation concert.
by cushions, suffering Intensely from an
The quartette will be assisted by Mrs. M. can tell.
Miss Sharp
Then let the aching back, in agony if he tried to stoop
The exercises and
Gove and Miss Holt.
—all
caused by chronic kidney trouble,
do
the
preacher
talking.
concert will be on June 13.
that no medicine helped till he used ElecBruz.
May 20.
tric Bitters and was wholly cured by three
The least in quantity and moat in qual- bottles. Positively cures backache, nerall kidney
Stops the Cough aud Works off the Cold. ity describes DeWitt’s Little Early Risers, vousness, loss of appetite,
Laxative Bromo-Qulnlne Tablets cure a cold the famous pills for constipation and liver troubles. Only 50c at YVigoin & Moose’s
In one day. No Cure, no Pay. Price 25 cents
&
Wiggin
Moobe.
complaints.
drug store.

George Clough

price of Chase

aroma.

gladly

women

25fl3J

tb

married at Franklin
the last

‘i-.

Klee, per
.06§.08
Pickles, per gal .40 £.60
.25 3-75
Olives, bottle
Vinegar—per gal—
Pure cider,
.20
.05
Cracked wheat,
.04
Oatmeal, per ft>
.20
Buckwheat, pkg

lb

house.

prize exhibition

iIgt

17 Lemons, doz
Groceries.

in town
farm.

academy will give

is sold at less than the

Beans-perqt—

25

the quarries owned by them in this place.
Robin Hinckley and Clarence Monroe
have engaged to paint H. H. McIntyre’s
The students of the

Yet you

12
Cucumbers,
08-ylO
Imp Yellow
sweet potatoes, lb
05
10
Pea,
Fruit.
Strawberries are down to 17 cents this week,
with probability of reaching 15 cents before
next week.

Mariaville.

who has been

W.

pound.

a

willingly pay five times
this price for fine confectionery. Coffee

Cheese.
Best factory (new) per lb.16$18
Best dairy (new).16
Dutch (imported).90
Neufchatel.'J.. .05
Eggs.
Eggs are firmer, but price is unchanged.
Fresh laid, per dos.
12
Poultry.
Fowl.16
Hay.
Best loose, per ton.
16 17
Baled.20
Straw.
Loose. 8 §10
14
Baled.
.Seeds.
2 75 Alslke. lb
17
Herdsgrass, bu
1«0 White clover, lb
25
Hungarian, bu
.15 Pets:
Browntop, Ib
Red clover, tt>
15
2 00
Canada, bu
Vegetables.
There arc several changes In prices of vegetables this week, all lower. Khubarb is added
to the list.
20 New cabbage,
.05
Potatoes, pk
New onions,
04
12
Tomatoes, ib
Bermuda onions, lb ('6 lthubarb, lb
0.»
05
.02
Radishes,
Beets, Ib
10 Turnips, th
Lettuce,
.01>£
25 Carrots, th
Celery, bunch
.01H

ill unlit ll.

Mrs. Kane is

1

Creamery per lb...28
2d $22
Dairy.

Spinach, pk

is sold for 10 cents

CANDY

Couutry Produce,

Butter.

for all of whom

term.
and

weigh 70 bounds.
The standard weight of a hushei of potatoes,
good order and dt for shipping, Is 60 pounds;
of apples, 44 pounds.
In

on

Mrs.

infant son, she left three
former marriage—Irvin, Duncan

by a
Joseph McDonald,

Wedhesdat, May 22, 1901.
MAIH1 LAW EKGABDINO WEIGHTS AHD MEASCEEt.
A bushel of Liverpool
salt shall weigh 60
pounds, and a bushel of Turks Island salt shall

She

an

funeral services

was

was

Winter Harbor

one

and

widely

Wed-

leaion

nanay

brothers

Surry’s teachers

family

his

Saturday for burial.

sympathy is

East

They

summery

went with them.

much

scat-

Harvey
to-day.

Harbor

three

are

Newman

nesday to Prospect Harbor, where they
will be employed in the sardine factory.
Mrs. Rboda Rolfe and Miss Minnie Rolfe

sons

her

peo-

ple of New Euglaud at the Baptist church
Sunday afternoon.

Harbor with freight, returning Sunday.

State

Kimball.
expenses
* land via White Mountains every other J
* Saturday, commencing June 22d. Ihe J
lowest price tours from Maine. Send
£
* lor itinerary *iviti* full particulars to *
*
COL. W. A. KIMBALL,

always glad

are

ill

now

Agues.

and

Stetson

~

quite

been

He is

Steamer “Juliette”, after making her
landing hero Saturday went to Prospect

daughter
Mrs. E. A. Richardson
Mattie arrived home from Boston Satur-

*

who has

Irvin McDonald and

Genuine stamped C C C. Never sold In bulk. day.

conducted by Col. W. A.
‘Personally
All
paid. Leave Port-

week to

little

Phillips, of Franklin, is visiting
daughter, Mrs. Monroe McFarland.
Mrs. Henry Milliken has gone to Isle au
Haut to visit her daughter, Mrs. George
Mrs.

her

and

Kimball’s Pan-American Tours.

last

Charlotte Liscom, of Seal Harbor,
Mrs. Georgia H. Moore, widow of the
visiting friends here.
with her little son
School is in session, taught by Mrs. late Rev. H. M. Moore,
Huson, has been visiting friends in
Salisbury, of Ellsworth Falls.
Surry. She returned to Kingman MonDaniel Crimmin and wife, of Sullivan,
day.
are visiting at Israel Durgan’s.
Rev. J. D. McGraw, who is to move to
David Farnsworth and wife have gone
Surry, was obliged, by the illness of his
Harbor on business.
Mrs.

join

t

Waltham,*

of

is

son|
E. Allen Greene
left Monday for Marble%ead.
home
Capt. Fred H. Greenlaw arrived
last week for a visit to his family.
Capt. C. A. Haskell left Thursday » .to
his vessel, the “Mary A. Hall”.

8

Delaney,
Sunday of

days with her father, Cyrus

few

There

W***t Hancock.

Mrs.

*

social at the hall.

came on
a

well

was

Mrs.

mill.

__

“something just as good."

It

enjoyable
Agnes

very

day
Flossie.

19.

Deer Isle.

Beware of the dealer who tries to sell

ice-cream social at Tre-

an

patronized. On
the next evening Miss N ttie Friend and
her pupils, of the grammar school, held a
mont hall.

a

rock, the other end swung around knocking Mr. Haynes down and pinning him to

tered this year, but two being employed
in town—Cora Clark at WeBt Surry and
Mabel Morgan at the village. Lilia
Meader is at Machiasport, Lizzie Gray and
Emily Morgan at Lagrange. Josie Gray
at Clifton, Gertrude Gray at Lubec. Susie
and Anna Stinson ars at Castlne normal
school.
L.
May 20.

(xttJbertisnnnits.

week

Ellsworth, were in towm one day
recently pathize with Samuel Cooper and family,
Mrs. George Clarry and Mis9 Daisy of Camden, N. J., in the recent death of
Clarry have gone to Lowell, Mass., to visit Mrs. Cooper, who has been an invalid for
relatives.
a year or two.
The Coopers have a summer home hero, “The
Larches.”
The
A. H. Stone, of Worcester, Mass., was in
town to-day with a party of friends on family will come to Southwest Harbor
their way to Alligator lake.
early in June.

Abbie Graves, one of our very old
ladies, is very low, with little hope of her

to-day the roof of the mill
sparks which were blown
from the Are of waste edgings. Plenty of
men and water saved the buildings as the
fhingles were like tinder The Are extinAt

caught

society held

Friends here

of Ellsworth, was in
Tuesday.
A. B. Haynes and Guy Patterson left
Monday for Jo Mary lakes.
Mrs. John Williams returned Sunday

harbor last

youngest daughter

a

Mrs. Lewis Shuman has returned from
Franklin.
on

here.

trip to Sullivan, where he is to load.
Thursday evening the Methodist aid

for

past two weeks.

Mrs.

Kant Sullivan.

into t he

came

friends

Lunt, of the “Jonathan

and took his wife and

Lurvey,

J. O. Whitney,

visiting

been

Roland

Orfiu pomt.

to Northeast

GEO. A. PAKCHEK,

has

asfafrtiarmmt*.

ELLSWORTH MARKETS.

other pages

gee

Hattie Milan, of Mt. Desert rock light

station,
Capt.
Cone”,

play Camden, and next Wednesday Mass.,
they will play a return game with the
spend
Vinalhaven Reds.

County News,

4oiitliwitnl Harbor.

will

town

Is your boy or girl pale and listless ?
Do they act differently from other

COUNTY NEWS.
For Additional

dog?”
One little boy said: “Whoever tells the
biggest lie wins it.”
“Ob,” said the minister, “I am surprised
at you little boys, for when I was like you
I

never

There
of the

told lie.”
was

silence for

boys shouted,

a

while,

until

“Give him the

one

dog!”

When a marriage takes place in China
wedding psrty enters the temple and
lights a quantity of of fireworks, including a number of crackers. This is supposed to wake the “Great Joss” from his
sleep. The priest repeats the service at
the

express speed, the
two little glasses

declacred

man

bride and groom

of wine and
and wife.

are

take

then

—

Strength comes from well digested and thoroughly assimilated food. Hood's Sarsaparilla
tones the digestive organs and thus builds up
the strength. If you are getting “run down’’,
begin taking Hood’s at once. It gives nerve,
mental and digestive strength.—Advt.

▲ LO(

Deer Isle

AT

ELLSWORTH, MAINE,
BY THE

tion.

HANCOCK COUNTY PUBLISHING CO.
JT. w. Rollins. Editor and Manager.

_

hecdworks after

j

7

|

8

21 22

j

Sa.

at 7.30—Union
Hancock hall.

mem-

Sunday

CONG’L, ELL8WORTH FALLB.
Rev. O. H. Hefflon, pastor.
Thursday evening, at 7.30, church
UNION

9

a higher valuation and a lower
rate, and the system now in vogue,
namely a low valuation and a high rate.
The advocates of a change in the method

10 11

231 24

j

tax

argue that the borrowing capacity would
be greatly increased as, at the present

25

time, foreign capital,

1:19
p. m.
9:38

gm,

li

a. iu.

y

q
O

New

V^Moon
->

First

•«

q

iO

Poverty

a.

m.

0:39
a. m

In Maine,

f

A son of Maine on the Pacific coast
sends us an editorial clipped from the
San Francisco Call of a recent date
loverly

m

maine'

me

writer descants with more fluency
than truth on the “gruesome stories
that come from Bangor of poverty in
certain rural districts in Maine”, referring particularly to Lincoln and
Hancock counties.
“A dozen towns in that section,”
says the writer, “have disincorpo-

J. P. Simonton, pastor.
Friday evening, at 7.30, prayer meeting.
Sunday, May 28—Morning service at
10.30.. Sermon by Rev. David Kerr, of the

Baptist

church.

Sunday

school at 11.45.

Junior league at 3.
Epworth league at 6.
Tuesday eveulng at 7 30, class meeting.
BAPTI8T.

j

people of Maine with that of the
starving millions in India, and sugthe

gests that money now sent from the
prosperous West to relieve distress
abroad, could be used to induce
emigrants from Maine to California,
adding—and this is the only real
sound piece of truth in the entire article—that “twenty thousand of that
kind [meaning people of Maine] in
California would double the wealth of
the state in ten years”.
On this one point the Call writer
can speak intelligently, for he knows
full well that no one state has contributed more to the growth and
prosperity of California than the good
old State of Maine.
The whole article in the Call is too
absurd to be dignified by a contradiction. Perhaps it may best be answered by quoting from the letter
from the son of Maine in California
He writes:

The writer of the Call article I think must be
very poorly informed in regard to the subject
of which be treats, or else has very little regard
for the truth. 1 am a native of the State of
Maine, and while I have spent nearly twenty
years on the Pacific coast, I *tlil have very
tender and affectionate memories ami regard
for the old “Pine Tree State**, the land of my
birth and the present home of my parents anu
brothers and numerous other relatives aud
friends.
I visited my home about -eight years ago. after
an absence of eleven year.-:, and it seemed to
the people of
me that, as a mutter of fact,
Maine enjoy life In as full measure as the peoIt
is
western
of
this
true, you find
slope.
ple
suffering and poverty there; just as true you
Ind the same coudliiona here. My observation
la that there are extremes every where—joy and
prosperity and abundance have fur near neighbors sorrow and adversity and want, in every
clime.
I trust you will acquaint the Call with the
facts as they are in your locality, and vindicate
the character of as liberal, honorable, wholesouled, God-fearing people as the sun shines
upon, and avenge us emigrants from your
State, who are justly indignant at the editorial.

light gray

on

the under side.

quite thickly

was

covered

The fish

interest

for

the

spots, extending well up

on

with

OUT-OF-TOWN

black

the head, and

broader

and

heavier.

But

the

roost

peculiar and distinguishing feature of the
fish was the formation of the gill open-

ings, the upper part of which, instead of
lying back smoothly, folded in much the
same as the
human ear. Carp, salmon,
Locb Leven trout have
put in Simmons pond. It was none
of these. What was it?
brook trout and
been

Lodge, K. of P.
meeting of the grand lodge,

Grand
At the
of

P.,

in

elected

Portland last week, officers

as

K.

were

follows:

govern-

North

Methodist church,

Simcntou, of
2.30 p.

m.

Dollardtown—Sermon by Rev. S. A.
Thurlow at 10 30

a. m.

“There shall be annual close time for landlocked salmon, trout and togue from the first
day of October until the ice Is out of the pond,
iuuc ur riroi

uduuu

iu

me

xuuuwiug

sprixig

ui

each

year.”
The contention ie that the words “ice
is out” mean when the lake is entirely

free,

and not when

a

portion of it is clear

of ice.

Boston & Maine—Five Allies
of Harvesting Machines.
At ibis, the dawn of the twentieth century, when the business enterprises are
assuming such colossal proportions, it is
Over the

not

surprising

from

these

shipments

to find that the

establish-

industrial

great

Wisconsin;

twelve

Lake Hatchery. V
The Green Lake fish hatchery has about
completed its plauts of brook trout for
this Bcason. In all the station will plant
about 400,000 trout th^s spring. W. J.

Drummey
plants.

has

accompanied

most of the

Among the ponds in this vicinity in

Kansas;

to

to

one

North Dakota.
The run was wholly by daylight, and
the train was decorated with flags and
bunting as well as placards bearing the
iiHcprHjpmpnf nf rho nhinnpr
was

given

Hoosick

an

Falls.

tories ceased
Green

which trout have been

Isle

completed

are

Friday.

Late that

afternoon Deer Isle talked with

Ellsworth

was

enjoys

and citizen—he distinguished
himself and dignified the office.

Bangor Man Bead.
Simon Pierce Bradbury, for many years
business man and
a prominent Bangor
bolder of several municipal offices, died
Monday. Hia age wag eighty-flve years.
Prominent

The merchant who does not advertise in
dull season makes it more profitable for
those who do advertise.

His

out.

led

was

as

a

indus-

bells and

Thu (rain

enthusiastic

send-off

Stores

closed, facwhistles,

were

operations,

at

In

peculiar

a

He

manner.

leading

was

a

animal, jumping and
frisking, throw him to the ground in
front of her. The animal’s forefeet came
Two ribs
Sown on Mr. Brady’s chest.
ind t he collar bone were broken, and he

after-

were

the

when

cow

injured Internally.

was

great for

too

one

of Mr.

The shock

Brady’s

advanced

In Ireland. He
Ellsworth nearly fifty years ago,
ind this has since been bis home. He was
came

—

last

frowns.

her

smiles

and

laughs

at

her

Free medical advice. Men and women suffering from chronic diseases are invited to consult
Dr. Pierce, Buffalo, N. Y., by letter, absolutely
without fee or charge. For more than thirty
years as chief consulting physician to the Invalids’ Hotel and Surgical Institute of Buf
falo, N. Y., Doctor Pierce has devoted himself
to the treatment and cure of chronic forms of
disease. Assisted by his staff of nearly a score
of physicians, each man a specialist, his success has been phenomenal, ninetv-eight persons
In every hundred treated being absolutely and
Womeu have especially
altogether cured.
availed themselves of Dr. Pierce’s offer of free
consultation by letter, thereby avoiding the
unpleasant questionings, the obnoxious examinations ami odious local treatments considered necessary by some practitioners.
Over
half a million women have been treated by Dr.
Pierce and his staff for diseases peculiar to
women, with universal success. Write without
rear as without fee. Every letter Is treated as
strictly private and sacredly confidential, and
ill answers are sent In plain envelopes, bearng no printing upon them. Address Dr. B. V.
Pierce, World’s Dispensary Medical Associaion, Buffalo, N. Y.

♦

Painting

♦

Yes.

many engagements, in which lie distinguished himself. He was discharged

♦

at

♦

Floors all covered ?

J
J

Straw

Z

What

$

folks

the navy could attain,
lie served
throughout the war and participated iu

January,

which,

placed

end

to

1866.
war

he commanded

end,

would

ex-

opened

ed which

CHENEY & CO.,
Sol** by Druggists, 75c.
Hall’s Family Pills are the best.

Toledo, O.

steamer

the way to
1870 he became

journalmanaging

a

In
Bangor Whig and Courier,
which paper he bought in 1874.
He
continued as editor until the consotlistic

career.

editor of the

to
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for Summer?

Ready

and

Papering

all done ?

Got fine selections of both

< >

Bros’.

Whiting

for

|

^

is

Matting

>

Yes.

That

the

thing

just

;
J
J
!

summer.

Well, the women
looking up

next ?
are now

!

j

II

WE HAVE THEfl.

♦

w«r

j
[
|
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SHIRT WAISTS.

♦

aWKCtiscnuntB.

WHITING

Ellsworth.

|

BROS.

Are not

Introducing
SHERWIN-WILLIAMS PAINT
it was introduced over thirty
years ago, and is years past the
We do
experimental stage.
not offer you a paint “just as
as
some
other
good”
paint, but
we wish to sell to you a paint
that “is the best sold in this
market”, and we not only say
so, but prove it.

J

Boiled daily; 15c. per lb.

as

We Weighed a Gallon
of $1.25 Paint,

We Weighed a Gallon of the
Sherwin-Williams Paint,

|

1*

Penobscot River. The first in the market;
price to-day for best cuts, 35c.

SPRIXG

.

x

X

LAMI1.

J

!

:
Giles

&

Burrill.

$

|

The New A'arkct.

l
i

♦

shade,

same

ana

SEE

THE

round

17 founds.

atrtjrrtiscmrnta.

POINT?
“The Beautiful

perhaps
Both

more

U

and profit is the same in a cheap paint
as in Sherwin-Williams—the best—and
sometimes more.

STRATTON & WESCOTT.

thoroughly experienced
keeper. Wages, $4 per

Bedding Plants for your garden, and

Misses

E2Hantrt.

STORE^AddressorTnqalre
of J. A. Hale, Ellsworth, Me.
STATIONERY
APES AND SHOW CASES—Three safes
and two show cases. Apply to Geobgk
Pabchkb.

7% Horse Power gasolene engine. Can be seen running in my shop
daily. Isaac L.|Hodgkins, Ellsworth Me.

ENGINE—A

Special Notices.
Name Strar. "C. P. Conners".
is hereby given that the name of
the steamer *‘C.P. Conners", of Southwest Harbor. Me., official number 12$,J24,
rroas tons
(formerly) 7, now rebuilt and enlarged, has been changed to "Christopher”,
upon application of the managing owner, A.
E. Farnsworth.
Authority granted by the
Domniissioner of Navigation May 11,1901.
Henby Whiting,
Collector of Customs.

NOTICE

&

CONNKKT

Ellewokth, Me.
(Over J. A. Lord'.,)

Za 3Lt{.
in Masonic block
STORE—Room.—first

floor and basement—
State street, until

on

recently occupied by the Hancock bounty
Publishing Oo. Inquire ot John B. Rkdman
agent, in same building.

Urtjal Xoticcs.

GIRL

JFor Salt.

CALL

SruEET,

hands for

Block, Main 8t.

/V^STAMr^OF^MAINEr^~^,V^

Hancock sa.-At a probate court held
at
in and for said
county of Hancock
on the seventh day of
May, in the year of
nine hundred and one.
A tLKi AIN instrument purporting to be
wil1 and testament of
Charles A. Sinclair, late of
Portsmouth, in
the county of Rockingham, and
state of New
Hampshire, deceased, and of the probate
thereof m said state of New
Hampshire, duly
been Presented to the
Judge of probate for our said county of Hancock for the purpose of
being allowed, filed
and recorded in the probate court
of our said
county of Hancock.
Ordered, That notice thereof be given to
all persons interested therein,
by pnblishine

Bucksport,

°ir

*4

ftrwreq“e^u
lOqi._

~~

STATE OF MAINE.

Millinery Parlors,

for general housework, inquire of
I. L. Halm an. Ellsworth, store or house.

of

be

Marigold*.
Hollyhocks etc.

house-

J. A. FRENCH, Custom Tailor.

subscriber hereny gi
been duly appointed a.lnnnlsiraLuther A. Jackson, late of
Township No. 32, in the county of Hancock,
and
deceased,
given bonds as the law directs.
persons having demands against the estate
of* said deceased are desired
to present the
same for
and all indebted thereto
settlement,
to “Uike payment
immediately.
May i,
Hannah Jackson.

Pao.le.t

40 Mam

Change

can

GREENHOUSE.

Lettuce.

WANTED.

^SberUscmnita.

make them grow,

SET

week.

ves^muice^thTt

rPHB

nri«.,!w*e £,t#*T ?f

Tomato,

493, Ellsworth, Me.

Holmes

the Useful,

TELEPHONE CONNECTION.

HOUSE-KEEPER.

Two ffr-t elans experienced
pauis and vests.

as

so."

*

WANTED.

Address Box

Useful

as

Remember, you receive what you pay Phosphate which will
for, and the less you pay for paint the had at the
less value in material you will get, as
ELLSWORTH
all cost of making, selling, advertising,

A

Ergal Notices.

^

Three pounds difference in white
lead would mean about 20c. on one
item alone.

A.

♦

SALMON

*

and Found 14 Pounds.

|

v

LOBSTERS

♦

THE

State

of Ohio, City of Toledo, t
**•
Lucas County,
i
Fkank J. Cheney makes oath that he Is the
senior partner of the firm of F. J. Cheney &
Co., doing business la the City of Toledo,
County and State aforesaid, and that said firm
will pay the sum of ONE HUNDRED DOLLARS for each and every case of Catarrh that
cannot be cured by the u*eof Hall's Catakkh
FRANK J. CHENEY.
CUHK
Sworn to before me and subscribed in my
presence, this t»ih day of December, a. d. 1686.

a

running between New York and Wilmington. He began writing accounts of the
engagements in which he bad participat-

announced the

One of the Bostou & Maine’s most modern freight locomotives,
No. 1,155, was
used in hauling the train, which left
Hoosick Falls, a; 9.27 a. rn. and arrived at
Rotterdam at 1.20 p. rn. The shipment
consisted of 3,000 harvesting machines,
If

!

was

*ge, eighty*two years.
Mr. Brady was born

in

and

depargreat freight shipment.

cannon

ture of this

>

EDMUND BRADY, SR.
Edmund Brady, sr., died
Monday
ifternoon from injuries received Friday

beautiful.
The bearers were George A. Dorr, of
Newport, N. H.; John Montgomery,
Leslie Little,
Louis Chandler, Kalph
Marks, of Bucksport, and John D. Buck,
Orland.
Interment was at Oak Grove
cemetery. Besides the widowed mother,
three brothers
Ernest and Charles, of
Orland, and Arthur D., of Orrlugton—are
left to mourn the loss of a much beloved
The floral tributes

noon.

worked

He

and a good citizen.
He leaves a widow, one son, Dr. John
Calnlne, now connected with a hospital
In St. Louis, Mo., and Mary E. Calnlne, a
teacher in the Boston schools.
Funeral services were held from the
Catholic church yesterday forenoou, Itev.
J. D. O’Brien officiating.

held at the

another page of this issue,
Congregational church Sunday

He

and laborer.

mason

Ireland sixtyto Ellsworth

trious

Mr. Boutelle was married in 1866 to
Elizabeth Hodsdon, daughter of Gen.
John L. Hodsdon, then adjutant-general
of Maine. She died in 1892. They had
three daughters, Grace Boutelle, Eliza-

badly disabled and her consort,
gunboat “Bombshell”, was captured.
For
his
bravery and
conspicuous
efficiency in this engagement he was recommended for promotion, and was promoted to the grade of lieuteuant, the
highest grade which a volunteer officer

After the

The gloom which was cast over
Washington by the sudden and unexThe Boston Herald introduced last Sunpected death of Mrs. Gage, wife of
Secretary of the Treasury' Gage, has day, as a feature to supplement Its excelbeen somewhat dispelled by the more lent publication, a comic section, under
encouraging news of Mrs. McKinley’s the title of “Fun”. The cartoons and
A. W. GLEASON.
were original, and above the standcondition. For several days Mrs. Mc- jokes
(
jCatarrh Care Is takenNotary Public.
ard of the mauy alleged humorous papers.
Hall’s
Internally and
Kinley’s death was feared, but now
acts directly on the blood and mucous surfaces
she is steadily improving.
Fortune never cheats a wise man; he of the system. Send for testimonials, free.
F J.

man

broke

war

him at onCe to offer
his services.
He was appointed acting
master in the navy, aud was assigned to
the war steamship “Paul Jones” of the
South Atlantic squadron.
He
served
upon it dunug the blockade of Charleston, participating in the attacks upon
Fort Sumter, the occupation of Port Royal
by the federal forces, and the clearance of
the Carolina and Georgia sounds along

in

A BIG SHIPMENT

ments increase

Connection was also
had with Bangor, Portland and Boston.

The death of ex-Congressman Boutelle causes profound sorrow throughout Maine, and particularly in the
fourth congressional district, which
he represented so efficiently for nearly
twenty years. In his various stations
in life—as soldier, journalist, states-

the

tbe

SERVICES.

proportionately.
chancellor, Warren C. Pbilbrook,
Perhaps the greatest single shipment on
Waterville; grand vice-chancellor, Clar- record was made over the Boston & Maine
ence
L. Buckman,
Yarmouth; grand
railroad, oil May 14, when a train of fifprelate, J. Maurice Arnold, Augusta;
ty-eight cars loaded with machinery from
of
records
and
grand keeper
seal, Wesley the Walter A. Wood
mowing and reaping
G. Smith, Old Orchard; grand master of
machine company, was shipped
from
Edwin
C.
exchequer,
Millikeu, Portland; Hoosick Falls to
Chicago. The details of
Frederick
W.
grand
master-at-arms,
that shipment are as follows:
Cross, Kittery; grand inner guard, George
The route was over the Boston & Maine
W. Wescott, Bangor; grand outer guard,
from Hoosick Falls to Rotterdam, thence
Andrew J. Roberts, Biddeford; supreme
to Buffalo over the New York Central,
representative, George M. Hanson, Calais. and from Buffalo to
Chicago over the
To Prosecute Careen Lake Flaherineu. Lake Shore and Michigan Southern.
This spring a number of persons visited Fifty-eight cars of the last named road
Green lake as soon as a part of it was free were used to contain the shipment, and
from ice and a number of salmon were were run solid to Chicago,
being distaken. It is now understood that these tributed from there as follows: Seven
people are to be prosecuted under the fol- cars to Illinois; four to Missouri; nine to
lowing clause of section 5, chapter 5, pub- Nebraska; seven to Iowa; eight to Minlic laws of 1899:
nesota; nine to South Dakota; one to
Grand

for the first time.

a

done

came

off and

Pine street.

planted
Tank, teud over a distance of five miles. The
100,000; Patten’s, 30,000 and Branch, 30,000. total
Secretary of the Treasury Gage is In
way-billed weight of the shipment
lake 100,000 togue were planted.
Phillips
was 1,675,400
still buying short time United States
pounds, and the freight
The hatchery this year will.attempt to
bonds, whenever they are offered at a carry over a larger supply of fish than charges amounted to £9,692 82, while the
value of the machines is estimated at
price that makes it advantageous for usual for spawning purposes. It will
about $125,000.
the government to buy, and will con- try to keep 100,000 salmon and 75,000 brook
This train occupied about two days in
tinue to do so, because thereby he trout.
crossing New' York state, and at every
not only puts the money that is in
place from starting point to destination
Telephone to I>eer Isle.
great Interest was manifested.
the treasury back into circulation,
TUie telephone connection with Deer
but saves
ment.

when

patrotic instincts

born in

was

years ago, hut
when a young man.

navy.

was

Calnlne

Mr.
:hree

—

—

clipping.

leatb.

Rev. David Kerr, pastor.
He was employed
a mason and laborer.
Friday evening, at 7.30, prayer meeting. the coast from
the rebel cruisers and
for many years by the la»e Deacon Dutton.
Sunday, May 26—Morning service at
daughter and sister. The sincere symgunboats.
He leaves a widow and five children, ail
10.30. Rev. J. P. Simonton will preach in
would mean au increase in the State and
He also bore an honorable part In dan- pathy of all Is with the bereaved family.
living in Ellsworth—Michael, Kate, Edexchange with the pastor. Sunday school
county tax, and might also serve to ingerous shore duty, as at the battle of St.
at 12 m. Y. P. S. C. E. meeting at 6 p. m.
mund, Mary and John Brady. He ia also
AshTlTle.
crease non-residents, who would
John’s bluff, Florida, aud at the capture
jump Address
by the pastor. Evening service of
John H. Tracy, 2nd, has gone to Bar survived by two brothers and a sister—
to the conclusion that a higher valuation
where
be
a
commanded
Jacksonville,
Daniel
omitted.
Brady, of Marlboro, Morn.,
Harbor for the season.
means a higher tax.
battery of marine howitzers, co-operating
Michael Brady, of Chicago, and Mrs.
FREE BAPTIST.
Miss Joan Simpson, of East Sullivan,
the land forces.
with
Elizabeth Mahoney, of Ellsworth.
Rev. S. A. Thurlow, pastor.
Henry W. Cushman, of Ellsworth, at
Xu the spring of 1864, being then sailing who has been ill for a long while, was
Fliners!
services
were
held
at the
Sunday, May 26—Preaching at 2 p. m.
Simmons pond Saturday caught a fish
able
to
ride
out
one day lRst week.
and
ordnance
officer
of
the
master
Catholic church this forenoon, Kev. J. D.
gunwhich is puzzling piscatorial experts of Sunday school, 3 p. m.
David W. Mosley, of Marlboro, was the O’Brien officiating.
boat “Sassacus”, be was in the terrible
Christian Endeavor meeting Tuesday,
Ellsworth. The fish weighed something
and close engagement of that vessel with guest of A. G. Bunker Saturday. He also
over a nound.
It had I ha anft dorsal fln 7.30 p. m.
this nmrprfnl r«>hpl rum 41 Alhfimarln” nti
visited bis daughter, Mrs. Edna Norris, at
Hood’s Pills cure Liver Ills, biliousness. In.
30
7
Weekly
prayer
meeting
Thursday,
of the trout and salmon family, and the
Hucatlon, Headache.
Easy to take, easy to
which was oue of the most Winter Harbor. He left for home this
engagement
m.
p.
Artrt.
square tail of the trout. The body had
u|*era«e Vm
unusual and remarkable conflicts of the morning.
of
1
Wednesday,
May
29,
meeting
p.
m.,
more the round shape of a pickerel.
The
ladies’aid society with Mrs. Young on Civil war. The “Albemarle” was beaten
color was dark on the back, shading to a
Sbbtrtisramu*.

Ellsworth—Preaching service
at Congregational chapel Sunday, May 26,
with a slight touch of color near the midat 2 30 p. m. by Rev. G. H. Hefflon.
rated through sheer inability to pay dle of the body. The head was shaped
Trenton
Preaching by Rev. J. P.
like that of a salmon, but was
something
taxes.” He compares the condition of
the
at

who sent us the

a

Charles

years,

METHODIST EPISCOPAL.
Rev.

There is another side to the case, however, as an advance in the valuation

0:37

nc

Quarter ZO

above the assessed

valuation of the property, can be obtained
only with great difficulty, while the property is often worth far more than the
valuation placed upon it by the assessors.

!M|80l 311

-» -«

hotel In Boston.
Addison Boutelle was born at
Damariscotta, Feb. 9,1839. When he was
nine years of age his parents removed to
Brunswick, where ho was given a good
brain at

real-

of Ellsworth, died suddenly oil Sanlay, of heart disease, at his Home In the
Beechland district. He bad suffered with
years, but was
heart disease several
iround as usual until the day before his
lent

_

WEDNESDAY, MAY 22, 1901.

neaueu

in the

JEREMIAH CALNINE.
Jeremiah Calnlne, a well-known

»
prayer-meeting.
Sunday, May 26—Morning service at
common school and academic education.
Junior C.
10.30. Sunday school at 11.45.
From his father, who was a prominent beth Boutelle, who is the wife of William
E. at 3. Evening service omitted because
shipmaster, the boy imbibed a taste for W. Palmer, of Bangor, and Annie
of Memorial service in Hancock hall.
Mr. Boutelle also leaves a
the life of a seafaring man, which took Boutelle.
then permitted to escape to the mainland,
CONGREGATIONAL.
him early to sea on the vessel of the elder brother, Edward P. Boutelle, of Bangor.
and went crashing through the woods
Rev. J. M. Adams, pastor.
Boutelle, under whom he passed early
out of sight.
Prayer and conference meeting Friday
through several grades of the seafaring Orland.
at 7.30.
evening
The funeral of Miss Grace Sugden,
The Bar Harbor board of trade has
at profession.
26—Morning
Sunday,
May
worship
tackled a weighty subject—-the relative
He had been following the sea for nine whose death at Lewiston is reported on
10.30. Suuday school at 11.45.

MOON'S PHASES.

C Quarter

discovered the animal

the

logs

OBITUARY.

two

ago.

Through his newspaper Mr. Boutelle
Ex-Congressman Passes Away at Mcsoon became a leader in the republican
Lean Asylum In Waver ley, Mass.
party in Maine. In 1882 be was elected to
UNITARIAN.
Ex-Congressman Charles A. Boutelle, of Congress from the fourth district of
Rev. A. H. Coar, pastor.
Bangor, died at noon yesterday at the Maine. Ho was re-elected to succeed
Saturday evening, at 7.30, teachers’
McLean asylum In Waverley, Mass. Mr. himself each terra since Then. As chairmeeting at home of Mrs. S. D. Wlggin.
man of the committee on naval affairs he
Subject: “Modern Judaism and Con- Boutelle had been at the institution over served with
distinguished ability.
tributions of Jewish Religion.”
a year for treatment for brain trouble.
few
He resigned from Congress a
Sunday, May 26—Morning service at His Illness dates from Dec.
21, 1899, when months ago, on account of his illness, and
10.30. Subject: “Theology and Religion.”
he suffered an attack of congestion of the was appointed on the retired list of the
school at 11.45.

orial service at

With the head works on one side
and the boat on the other they turned the
moose in all directions, and finally rowed
up to him until they coaid pluck out
He was
some of his hair for a souvenir.

14 15 16 17 18

26 27 28
Third

UNION MEMORIAL SERVICE.

merits of

~6~
12 "l3
19 ^20
5

V£/Mr>on

up the pond with
the last boom of

Whig with the News

dation of the
year*

water.

~TTTT

aFuII

they

when

1901
Fr.

going

men were

Business communications should be addressed
to, and all money orders made payable to, The
Hancock County Publishing Co., Ellsworth. Maine.

Su. Mo. To. '.¥e. Th.

in Hancock

moose

county is the one that encountered J. T.
Giles’ crew of river drivers at Great pond
A dozen or more of the
last Wednesday.

fubserf i*tion Price—$2.00 a year; $1.00 for
six mo tit ha; 50 cents for three months; if
paid strictly In advance, $1.50, 75 and 38 cents
respectively. All arrearages are reckoned at
the rate of 2 per year.
Advertising Hates—Are reasonable, and will
be made known on application.

MAY

frightened

The most

CAPT. BOUTELLE DEAD.

Sunday evening

_

Bar Harbor’s eyes are open to opportunities f jr self-advancement. The board
of trade has spent flOO for advertising
Bar Harbor at the Pan-American exposi-

PUBLISHED

WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON.

1901

said “Hello” to Boston last

Friday.

L AND POLITICAL JOURNAL

EVERY

CHURCH NOTKS.

COUNTY GOSSIP.

<£t)c vt. Usumtl) American.

^U8and
l»he la1*

?ndSinflcateK ',Aha,ving

d.‘'i»r!,coc“

•"-tii“''orth. M«ine-

d*y of
911A5hiNA
dated the 26th day of
A

May,

on
a.

April,

execution
d. 1901, is-

8 Judgment
rendered by the supreme
judicial court, for the county of Hancock,
at
held on the
1*4 *«» tbere<Jf begun :i ami
d*>»1- to wit: on
rK« o;d.TaeRd.a-!0,-,A^rn
of April, a d. 1901, in favor of Al-

and Albert K. Cushman,
both of Ellsworth. Hancock
county, Maine,
copartners and doing business at said Ellsworth. under the firm name and
style of A.
Unshman & bon, against
Benjamin Frazier.
d Ellsworth, for
dollars and
forty-two
eighty-six cents (#42.86), debt or damage, and
dollars and eighty-nine cents (#92®).
sold at public aucof John A. Peters, jr., in said
Ellsworth, to the highest bidder, on the 29th
day of June a d. 1901, at ten o’clock in the
.r‘Kht’ tille and interest
Benjamin Frazier has and had
a
L“ * k
following-described real estate,
Mth day of March, a. d. 1901, at five
and torty minutes in the afternoon.
wbeu the same was attached on the
original writ in the same suit, to wit:
or
Parcel of land situated in
aforesaid, and bounded and de,ollows*
*U: Beginning at the
°f Monroe Young’s lot on
c,9rner
tb®uce running southerly on said
8*x roda: thence westerly
Williams’ north line;
Parftl,el to said Young’s west
street; thence easterly three
rods to the first
mentioned bound, being the
»f» conveyed to Mary 8. Frazier,
*aidB1iaworth, deceased, by Hutson B.
b?_bis deed dated Jan. 8, a. d. 1889.

^“Hhmau

whf^fh* ai« Lhe
V1 .e.?aid
^be
??k
”*fJlJ“®
^.rtb

!L»Wes*
flit. ^Lu11 ,°eorKe
nSSSS&F*
\•hi

«»
of

?a^c^fk

Maine, registry
deeds in book 232. county,
page 425.
F. Whitcomb, Sheriff.

__H.

lDthP
the District
In the

of the United States for
in bankruptcy.
J

of Maine,
matter of

Ba*nk;aP*<:LUrSS'" Ban*™Ptc»- of
of Oeorge A.
Phillips,

°> Hancock, and distrijr»toX ini ihe ®"nn'y
bankrupt:

bereby
vdc
Ki>-ri',ie,‘!!id',a
is

given

that

on

the

“h. dH’.,®J
May, a. d. 1901, the said
*
was duly
adjudicated
hanKf,^'
f„C0A?;O,on“
°r<!?r t5"«
reekt a successively
flrat meeting of his
ln. the Ellsworth
American,
newsivinpr
credhnlD’wfn
ltat,-the
printed at Ellsworth, in said county of^Han- Hi,?.1 bc held at No- 20 State street, in
the ,ourth (lay Of June, a. d.
o? Jh,:„X“?S:ck.countj'' Mal,le, on the 1st
gg**
laoi, that they may appear at a nrohat* day
nnL... “"tf*?*' »t ten o'clock in the forecourt then to be held at Ellsworth, in
and for m«v’.HLjh,ch tlme thc »aid creditors
said county of Hancock, at ten o’clock
their claims, appoint ft
in the
fnd’ ^>rov®
the bankrupt, and. transact
forenoon, and show cause, if any they
inpftsnai?t
9 have
e'
bo®*11®88 »a '»ay
against the same.
come
a

k

J

O. P. CUNNINGHAM.
Judge of Probate.
A true copy, Attest
Cuas. P. Doer, Registe •.

befor^ said
^M
before

meeting.

May 22,1901.

properly
John B. Rkdman,
Referee in Bankruptcy.

j

WEDDING BELLS.

CITY

Mis* Maud Myrtle Crabtree, daughter
ol Mm. Julia A. Crabtree, and Bamue
Tllden White, ol Bangor, were marrlec
at high noon Monday at the home of thi
bride in thlaclty.
It was a very pretty wedding. Thi
house was artistically decorated wltt
evergreen and flowers, the color schenn
throughout being green and white. In
tlmate friends and relatives were present
including guests from Boston, Bangor
Bar Harbor and Ellsworth. Rev. Chris-

topher

8.

Lefflngwell,

rector emeritus ol

Saviour’s church of Bar Harbor, officiated.
The bride’s gown was of white albatross
with trimming of stitched white satin
bands. Bhe carried a shower bouquet ol
Miss Elizabeth Morrison
bride roses.
of Boston, was bridesmaid, and Harry L.
Crabtree, of Ellsworth, brother of the
bride, was best man. Little Hazel Lord,
of Bar Harbor, aged five, a niece of the
bride, was flower girl. The bridesmaid
wore white muslin over green silk and
carried a bouquet of pink roses. The little
flower girl was dressed in white and blue
and carried a bouquet of cherry blossoms.
After the ceremony, a luncheon was
served. The bride and groom left immediately by team for Bucksport, thereby
avoiding their rice-armed friends. They
will go to Moosehead l-ake for two weeks’
visit. They will reside at 209 Pine street,
Bangor.
8t.

The bride has
stores of

been

employed

E. C. Nichols and

In

the

Benson &

Bangor, several years. The
groom bolds a responsible position with
Thurston A Kingsbury,of Bangor, wholeMiller,

T

MEETING,

V

CRABTRKK- WHITR.

at

sale grocers.

aWjtrtisnncnfs.

several matters of

interest

were

discussed,

among them the proposed new Bangor
bridge and the question of purchasing n
hook and ladder truck.

Iu relation to the bridge, there is no
that a new one will be built, as tb<present one is in a dangerous condition.
The only question is the kind of
bridge
and foundation to build. The
mayor and
aldermen will visit the bridge soon to
look it ove^.
Incidental to the Bangor bridge discussion, the matter of necessary repairs
at Brimmer’s bridge was
brought up.
The road at the eastern approach of the
doubt

bridge,
during

where the

river

the road

was over

the

spring freshet, is badly
considerable filling iu

washed

out, and
will be
necessary.
The sentiment of the board seems
pretty evenly divided on the question of
buying a new hook and ladder truck, as
recommended by the chief engineer of
the fire department for the past two
Chief Engineer Brown reported
years.

correspondence

which he had

had

with

manufacturers of trucks, and the price
quoted him for a truck suitable to the
needs of Ellsworth.
He said the ladders
carried

the

preseut truck weredangeroub to use.
The question of baying a
truck probably will be decided at the
next meeting of the board.
on

Mayor Greely reported
with Harry S. Jones

that the
for

poor for five years had been
The committee to which

con-

of the

care

signed.
referred

was

of street sprinkling asked for
farther time.
the matter

Emery

Strout

was

elected

a

surveyor

of

lumber, wood and bark.
NORTH KLUSWORTH.
George Ober lost

a

cow

day

one

last

week.

McGown has been laid up

William K.
with

lame hand.

a

Mrs. Mary P. Moore, who has been visiting friends, has returned to her home.
Miss Lottie Maddocks, who has been

stopping

Hancock,

with her sister at

has

returned to her home here.

y

Lida Patten, who is teaching in
Holden, spent Saturday and Sunday with
her parents, George W. Patten and wife.
Miss

IN WHICH WE EXCEL,
only substitute for bad
teetb, that looks perfectly natural, and is
This is the
as serviceable as natural teetb.
triumph of the science of modern dentistry, in which you don’t have to wear a
plate in the mouth. Don’t neglect your
teeth or continue to suffer with them;
don’t have them extracted, for we will
dll the empty space, or crown the deand which is the

cayed

Higgins, of Lynn, MasB., has
been visiting friends and relatives here.
While here, Mr. Higgins caught a sixpound salmon.
Herbert

CBLLSWOltTH

to

The White Dental

Rooms,

BANOOR. nE.
Dr. Sevby, Mgr.
Telephone 351 11.

6 State St.

spend the

^
Bar

y

summer.

Nason, of Rockland, is here
with Mrs. Victoria

summer

Cottle.

Rev. H. W. Conley, with his wife and
child, returned to their home at Stonington Tuesday.
y
Mrs. Peter Jordan and Miss Josie Salisbury

Friends:—

PALLS.

Miss Mabel Maddocks has gone to
Harbor for the
Miss Millie

shells.

ou

were

here

Monday

on

their way to Otis for

a

Tuesday

and

week’s

stay.

Smith was in Amherst Sunday.
Mrs. Smith, who has been visiting her
C. W.

Having had nearly fifteen
years' experience in the
leading photograph stu-

BEST OF ALL.^

It was early morning, and t. a great
meeting Monday evening. Mayor Greely, house was very still as its mistr -.ss
'passAid. Stuart, Patten and
Higgins were ed with noiseless' footsteps along the
present,
empty halls, down the back stairway and:
There was little business of ra?ord, but ! into the kitchen. She stopped just across,

tract

Instruction ends In the schoolroom,
but education ends only with life.

’

Ellsworth Talks of Ruylng New Hook
am! Ladder Truck.
The mayor and aldermen held a recess

mother there for
with

weeks,

two

returned

him.

the threshold and made a movement
in-j
dicative of surprise.
In the range she4
had expected to find cold aad black and
comfortless a ruddy fire was burning.
The bright copper kettle was hissing and
singing, emitting a trail of steam, and its
cover was bobbing up and down.
At this unexpected sight a half smile
came to her lips, and again she soliloquized, “The pixie workmen have surely
been here before me.” Then she looked
at her hands—the well preserved, delicate hands of a middle aged woman to
w hom fortune had been kind, hands that
had, like the lilies they resembled in
w’hiteness, toiled not, neither had they
“I am glad,” thought she, “that
spun.
the pixies came. I should hardly know
how to make a fire or wish to do it.”
Mr. and Mrs. Bertram Wayne had
married for love when they were young
and poor and had been happy. But the
young husband had a talent for money
making, given the opportunity, and as U
not always the case the opportunity presented itself. It does not at all matter
whether it was in oil or gas, or what other brauch of profitable investment, his
little capital was turned over and over
and swelled and grew’, and the income
increased and multiplied itself again and

B. J. WHITMORE.

Laxative
tho

Bromo'Quinine
cold In

remedy that

n

Tablet.
on*

day

2U>brrtiBrnuntB.

JUST TAKE A LOOK
AT OUR NEW

NEGLIGEE SHIRTS.
It will do you

good.
that

We have the best line of shirts this spring
have ever had since we have been in business. Good, stylish
shirt a fitter, and the
shirts, all the latest colors, and every
H to 18‘
14
from
sizes
AI1
price
we

only $1.00.

W. R. PARKER CLOTHING CO.
FURNITURE COVERINQS.

COUCHESjust received. Substantial, medium goods.

A new line

Room Mouldings.

REFRIGERATORS.
The “Gurney”, all sizes—MS up.

11:

_

i.:_1.1..

...

_*

to order.
screen doors.

I

also have

Ellsworth.

as

good

as new.

UNDERTAKING.
L.

E. J. DAVIS,
No. t Franklin Street,

Many styles

prices.

W.

JORDAN,

No. 1 Franklin Street,

Ellsworth.

iie has been
Fish

an expensive establishment, with a complicated system of
household service. And, as is usual under such circumstances, Mr. Wayne became too busy in adding to his principal
and multiplying his interests to give much
attention to home affairs. He furnished
the money and looked to his wife to
spend it in lubricating the wheels of the
ponderous domestic machinery.
Mrs. Wayne gave her time, as was necessary, to her servants’ society and the
onerous task of entertaining, for “when
goods increase they are increased that
Both she and her husband
eat them.”
were members of their several clubs, and
the wife was a directress in half a dozen
institutions—missions for the promotion
of various laudable objects—all of which
Somedemanded time and attention.
times in the rush and whirl of it all she
could not help wondering if she had had
children of her own what would have become

of them.

time it came about
avoid clashing with each other’s hours of rest and
retirement, each being busy in divers
ways, that they occupied separate suits
of apartments, seldom meeting save at
table or perhaps for a little time in the
early evening.
And now, by no fault of his own and
with nothing to reproach himself for, but
owing to the uncertain condition of the
times, the fortune had collapsed, the
home was gone, and the varied occupations of husband and wife had disappeared.
In a few days the costly furniture
would be auctioned off, the house sold,
and, empty handed, they would begin life
over again.
When Mr. Wayne came in with a bit
of beefsteak he had just bought, he found
his wife standing at the table, stirring
something with an iron spoon in a yellow bowl. She looked up and smiled at
him. “I am making drop biscuit,” she
said. “Do you remember how fond of
them you used to be when we first kept
house?”
Some half forgotten memory
stirred in the husband’s heart, and he
put his arm about her neck and kissed
her forehead. Her heart thrilled beneath
that touch and kiss as it had not thrilled
No diamond necklace or othfor years.
er
precious material gift could have
In the

course

of

quite naturally, in

order to

the husband, coming more and more under the happy spell of the olden time,
honestly declared that they were delicious.
He sighed when her fair hands plunged
Into the dishwater pan, but he, no longer
the wealthy capitalist, took up the tea
towel, with a certain sort of pleasure, to
dry the breakfast china, “Don’t you remember?” and “Have you forgotten?”
formed the staple of their conversation,
not, it i9 true, unmixed with the involuntary sigh or surreptitious tear, for the
grim specter of poverty, by whatever
sweetened, is something of which human
creatures are sore afraid.
Still there Is poverty and poverty, one
form of which differs essentially from the
other. And when the tea towel had been
hung on the rack behind the range Bertram Wayne sat down In one of the
kitchen chairs at hand and took his wife
It did not occur to him
upon his knee.
that she was heavier than she used to be.
He only thought how soft her cheek felt
as it lay agaiust his own and wondered
how it was that it had been so long since
last he felt it there. Then he told her In
had found there
a reassuring way ho
would be a little left as salvage from the
wreck when all was settled up—enough
to rent a tiny house like t’ t they used
to live in long ago, with a maid of all
work in the kitchen to do the roughest
He had
part of the household labor.
had an offer of a situation at $1,200 a
her?
She
to
look
Didn’t that
big
year.
laughed a little hysterically. “But, darling,” said he in a hoarse half whisper,
“you have proved to me we shall, after
all, save the most valuable of all our
possessions, and I thank God for it—our
love for each other.”
At this Mrs. Wayne forgot all about
her vanished wealth and its splendors.
With a fond, inarticulate cry, she drew
her arms more closely round her husband’s neck and yielded to the straining
hold in which he clasped her to his
breast.—Cincinnati Post.
Insathfled Longing:.

She—Ah, they

can never

reproduce such

colors as are in that gorgeous sunset.
He—Too bad, isn’t it? I’d deahjy love;
to have a necktie like It!—Brooklyn Life.I
To Cure a Cold in One Day
Take Laxative Bromo Quinine Tablets. All
If It falls to cure.
druggists refund the money
E. W. Grove’s signature Is on each box. 26c.

Subscribe for The American.

working

Orland

io

a

Lawrence,

in

Mass.

received at the sardine
first time this season last

were

factory for
1'hursday.

Eczema

the

y

How It reddens the skin, itches,
oozes,
dries and scales!
Some people call it tetter, milk crust or

salt rheum.
The suffering from it is sometimes intense; local applications are resorted to—
they mitigate, but cannot cure.
It proceeds from burner* inherited cr acquired and persists until those Lave been
removed.

Hood's

Sarsaparilla

positively removes them, has radically
and permanently cured the worst cases, and
is without an equal for all cutaneous
eruptions.
iiooi/s Tills ara the boat cathartic. Price 25 cents.

Miss Rose Judge, who has been
spending the winter in Massachusetts, returned

MARINE LIST.

home last week.

G. H. Dority was in Winterport a few
days last week, visiting his daughter,
Mrs. George Grant.
y
Miss

Minnie Hooper, Miss Guptiil and

Mrs. Goode, of Sedgwick,
he sardine

work in

at

are

factory.

y
Miss Mertie York and Miss Winifred
Bracy will open ice-cream parlorB in the
Friend building soon.

y

Nettie Gott arrived home last
Friday from Charleston where she has
been for the past six months.
/
Miss

The school at
Miss

are

North Brooklln, taught
Dollard, was closed last

Musa

account of scarlet fever.
in the district.

on

four

There

cases

Une Femme.

20.
Went Treuioui.

Winfield Murphy is home
visit.

on

short

a

Clark has gone to Seawall
for her sister, Mrs. E. L. Hadlock,

Mrs. Zulma

„m

town anrl set np

were

ftatlroabB anb Steamboat*

StibtrtfBemfntB.

other pagen

nee

E. H. Bridges is at work at the Swan’s
Island sardine factory.
y
Miss Cora Bridges is at work at the
rravellers’ Home in Sedgwick.
^
Miss Maud Wells Is doing office work
for the Sea Coast Packing Co.
Bela Cousins arrived home
Saturday,

week

An

at moderate

J make old hair mattresses

Window Screens
made

I have a flee line of coverings that
Into new
will convert old furniture
at small cost.

E. Blake and wife
days last week.

It is only to the purpose here to state
that by strictly legitimate methods of
business Mr. Bertram Wayne had inside
of 15 or 20 years grown to be a rich man,
not a multimillionaire by any means, but
wealthy enough to move out of the pretty cottage in which he and his wife had
begun their married life into a spacious

(§

signature

A.
few

by

A

County Nexon

Brookltn.

again.

Delicious Tea Punch.
dios of Boston, I shall rePut one tablespoonful of Ceylon or
Ellsworth, about
Indian tea into a large pitcher, and pour
May 20, where I shall lo- over It one quart of boiling water; cover
cate at the well-known the pitcher and stand it aside for ten
Btudio so long occupied by minute* ;straf»», and add a pound of sugar,
uruugiu so pretijr a uuau, ao iuii ui ytcuathe juice of six lemons and two oranges.
B. P JOY,
When
Stand this aside until very cold.
ure, to her cheek.
will
all
call
fo
serve add ice and Apolliuarla—
ready
When breakfast was ready and they
Hoping you
Ladies’ Home Journal.
sat down together to serve themselves,
upon me there, and that
she confessed that she had been doubtmy work will prove ol
ful about quantities used in her drop bissufficient merit to win a
cuit; it had been so long since she had
made any.
share of yonr patronage
But, although they were
rather yellow, as if from too much soda,
I am
Very truly yours, This
is on every box of the genuine
turn to

COUNTY NEWS.
For additional

to

care

who is ill.
mrs. unman Keea

her

gone a trip with
with her her two

has

husband, taking

children.

Lucy James,

Mrs.

of

Ellsworth,

moved down to the home of her

has

parents,

Ambrose Rich and wife.

Capt. George W. Murphy, of schooner
Childs”, reports the accident
to his mate, Geovgo W. Lunt, of this place,
as follows: “Sunday, May 12, about 1.30,
“Morris W.

came

to anchor in thick

fog. Mate put
wildcat to windlass to start out

lever in
the

chain.

When

it started

the

lever

caught him in the throat and pinned him
to the beam overhead.
inch

iron

bar.

It

The lever

May
Mrs.

THELMA.

21.
Hancock

Abigail

Graves, of this place,
ninety-fir^t year of

C.

died yesterday in the
her age. She leaves a
and daughters.

Thursday, May 10
Caress®, Harvey, Rockland, staves, Whitsomb, Haynes A Co
Friday, May 17
Sch Storm Petrel, Bonsey, Rondout, staves,
uni heads, Whitcomb, Haynes & Co
Sch Forester, Farrell. Swan’s Island, lumber,

large family of

sons

Ellsworth Lumber Co
ARRIVED
Sch Ann C Stuart, Ray, Portland
Sch Sadie and Lily, Mosley, Bar Harbor
SAILED

Sunday, May 19
Pederson, Rondout, staves

Sch Wesley Abbott,
and heads, C J Treworgy

Tuesday, May 21
Sch Sadie and Lily, Mosley, Bar Harbor, lumber, Whitcomb, Haynes A Co
Sch Lydia M Webster, Whitmore, Bar Harbor, bricks, H B Phillips

will give an
Young
assembly at town ball Tuesday evening,
May 28. Music by Atherton’s orchestra.
men

of the town

ALEXANDER—At Ellsworth, May 21, to Mr
and Mrs Charles E Alexander, a daughter.
BRIDGES—At West Hancock, May 20, to Mr
and Mrs Isaac E Bridges, a son. [Irving.]
CLOSSON—At Sedgwick, April 27, to Mr and
Mrs Rollo C ClosBon. a son.
GRINDI.E—At Penobso**, May 11, to Mr and
Mrs William S Griudle, a son.
JONES—At Sedgwick, May 7, to Mr and Mrs
Dudley W Jones, a son.
LA DD—At South Rrooksvllle, May 16, to Mr
ami Mrs Joseph Ladd, a son.
LITTLEFIELD—At Penobscot, May 17, to Mr
and Mrs Dexter C Littlefield, a daughter.
ROBERTS—At Penobscot, May 16, to Mr and

MARRIED.
CRABTREE-WHITE—At Ellsworth, May 20,
by Rev C 8 Leffingwull, of Bur Harbor, Miss
Maude Myrtle Crabtree, of Ellsworth, to
Samuel T White, of Bangor.
JORDAN—FROST-At West Franklin, May 18,
by Rev D B Smith, Miss Elizabeth E Jordan
to Henry M Frost, both ot Marlavllle.
IHfCD.
Ellsworth, May
20, Edmund
Brady, aged 82 years.
BILLINGS—At Bluehlll, May 19, Walter R
Billings, aged 20 years, 3 months, 1 day.
CLOSSON—At Sedgwick, May 16, Mrs Nellie
Closson, aged about 30 years.
CALNINE—At Ellsworth, May 19, Jeremiah
Culnlne, aged 63 years.
At Brooklin, May 11, Mrs Lovinp,
EATON
Eaton, aged 81 years, 6 mouths, 29 days.
GRAVES—At Brewer, May 12, Mrs Esther Penney Graves, formerly of Marlavllle, aged 84
years, 9 months, 10 days.
GRAVES—At North Hancock, May 21, Mrs
Abigail C Graves, aged 90 years, 4 months, 18
BRADY—At

Hancock County Ports.
West Sullivan—Ar May 14, schs Eugenie,
Mil
Norton,
bridge; Harvest Home, Somes, Lamolne
Ar Mnv 17. sch .Tnnnthnn fnnn Noivl>ni>onnr»
Ar May 19, schs Clms H Wolston, Bath;

Mary
Augusta, Joy, Boston
8id May 13, sch Victory, Dyer, with slabs
from Macomber Bros, fur Bar Harbor
81(1 May 15, sch Mattie J Alles, with paving
from Frank Blaisdeli, for New York
Sid May 10, sch Gcorgiettn, Peterson, with

curbstone from Crabtree & Havey, for Providence, It I
Sid May 17, sch J C Gotten ham, Lunt, with
paving from Dunbar Bros, for New York
Sid May 18, schs Harvest Home, Somes, for
Boston, with curbstone from Robertson A
Havey; Eugenie, Norton, with curbstone from
Crabtree. A Havey, for Boston
Domestic Ports.
Boston—Ar May 18, schs J a Webster, WcbBter, Stonington; L. I) Reinlck, Jordan, Bangor
Old May 18, sells Lillian Woodruff, Farnham,
Sekondl, Africa; Mary A Hall, Haskell, Pensacola
Ar

81d

May 17. sch C A Hunt, Stonington
May 17, schs Hazel Dell, Sullivan; North-

ern Light, Mt Desert
Ar May 20, schs H H

Havey, Musquash, N B;
Myronus, Swan’s Island for

Bootkbay— Ar May 19, schs Hattie S Collins,
Deer Isle; Mabel E Goss, Stonington
Feknandina—Sid May 15, sch Herald, Keyes,
Port Spain
Bangor—Ar May 15, sch Arthur Clifford,
Boston
New York—Ar May 18, schs Pochaaset, Herrick, Mt Desert; T B Garland, Coleman, from

Stonington
Ar May 18, sch R G Wbllden, Sullivan
Sid May 15, sch Ellen M Baxter, Rockland
Ar May 15, schs Maud, Somes Sound; Mary B
Wellington, Sullivan
At May 19, schs R T Rundlett, Fountain,
Jacksonville; Wm Mason, Mt Desert; M C
Moseley, coastwise
Ar May 20, schs Everett Webster, Sargentvllle; J Rothwell, Somes Sound; Donna T
Briggs, Stonington; Webster Bernard, Bangor
Delaware Breakwater—Sid May 17, Bch
Alice J Crabtree, Crubtree, Philadelphia for
Portland—Ar May 17, sch Mattie J Alles,
Crockett, Sullivan for Philadelphia
Cld May 16, sch J C Wood, Haskell, Rockland
Ar May 20, schs Northern Light, Robbins,
Boston for Bangor; Harvest Home, Somes, Sul-

Boston
Ar May 15, sch

ab&rrttsnncnta.

Loduskla, Port Johnson for

Vineyard Haven—81d May 18, sch Donna T
Briggs, Stonington for New York
Ar May 17, sch Georgletta, Sullivan for Providence
Sid May 15, sch Hattie H Barbour
Ar May 20, sch Geo E Prescott, Bluehlll for
New York
Philadelphia—Ar May 20, sch John Booth,
Long Cove
New London—Ar May 18, sch John Bracewell
Foreign Port*.
Kingston, Ja—8id Apr 25, Bch Abble C
Si units, Whitney, Pascagoula
Pout Spain
Sid Apr 19, sch ftlonbegan,
Rumill, New Orb an*
Ar Apr al, sch Medford, Leland, from Lisbon
Manzanilla— At May 8, sch Harold J McCarthy, Flynn, from Philadelphia
St John, N B—Ar May i5, i-cha F Schubert,
Mt Desert; J B Van Dusen, Brooklln for New
York

\

OljflO

J

.....

BANGOR TO BAR HARBOR.
P.

P.

j 'ortland.

Hat Trimmings.

FIRST-CLASS MILLINER.

6
tft

]

7
7
7
t7
r7
7
8
8
8
9

t

BOOTS and

WALKING

SHOES.

Do not go to Bangor to spend your
money. I can save you money, as I
do not believe in selling one kind of
goods at cost and charging you double
price for some other kind.

A. E.

MOORE,

COR. MAIN AND FRANKLIN STS.

M. A. M.
00
9 80
05 9 35

4 00
4 56
12) 9 42 5 04
31 f 10 04 f6 24
41 rlO 11 r5 81
49 tlO 21 6 41
69 tlO 81 t0 51
13 10 46 6 06
18 10 52 6 10
30 tlO 58 f0 90
?9 11 07 0 99
49 11 17 fS 99
63 11 22
6 43
00 ll 80
6 50
2«>.
50...
30 12 30 7 86

1

(

v

tStop on signal or notteeto Conductor.
These trains connect at Bangor, with through
rains on Main Line to and from Portland, Boa>n and St. John.
Tickets for All Points South and Watt
n sale at the M. C. R. R. ticket ofBca,
Ellsworth.
Passengers are requested to procure tloksli
efore entering the train, and especially RUa*

rortnto Falls and Falls to Ellsworth.
GEO. F. EVANS,
Vlce-Pres. and Gen*l Manager*
1 \ E. BOOTHS?. Gen’l Pass, and Ticket Ag%
1

J

1

Connection

a

with

and

Boston

Bangor

Steamship Co.
schedule

May 14 to June 22, 1901*
GOING EASTWARD.
Every Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday leave
lockland upon arrival of steamer from Boston
( not before 5 am) for Dark Harbor, *Eggerioggln, Sargentvllle, North Deer Isle, Sedgvlck, Brook lln, *South Bluehill, Bluehill, Surry
nd Ellsworth.
Every Saturday for above stations, South
Irooksvllie, and West Tremout.
GOING WESTWARD.
Every Monday, fWednesday and Friday
1 teamer will leave Ellsworth
(stage to 8urry),
\ .t 7-30 a m, for Bluehill, South Bluehill, BrookIn, Sedgwick, North Deer Isle, Sargentvllle,
Herrick’s,Eggemoggln,Northeast Harbor, Dark
larbor and Rockland, arriving to connect with
1 teamer City of Bangor for Boston.
O. A. CROCKETT*.
Manager, Rockland, Me.
Passengers wishing to take the boat will leave
vord at Moon’s stable, Ellsworth.
in Effect

♦Flag stations.

tNo connection

at

Rockland

with

Boston

teamer.

BOSTON AND BANCOR

Steamship Company,
SPRING
Three

SCHEDULE.

Trips

a

Week.

Commencing Tuesday, April 9, 1 01, steamer
‘Mt Deseri”. Capt F L Wtntrrt-otham, leaves
Harm.r Tuesdays.Thursiluvsand Saturdays
0C p m, tor Seai Harbor, Northeast Harbor,
Southwest Harbor, Stonlngton and Rockland,
ind connects at Rockland with steamer for
Boston.
RETURNING.
Bar
it 1

From

Fridays

Boston, Mondays,
at ft

t»

Wednesdays and

in.

E. S. J.

Mouse, Agent, Bar Harbor.
Austin, Gen’l Supt., Boston.
William H. Hill, Gen’l Mgr., Boston.
Calvin

and Go=Carts.
I

offering

am

aobrrtiscmnita.

+

Go-Carts

and

riages

for the Summer
and

body

show

can

attractive

give
can

lower

J

a

no-

more

display or
prices than

be had at

C. R. FOSTER’S,

|

32 Main Street.

i

I

Cod, Haddock, Halibut, Blueflsh, rt
Mackerel, Oysters, Clams, Scallops, £
Lobsters and Finnan Haddies.
6
Campbell & True Bldg., East End Bridge, Q
t
ELLSWORTH, ME.
♦O£0£0£0£0£O£O£O£O*O~o*<* S
GET TME

BEST;

the

day,

erate
care

week

prices.

or

on

Horses fed

by

month

Horses

IT COSTS NO MORE.

M. M. MERTZ,
Practical Tuner
a

<&*»* »anob‘0

specialty.

Drop a postal
T. Crippen’s

stable

new

or

leave orders at J.
store, Ells-

music

worth, Me.
•

•

1

•

TEA, DINNER and TOILET SETS, LAMPS,
CHAIRS, COUCHES, METAL BEDS, COT
left in my
BEDS, SILVERWARE, WRITINQ
at mod-

will receive careful attention.

DESKS and WATCHES.
Given to persons

sending

us

orders tor teas,

COFFEES, SPICES, EXTRACTS,

SOAPS,

E. L. DODGE,
Franklix Street,

|

FISH.

Fourteen years’ factory experience.
Out of town orders solicited.

NEW STABLE.
a

£

*

Repairing

opened

5

dealer in all kinds of

Fresh, salt, Smoked and Dry &

trade,

confident

am

EDWIN M. MOORE,

varied 5

a

and select line of Car-

Franklin street.

You will find a good assortment
of ladies’ and children’s

6
6
6
t6
ffl

>

Baby Carriages

I have

I have a

11 00
A.

] (ANGOR.
] (angor, Ex. St.
! (rewer Junction.
! Lolden.
jake House.
rreeij Lake.
Ilcolln
! Ellsworth Falls.
] ELLSWORTH
Vash’gton Jc.
! 'rankiln Road.
lancock..
Vaukeag, S. Fy.
] It. Desert Ferry.
{ ulllvan.
orrento.
(AR HARBOR.

ton.

Telephone Connection.

Call at my store when in want of
Dress Skirts, Ladies’ Suits,
Cloaks and Capes,
Trimmed and Untrimmed Hats,
Flowers, and all kinds of

A. M.
9 09
M.
19 40

M.

7 00.

(oston.

From Rockland, via Stonlngton, Southwest
Harbor, Northeast Harbor and Seal Harbor,
Tuesdays, Thursday* and Saturdays at about
00 a m, or upon arrival of steamer from Bos-

26i>rrtisnitntis.

days.

•VTm

U.

Portsmouth—Ar May 18, schs Geo W Collins, Hancock for Boston; Eagle, Franklin for

—

MOSLEY—At Bay side, May 15, Frederick
Mosley, aged 21 years, 1 month, 28 days.
ORCUTT—At North Rrooksvllle, May 14, Mrs
Esther Grlndle Orcutt, widow of Capt Hiram
Orcutt, aged about 60 years.
STAPLKS-At Bluehlll, May 14, Mrs Sallle K
Staples, aged 86 years, 2 months, 10 days.
8UKEFORTH—At Sedgwick, May 12, Miss
Fannie J Sukeforth, aged 39 years, 9 days.
STINSON—At Norfolk, Mass, May 1, Mary C.
wife of Thomas Stinson, of Franklin, aged 78
years, 28 days.

M.IP.

S
4
4
4
6
6
5

lulllvan.j.!

Forester, Farrell, Rockland

Klttery

BORN.

P.

25 8 90
001.
251......
55! 9 10
It Desert Ferry.j ll 15l
Vaukeag, S. Fy. 11 22
02; 9 17
lancock...11126.
05! 9 20
franklin Road. 11 35!
14| 9 80
Vash’gton Jc .! 11 46 f5 24; 9 5C
11 53 5 3l| 9 68
] ELLSWORTH
1 Ellsworth Falls.>fll 58 5 37! 10 08
1 Ilcolln.If 12 12; 5 5110 17
Ireen Lake..|fl2 21 6
27
^ake House..
!.j f6 11
] lolacn. fl2 38. 6 20|fl0 42
(rewcr June. 12 58 6 43 11 02
1 05 6 50 11 09
(angor, Ex. St.
1 10 6 55 11 15
(ANGOR.M.C.
P. M. A. M. A. M.
j 'ortland.
5 85 1 80 8 59
1 (oston.
9 05j 5 57 7 26

livan for Boston

Bow Are Your Kidneys V
Dr. Hobbs'Sparagus Pills cure all kidney Ills. Sam*
-le free. Add. Sterltug Remedy Co.. Chicago or N. Y

M

A-

ARRIVED
Sch

Brunswick

Hi UHlltll

BAR HARBOR TO BANGOR.
JAB HARBOR
10 25.
i lorrento..j.

Sch

Eugenie, Suillvau;
is’ 1%- New
York

through

bis
throat and broke the windpipe. We had
to break the lever to get him clear. Soon
the fog lifted
and I saw a warship
anchored near. I set signal and asked for
a surgeon, which they sent.
Surgeon
bandaged the wound, and a lighthouse
tender took Mr. Lunt to Vineyard Haven
to the hospital.
At last reports be was
doing well and out of danger.”
North

went

Ellsworth Pert.
SAILED

Commencing April 29, 1901.

Ellsworth.

PERFUMES,

ETC.

SCOTT & CO.,
24 State St„
Send for

BANGOR, ME,
Catalogue and price list.

I

subscribers at 10b
0f the !• post-offices in Hancock county;
mil the ther papers in the county combine ao not reach so many. Thk American u not the only paper printed in
Hancoch county, and has never claimed to
The

has

eric an

.v-

only paper that can propa COUNTY paper; all the
rest are merely local papers. The circulation of I be American, barring the Bar
Harbor Record's summer fiaf, is larger
than that of all the other papers printed
in Hancock county.

be, bui
erly he

the

•«

ailed

COUNTY

brain,
And you

NEWS.

tor additional County Xew8

Get Minard’s Liniment,

V

Cranherrj
Fred Ft rnald has

of relief from

despair

pain,

other pages

at a

Neuralgia racks your

When

moved back to South-

Harbor.

west

E. J. Stanley

Mrs.

week, visiting

the

was in

Portland last

family

of

Samuel C.

Erickson, while dressing fish

Fred

“Tenniseott”, cut his

pain,

And

Rub

Stover.
board schooner

of

King

Samuel C. Stover expects to move back
Portland next month.

here from

on

It

hand

badly.
Mrs.. Delia Pressey has spent the past
two weeks visiting friends in Boston and
other places.
very

Rev. C. N. Davie, after three weeks In
Massachusetts on a vacation, has resumed
his work here.
John B. Steele has gone to Portbe with her two boys, who are
employed there.
Mrs.

the house, it ought to have a place
FLEMING,
Minneapolis, Minn., writesfrom In every home.
2535 Polk street,N. E.:
u
The longer I use it the better I like
“ I
have been troubled all my life with it. I would not
give your book, “The
catarrh. I took Peruna for about three Ills of Life”
away for any price if I
I
am
think
and
now
permamonths,
could not get another.”
nently cured. I believe that for catarrh
Nervousness is due to bloodlessness
In all its forms Peruna is the medicine
of nerve centers.
of the ago. It cures when all other
To enrich the
remedies fail.”
blood is to cure
HOW
Mrs. C. Nickel,Hebron,Neb., writes:
Disnervousness.
iivj A
■I suffered from weakness for ten years.
r triUliA
eases of the ncrThe least exertion caused me pain in
vous system calls
MAKES
the middle of my chest and difficulty in
for more blood and
breathing. When I would awake in the
STRONG
better blood. Ponight my heart would palpitate so that
I often could not sleep. I took Poruna
NERVES. call
by giving the
and now I can do all of my work easily
system a perfect
without getting short of breath.
of pure red blood. Thus it is
««Peruna Is the best medicine forme. supply
that Peruna is a natural tonic. It does
It strengthens my nerves. It Is Just
not temporarily stimulate the nervous
what I need. As long as / use Peruna 1
system, but permanently invigorates it.
do not know anything about weakness.
Peruna regulates the supply of blood
"I have never found a medicine that to the various parts of the system.
makes me feel so strong and vigorous When one part has more blood than it
as Peruna. I shall always keep Peruna ought to have, another part is deprived

MRS.

The ladies’ aid society is making extensive preparations for a fair and sale on the
Fourth of July.
Eunice Stanley and child, who last
moved to Port Clyde, have re-

Mrs.

September

turned to their home at Islesford.

Joy obtained leave of absence
for one week from the life-saving station
at Port Clyde, and visited his home and
friends here recently.
J
Capt Willis E. Bunker, in schooner
“Margaret Leonard”, arrived from the
fishing grounds yesterday deeply laden
with fish—60 000 pounds. He stocked over
|600 on the trip.
y
Arthur A.

this

run

May

season.

13._R.
I>**r 1*1*.

instruments at work

work in
News

Mrs.

They

expect
this

came

wife of

Warren, formerly

Richard

the

vork.

the death of

week of

of this

n

Capt.
place.

has

come

this week
The drst

swallows of the

vicinity

on

appeared

season

the 16th.

operations
now are

on a

in full

small scale

May 1,

on

and

V

W. Greenlaw and a lady were driving
down one of the steep hills near here
Thursday when the breeching parted,
frightening the horse so that he kicked up
and

brought

one

leg down
body of

cross

bar and the

After

clearing

the

harness,

between the
the wagon.
the horse was

with

injuries

than

leg.

\f
Ford, who has employment

Marlboro.
Miss Ethna

uti*.

Miss

Houlton, is home on a visit.
Mrs. Clara Ford, who has been visiting
her sister, Mrs. John Douglass, in Port-

ing

land,

several

in

her

Mrs.
Brewer

has returned.

these

ills,

is

all

found

in

V
Sullivan, is visitparents, J. R. Lunt and wife.
Esther Penney Graves died in
Sunday, May 12, after an illness of
months, aged nearly eighty-flve

Marcia

factory. Jasper
place with Mr. Eaton.
iine

Sold by all medicine dealers.

“Our

THE

provision

little girl

for their

;
;

1

takes his

Thelma.
was
a

strangulation during

undersigned hereby gives notlcs that he
has contracted with the city of Ellsworth,
for the support of the poor, during the ensuing

support. He therefore forbids all persons from
furnishing supplies to any pauper on his account, as without hi* written order, he will pay
for no goods so furnished. Harry 8. Joses.

Norwood

May 13.

Pauper Notice.
year, and has made ample

last.

she

the staff and

j

y

Bluchill, May 14, and was
this place for burial Thursday
Staples was eighty-six years of

Mrs.

age. Of her twelve children, ten survive
her, besides a large number of grandchildren, great-grandchildren and great-great
grandchildren. Her youngest eon, H. O.
Staples, salesman for a Philadelphia firm,
has cared for his mother during her de-

Pike's Toothache Drops Cure in One Minute.

HEAD ACHE

; clining years,
anticipating her every wish
j and surrounding her with every comfort.
mother, The funeral was held at the church, ia
large number of relatives beiug present. A

considered efficient far ahead of her actual
She leaves

three brothers and

widowed

a

sister.

one

faithful,

Lewis P.

Carter

has been here

on

Brooksville,

of

a

visit returned

•‘Both

May

devoted mother has gone to her

is

who
home

Bargentvllle.
The steamer

“Juliette”

her time to three

trips

has

CANOV

M

Fred Sargent is with her mother,
Mrs. Clapp, at North Sedgwick.
Mrs.

William Smith has
In

his

ell.

Scott

a new

Tuey

left tne vessel in

Philadel-

home tbi9

come

Mrs.

The
built

|

M.
Uartiur.

new

on

fall,

siruuiure.

house

inn, which

the site of the old

burned last
units

't

Asticou

are

now

is

a

one

modern

lue

is

which

and

uimru uera

finished,

will be in readiness for

and

being
was

up-toui

lue

everything

opening June 15.

The

new house is very similar to the old
iu many ways, save that iu the new
buildiug there are a large number of

one

private

bath

and

to

did

suites.

of

the

T*AOf MASK

in

Hodgkins

has

been

tht-re several

looking after hts vissel
iaunchtd early iri June.
Frank
called to

L.

Hodgkins

Philadelphia

illness of

their

bon

Capt.

which

and
iRst

weeks

will

wife
week

Nathan

be

were

by the

who

is

a

Philadelphia dental college.
He underwent an operation for appen-

student in
dicitis.

The

latest

news

from him

encouraging.

was

H.

May 20

35)Sitrtisnumt2.

ball and

are

maids’ ball.

devoted to tbe

Tbe other

sleeping apart-

ment!-, which are forty in number. Tbe
bouse is equipped with modern plumbing

throughout. It will be managed by A. C.
Savage & Sou, proprietora of tbe old
bouse.

unconscious from
sudden and terri-

ble attack of croup. I quickly secured a
bottle of One Minute Cough Cure, giving
ler three doses.
The croup was mastered
tnd our little darling
recovered.”
Jo writes A. L. Spafford, Chester, Mich.
»VioGiN & Moore.

speedily

Tbe seminary ball team

was

defeated

by

of PittsKenniston,

tbe Maine Central institute team

Saturday. Score 10—2.
tbe seminary pitcher, struck out
men, but was poorly supported

field

sixteen
in tbe

Does the 1
jBaby Thrive!!

|£
7

are

Clay

and

field.
Orland.

received here Thursday of the
death of Miss Grace Sugden, of this place,
of typhoid fever, in the Central Maine
News

was

Lewiston, which institution
February to take a course
of instruction iu trained nursing. Her
death came after an illness of four weeks.
Her death seems moat untimely. She was
but twenty-five years of age, of an attractive personality, ambitious and selfreliant, and with every prospect of a long
and useful life. Although comparatively

hospital

in

she entered last

|

|

lx
£

Should be taken In

|
£
|1
£

£

♦
X

Dyspepsia
Digests

Mrs. Lucy Ward-

oxen

on

one

of

road machines.

y*

Miss Hattie Bray, of Lewiston,
lug with Mrs. W. D. Thompson

Is

stay-

summer as

well as winter.
50c. and fi.oo, all druggists.
SCOTT & BOWNE, Chemists, New York.

...

Hew Twt.

Sit

Cure

what you eat.

the

and at-

(oap,ay. ( ktoago, Moalrv-tl,

Kodol

Fisk and Charles Osgood have
been farming for Eruest Mears.
C. F. Wescott and A. W. Hiuck!ey are
at work with their

CURE CONSTIPATION.

...

ItcHlac

ill.

j

!

It artificially digests the food and aid*
Nature In strengthening and reconstructing the exhausted digestive or*
i&nt. It is the latest discovered digest*
lut and tonic.
No other preparation
can approach it in efficiency.
It In*
slantly relieves and permanently cures

tending school.
Dyspepsia, Indigestion, Heartburn,
Nathauiel Bowden and wife went to I Flatulence, (lour Stomach, Nausea,
Lamoiue Thursday to visit Mr. Bowden’s i Side Headache, Gastralgia Cramps and
all other resul is of imperfect d igestlon.
sister, Mrs. David Mosley. They rePrice 50c. and fl. Large size contains 2H timed
turned Friday.
small sixe. Book all about dyspepsia njuiiedfre#
Mrs. John Grindle, who has receutly
Prepared by E. C DeWITT A CO., Cblcafl©.
bt<d her band amputated in Lewiston
j
general hospital, is visiting her mother |
and sister In North Wayne.
W.
May 20.

j

CATARRH

bediswtrk.
A. F. Robbins

leaves to-day for Cast ini ■
where he will be employed at house joinering.
Mrs. Ware was taken suddenly ill at
the clam

factory

carried home.

last week aud had to
Bhe is better uow.

be

•

three
Half a
or four times a day in its
bottle will have the desired
effect. It seems to have a
magical effect upon babies
and children. A fifty-cent
bottle will prove the truth
of our statements.

RtOfSTVfftO

Nasal

I

Emulsion
j Scott'steaspoonful

^

Pleasant. Palatable. Potent. Taste Good. Do
}ood, Never Sicken. Weaken, or Gripe. 10c, 2&e. 50c.

North Itluehlll.

well

Capt.

Hodgkins joined
tSHin
Waiurtlay.

Fred

CATHARTIC

work.

Mrs. Busan
G.

On tbe

family
floor a

rooms

Joss

1.

fcoocaigt®

kitchen built

JLymburner

Allen

Hodgkins

considerable extent

a

the

tbe

apartments
arranged in
floor
be found
will
ground
tbe diniug room, 38x43, the serving room,
21x51, tbe bull and office, 22x42, tbe reading room, 18x15, tbe library, 22x22, tbe
parlor, 13x15, tue tea room, 14x15, the
are

of

Lauiuiiif.

trip.

May 20.
Northeast

very weak on account
blood and nny d e.
May 20.

mynelfhave been

changed

week.

a

wife and

meek my wife waa frantic with headache for
.wodays. she tried some of your CASCAKETS,
ind they relieved the pain In her head almost
mmrdlately. We both rccffftnmendCascareta"
Cm AH. STEDBFORD.
Pittsburg Safe A Deposit Co., Pittsburg, Pa.

WOODBURY.

20.

mr

lalng CASCAKETS arid they are the beat
nedlcTne we have ever bad In the house. Last

reward.

White is quite poorly.
Mrs. Joseph Johnson, of Bluehill,
visiting relatives in the village.
Oecar

has returned lo

phia and came by rail, arriving here last
Monday night. Capt. Crabtree will not

A-he,*of

Capt. Al. Welch, of the sardine steamer,
has moved his family to the old John
Pomroy house, now owned by F. M. Eaton.
Walter Lunt, who has been working for
F. M. Eaton, is going to work in the sar-

Hood's Pills
[ 25 cents.

hospital

highly regarded by

and Tar.

It will stop your cold and its discomforts; prevent the coming of the more
serious troubles that follow colds. At
all druggists. Take only Hale’s. 25*,
50*, and $1.00 per bottle; largest
size cheapest.

died at

brought to

book entitled “Hummer Catarrh*
sent free by The Peruna Medicine Cos
Columbus, Ohio.

most

Horehound

widow of Nathan

Sally Staples,

Mrs.

A

short time in the Lewiston

Honey of

little child of William Hooper died of
at an early hour this morning.

Staples,

and

Hale’s

were

pneumonia

best blood.

was

y

Mrs. James Page and her daughter
out riding Saturday, tbeir horse
became frightened at a large rock that
had been partially dug from the road, and
carelessly left. Both ladies were thrown
The
out, but escaped serious injury.
horse ran some distance. The carriage
righted itselt. No damage resulted.
A

Cough

and wish you had never been bom
Then to-day is the dav to take

summer

As

Inez

The fatigue and languor of hot
weather Is directly due to Impoverished
blood.
This condition prepares the
way for the advent of almost any disPeruna protects the system
ease.
against the ailments of summer by fortifying It with a regular supply of the

a

the

vacation.

East hi tit'll! ii-

Union Sunday school is preparing
Children’s day concert.
Harvard H. Crabtree, a student of Higgins classical institute, came home Friday
a

tree”.

Une Femme.

Miss Rena Lunt, who has been visiting
it Manset, returned home this week. She
will work in the sardine factory.

Indicate that your liver
The
out of order.
is
best medicine to rouse
cure

warm

is at home for

£

Headache, Biliousness,
Heartburn,
Indigestion, Dizziness,
and

in

common

very

past year,

X

Constipation,

liver

the

|

^toumiscnuntc.

the

and one

To-day You
Sneeze,

year ago. His brother Malcolm, who
has been attending the same school for

a

|

Cemetery

the

maladies
weather.

thousand

atfocrtisraimta.

Charleston attending
closing exercises at Higgins classical
institute, from which school he graduated

If not, something must be <
Frank Eaton, of Deer Isle, was in town
wrong with its food. If the | Thursday calling oh friends. He will
tSm-kni’tirt.
Went Tremont.
mother’s milk doesn’t nour* tt leave in a few days for Chicago to take
The taxes for tbe year have been ascommand of a yacht on the lakes.
The sardine factory began work Monish it, she needs SCOTT S <
Heal and personal
W. W. Lufkin had his hand badly hurt
lay morning, with 100 bushels of lish. j j sensed as follows:
bicycles, 129, 7 EMULSION.
It supplies the ; in J.8. Condon’s mill at South BrooksIsaac Murphy has bought the buildings property, $923,708; polls, 768;
died
Mrs.
Martba
A.
Oakes
Thursday
bf the R. B. Dix estate formerly used as a
elements of fat required for ! vilie Wednesday. The bones in the hand
at tbe residence of her daughter, Mrs.
broken. Dr. Hagerthy reduced the
itore.
J
the baby.
If baby is not;; were
Charles Wight, at tbe age of eighty-three
fracture. He Is stopping with hla mother,
W. A. C ark, B. R. Lunt and A. A.
its
X
nourished
GuilTbe
remaius
were
taken
to
artificial!!
Mrs. O. P. Carter.
years.
by
Lopaus have gone to Baker’s island in ford for burial.
*/
May 20.
C.
food, then it requires
the government employ.
J

fortune.
called

at home last week.

was

Verde islands iu schooner “Alice J. Crab-

since her husband’s death in 1884 she has
made her home with her daughter in
Are.
May 20.
Brewer. She leaves three daughters, Mrs.
EaatbrooB.
Jynthia Bennett, Mrs. Augusta Goodwin
Charles Dinsmore came home last week tud Mrs. Esther Foster, all of
Brewer, aho
from the drive disabled with a broken rib. j ;wo
brothers, Luther and Abram Penney,
Minnie Grindle, who has been spending )f Clifton, and one sister, Mrs. Abigail
a few months with relatives in Bluehill,
Graves, of Hancock, besides other relatives
has returned home.
Hid friends by whom she was held in high
yj
John D. Crimmin. jr., who has been iBteem. Funeral services were held Wed- :
visiting his parents here, starts im- j nesday afternoon .in the Goodwin schoolmediately for the Klondike region. Mr. louse, in Mariaville, Rev. G. H. Salley j
Crimmin has once before spent a time in btticiating. Interment at North Mariarille.
that region, where he w'as one of the
F.
May 18.
favored ones, returning home with quite a
!

sewing circle,

removes

a

other page*.

tee

the

By producing a natural appetite, correcting digestion and regulating the
supply of blood in tho system, Peruna
the cause of

County Newt

North SfilswicH.
Eugene Allen is at

yesterday.
Brewer after a few weeks
8. Watson Cousins came home from
with her sister, Mrs. S. U. Oakes.
Mount Waldo last Saturday and returned
Capt. E. N. Foss and wife, of Bar Har- i ye*terday.
^
bor, are with their son, A. I. Foss. Capt.
M. H. Long and Richard Grinde have
Foss has been ill, but is slowly recovering.
contracted with parties in Rockland for a
Mrs. John Tracy, of Gouldsboro, after 1 gasoline launch.
The launch will be
a few weeks in the Bangor hospital, where !
forty feet long and eight feet wide. She
she received surgical treatment, has re- j will accommodate forty passengers and
turned, and is staying with her aunt, Mrs. will have a guaranteed speed of nine knots.

fears. Mrs. Graves had been a member of
Lhe Free Baptist church for inaDy years
»nd was a faithful and untiring worker,

Mrs. Sarah Hodgkins, who has spent
the winter with her daughter, Mrs. Edward Hodgkins, in Gouldsboro, has returned home.

A

ft* additional

her home in

from

May 14.

Ego.

May 1.

this sets

up all sorts of functional itregularities
so common to people who spend much
time Indoors. Peruna cures these affections by regulating the supply of blood
and giving to each part of the system
exactly that portion of the blood to
which it is entitled.

training.

Miss Martha Skinner

Portland, with her young
daughter Haze', who had a surgical operalion on her knee at the Maine general hos-

"barked”

a

|

Carter, son of Judson Carter,
Sunday, aged about twenty-one.

week

>iio nnpftmtm,loh]p tvteitinn
no worse

supply or blood,

H. A. Knapp, of Scranton, Pa., is havon
ing a new ice house built at his summer
Saturday.
cottage, the “Anchorage”.
Joseph Freethey arrived Wednesday !
Herbert Oority, youngest son of Mr.
’r< m Portland, where he spent the winter j
She will be run by an engine of twelve- and Mrs. R. R. Dority, died Saturday
with his daughter.
| Ellen Crabtree.
morning after a few days’ illness with
Capt. G. B. Joy, who went to Beverly horse power.
Thirteen Daughters of Rebekah of the
was
Last Friday, as Herman
Center Harbor lodge visited the Bluehill last week to take command of schooner
Gray
Mr*. Mary Millikan la having her old
“Mary Aueusta”, arrived here Sunday leading his horse into the barn, the horse
odge last Friday evening.
and is loaning with granite at Nurtn Sul- stepp'd on the head of an sxe lying ou pit»zz* lurn uuwu ttmi h wider one built
Mrs. L. A. Watson is in Bluehill ciring
H. B. Harden also will hav<
livan for Baltimore.
the floor. The ax ? tipped and cut him in its place.
v
!or Mrs. John Kane, who was injured last
above I lie hoot sr-vering an artery. a new piazza on bis collage.
and
Miss
CrabMrs.
O.
L.
Crabtree
Lola
just
her
horse
week by
running away.
H.
May 18.
»r. e have rel urned from a trip to Cape de The wound bled profun^iy. The horse is
Mrs. G. E. Holden returned home last

in this

commenced

bloom.

•/

Babson, who has been in Botfor the past six weeks, arrived home

usually
The pansy beds

which bloomed in January

pa$c*.

days night.

Miss Rae

Their arrival

is from the let to the 5th.

few

Roswell
lied

Pyle.
spring

a

I

Phillips has gone to West Trenont to work in the sardine factory.

died in New* York, April 29, at the
home of her aunt, the widow of James
A taste of

Dollard and wife spent
Ellsworth last week.

other

The

Granville

She

and everybody is enjoying it.

Quarry,
for

G. F. Gott has gone to Swan’s Island to

prac-

*ro

G. A. Oakes, who is working at Hall

13._B.

B. O.

Warren,

A.

Mary

as

complete

County Newa

Hancock.

Srooklin.

days.

few

a

fast

as

to

May

additional

to*

tery. The society will meet next Thursday afternoon with Mrs. Jane Wilbur.
\!1 who are interested in the work are cordially invited to attend.

employment.
Donald Warren, of Stonington, who was
hurt by a bicycle last week, is out again.
The N. E. telephone men are setting the
ticable.

COUNTY NEWS.

Improvement society, has been organized
for the improvement of Sunnyside ceme-

j

week to look for

new

tth‘"

or its natural

—

Harbor this !

Harvard Peirce went to Bar

/if

ru,n,a *n"7T9

William P. Preble received the sad new s
of the death of his only brother, George B.
Preble, at his home in Wilton, N. H., last
week. William P. Preble is now* the sole
survivor of his parents’ large family of
fourteen children. It has been six years
since his brother last visited him here.
South

of

ELMER

””"]

Walter Hadlock ha9 caught several hundred bushels of herring since completing
his weir. S. C. Sanford’s weir is not completed. The?e two weirs are all that are to
be

by MIm Blanche Hkinnsr, «npr»no, und
Dr. O. E. W«»*«tt, of B»n*or, violinist,
with local vnealinta and ln«trum»nfallala.

COUNTY NEWS.

land to

Winter Harbor.

The steamer “Kuth” which runs beBar Harbor daring the
summer season, met with a serious accldeut recently. While testing the boiler
tbe pressure caused it to burst,
making
a split about five feet
long. It will be
necessary to either put in a new bolter or
tween here and

![
• «

make extensive
,,
<«

;|

repairs

on

tbe

old

one.

Tbe “Kuth” was to reaume her route on
Junel, but this accident will undoubtedly bold ber back fora time.
Bar

''

under auspices of St. Saviour’s
choir will be given at music ball Wednesday evening, May 22. It will be under the
direction of Manrioe C. Kurasey.
The
choir of forty-five voices will be assisted

*

Ely’s Cream Balm
cleanses, soothes and heals
tho diseased membrane.
It cures catarrh and drives
away a cold in the head

quickly.
Cream Balm is placed into the nostrils, spreads
the membrane and is absorbed. Belief is immediate and a cure follows. It is nut drying—does

over

produce sneezing. Large Size, 50 oents at Drug^
gists or by mail; Trial Size, 10 cents by mall.
ELY BliOTliEUS, 56 Warren Street, New York.’
not

For Women.

Dr. Tolman'g

Monthly IJegulator has brought
happiness to hundreds of anxious women.
There is positively no other
remedy known
to medical science, that will so
quickly and
safely do the w ork. Have never had a single
failure. The longest and most obstinate cases
are relieved in 3
days without fail. No other
remedy will do this. No pain, no danger, no
interference

with work. The most difficult
successfully treated through correspondence,and the most complete satisfaction
guaranteed in every instance. 1 relieve hundreds of ladies whom I never see. Write for
further
particulars. All letters truthfully
answered. Free confidential advice in all
matters of a private or delicate nature. Bear
in imnd this
remedy is absolutely safe under
every possible condition and will positively
leave no after ill effects uuon the health.
By
K.M.TOLBAN CO., 1<0 Tremont
St., Boston,

cases

LADIES Recommend trio^BJEST
I>B. KING’S
as

,,

<

In all its stages there
should be cleanliness.

Harbor.

A concert

Star

Crown Brand

PENNYROYAL PILLS.

^

«4r

jll

oftV ir Inimirfc ralw

ISjLS.1 ““'If'V™
8end ten cent* for sample and
■VW"**«U>n.
P
Bruggim or by mail #l^o box.
KINS IKQiGINc CO., So, 1030,
BOSTON, MASS.

In cut"rf
h<*k
AU
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A MAINE PATRIOT:
OF

bit

HISTORY

TEXAS

Df

WHICH MAINE MAN FIGURED.
TOLD BY HIS SON

AT THE

GRAVE O]

Mississippi on a flat boat before the introduction of steamboats In the West. He
went into business in New
Orleans, trading between that point and the new town
of Campeche on Galveston Island and
Tampico in Mexico. Campeche was the

strange uniforms, everything, in short,
was just as he had dreamed it
twentythree years before.
What did it mean? He did not know;
I do not kuow, unless it was a sign that

town

liberty

that had

headquarters
Pirate LAfitte,

A HERO—AN INCIDENT OF THE
MEXICAN WAR.

he

up around the
and fort of the so-called
where the city of Galveston

sprung

**

take

part in two

him.
buried by his mourning com
•ades where he fell, and the leg of Captain Thomas William Ward, wounded
)arlier in the action, was buried with
aim. I knew Colonel Ward personally;
ae was after commissioner of the general
and office of the state. He subsequently

for

wars

right,

and that he should live
and that I now, ninety years

and

to to tell

it,

since it

was dreamed, should be telling it
upon the spot almost where it was
fulfilled to this happy, peaceful throng,

stands.

now

should

was

trip

on

to

arm also in firing a salute.
committee of gentlemen came
Irom LaQrange to get Milam’s remains
!or the purpose of burying them in a
itate cemetery they were
seeking to
jstablish there, wtth the view of gatberng the remains of the illustrious dead
>f Texas in that place, to be truly a

<

to

one

speak

to

Milam,

immedi

some, the sons of Texas might make
patriotic pilgrimages; a most laudable
icheme since

subject,

on oar

and

leading

up, in

a

ver

singular way, to the happy culminatioi
thm -i os us, all gathered here, a happy
pfMt-idul throng, who know little now o
u nr % alarms.
We are very greatly in
denied to the patriotic zeal of these noble
ladies, who

tin

of those times go untoic
nor those heroes of oui

to the young Republic of the Lone Star,
and ultimately received his pay in lauds.

not

are

oontent

to

let

untaught,

to

past fall into oblivion, unwept unbon

I have
worth

father,

My

Stephen

Richardson,

t

Austin’s first colony, was
down-easier, being a native of Mt. Deseri
island, Maine. Conditions of life then
member

were

severe

and

uninviting

Its clustered granite mountains and iti
rock-ribbed, iron-bound shores, the ter
ror to the mariner, held little of attractioi
to Its sous and less to the stranger, al
though now Bar Harbor, its chief port
might almost be considered as one of th<
It Is sale
elegant suburbs of Boston.
that the special “Mt. Desert limited” fron
Boston, sometimes called the “Flying
Dude,” only touches in two or three higt
places between the two points. But ther
the artist had not yet explored its granc
and rugged scenery, nor the sportsman
braved its crags nor whipped its beautifu

specklec
beauty, the trout. I am not telling flat
stories to-day, so I only incidentally mention that I once caught there twenty-fiv<
speckled trout in less than an hour.
We are now good friends with Eugland
lakes and

purling

brooks for the

We bouor the grand old nation, and al
she has stood for of Christianity and enlightenment and civilization; and we rev
her

as our

mother and claim

as out

heritage her history, hor literature, bei
greatness; and only lately, with a siocer*
and loving sympathy, we have joined witt
her in doing reverent homage to the mem
ory of her noble queen. But it was noi

always

Aside from the Kevolution-

so.

when ber daughters, the American col
onies, concluded to set up house-keeping
for themselves—there arose an unpleasantness between us in 1812, the old lady being
a little too confident of her own strengtl
and our weakness. The spirit of ’76 wa«
not dead, patriotism lighted again hei
fires on the altar of liberty and hei
beacons

on

the hills.

Meetings were belc. at my grandfather^
bouse in Mt. Desert, as elsewhere along
the coast, to organize what were called
“Minute Men”, to auwrd tueir ports anf
respond to every cull at a minute1* notice
One of my uncles was secretary of tin
meeting and my father formally enlistee
in the army.
Full of boyish

enthusiasm, hedreamee

night before he ieft, home that be wai
in a battle; and so vivid whs the drearr
that it was iudelibly impressed on hk
his tal
memory. He passed through
term of service, however, without bein^
in auy battle; tbe nearest be came to i
tn
was at the battle of Plattsburg, which
•saw across an arm of the lake which pre
the

vented

the

command to which he be

longed from getting into tbe tight.
Passing out of the service at the

cloa<

of the war, he drifted west and south
on tin
taught school in Shawnee Town
•Ohio in ldlti; came down the Ohio and tin

Stobrtusnnrntfs.

II

some

of them

to-day

about

1 sold

some

city,

Ts

EDARASTEEB

TO BENEFIT

Rheumatism.

it seventy-live years
was glad to get it.
But to return, the Texian revolution
broke out iu 1835, and remember, you

GREEN

MOUNTAIN

RENOVATOR.
Nine time, out of ten cures. Ask you
a«<
druggist for Renovator. 50 cents
Reined,
one
Write St. Albaes
dollar.
Co., St. Alban., Yt., a..out OUARAN'TEK
Mention this paper.

the
Evany Day Tours to
Pan-Anteniean Exposition
Buffalo —-———
TiM.it., Berths. Baud,Tr.ii.fcT. fc' B.rPW*.*•*.":
■awM m SdvHtM*. You are relieved of^aH

—————

oryoiirlofarricke^icf"*^^^^^

for

and

Smith,

much and

so

gratitude,

but it

so

an

act of

bridge

had

been

groomsmen at his wedding* and had
stood sponsor for my father aud mother
and brother when they were baptized by
the good old Padre, Father Michael Muldoon, in 1831. 1 have heard my brother,
who was then a child ot five, say that he
distinctly remembers my father kissing
my mother Rnd himself good bye and
mounting bis horse to come to San An-

more

film ntliAr

and small

disabled

was

and

adopted

then

opening

beyond,

room

was

of

the other

and

to young and old; Dr. FowExtract of Wild Strawberry; nature’s
specific for dysentery, diarrluca aud summer

complaint.—Advt.

fHrtncnl.

picks

made their

so

from

The

way
to

Fighting

thus
for

accounts

under

cover,
marksmanship of

with the bad

t

singularly

lie

in

the Texans sustained

together
the

foe,

small

loss

their five

Thetre was a good deal of foolhardiness, however, grow iiig out of contempt
One very tall

in cnitir nf rriipali<ri

man

plies

u’uriiiiiiiu

>

(rom tbe

city

and

so

to starve the

Mr.

on a

it.

stranger’s

statement.

Ellsworth citi-

yourself.

ca'cgui

Mexican soldiers. At once ail was
excitemeut. A little money then would
Texas boys
have been as welcome to Iho
A force was at once
as to the Mexicans.
but they
sent out to capture the prize,
was only a foraging
were sadly sold, as it
the city to cut hay
party sent out from
A brisk
for the Mexican eavalry horses.
with considerfight, however, took place,
were reinable loss to tbe Mexicans, who,
once the
forced from tbe city, and for
Texas boys had to retreat, not, however,
a very fine
before my father bad captured
to one of the Mexican

belonging

Texans dug a trench along Veramendi street between these two positions,

was

a sore

spot

and about

noou on

running along
into the

tbe

tbe

Later

Tth, Milam came
jumped

large doorway of the Verameudi

My father, who was stationed at that
point just within the door, exclaimed to

one

side and

passed through

the court

yard

or

patio

the

turn.

plants, tlie

foreign-looking

men, the

large

saguan into
within, and in an
or

wore sertou
all drying inhalants
form of catarrhsoothes and heals.
that which cleanses,
use
and
lialm l«
and
Kly-sCream
cure
it at 50 cents or
brothers, 56 Warren
a far

soou^s
snen^a^ Je#d ^
c»l“rrhA?1d™Kuistssell

jfantS'JwTW
St.,
N. Y.

relief.

Pills at-

by law.

Remember the name,

Don’t

Accept

a

Doan’s,

and take

Substitute !

When you ask for Cascarets be
iure you get the genuine Cascarets
Don’t
Dandy Cathartic!
accept
’raudulent substitutes, imitations or
:ounterfeits! Genuine tablets stampid C. C. C.
Never sold in bulk.
U1 druggists, ioc.
! r>ANIJT

I LJLJIN
«■
fou

can

be cured of

I

any

TOBACCO SPIT
and SMOKE
Your Lifeaway!

form of tobacco using

asily, be made well, strong, magnetic, full of
ew life and vigor by taking
NO^TO-BAC,
l hat makes weak men strong.
M?ny gain
t en pounds in ten days. Over 500,000
urea. All druggists. Cure guaranteed.
Bookj it and advice FREE. Address STERLING
437
LEMEDY CO., Chicago or New York.
t

anu

iei mmeiii

Sedgwick this 11th day of May
Arthur M. Nkvells.
STATE OF MAINE.
Hancock ss. .—Court of County Com mis
sloners, April Term, A. D. 1901.
Upon the foregoing petition the commission,
ers being suii*tied that the petitioners arc responsible, that an Inquiry into the merits Is expedient, and that the petitioners ought to be
beard touching the matter Het forth in their pe
titlon; order that the County Commissioners
meet at mu house of Noland Diirguin in Sedgwick, In t-ald County, on Wednesday, the
I9th day of June A. 1). 1901, at 2 o’clock
P.
M., and thence proceed to view the
route mentioned In said petition, immediately
after which view, a hearing of the purties
aud witnesses will be had at some convenient
place in the vicinity, ami such other measures
taken in the premises as the Commissioners shall
judge projier. And it Islurther
Ordered
That notice of the time, place and
purpose of the Commissioners’ meeting aforesaid be given to all persons and corporations
interested, by serving an attested copy of the
petition and this order thereon, upon the
clerk of the town of Sedgwick, a like copy
upon Arthur M. Nevells, the petitioner, and
by posting up attested copies as aforesaid
in three public places in said town thirty
days at least before the time appointed for
said view, aud by publishing the petition and
order thereon, three weeks successively in the
Ellsworth American, a newspaper published
at Ellsworth, in the County of Hancock, the
first publication to be thirty days at least before the time of said view, that all persons and
corporations interested may attend and be
heard if they think lit.
Attest:—John F. Knowlton, Clerk.
A true copy of the petition and order thereon.
Attest:—John F. Knowlton, Clerk.
Dated at
A. D. 1901.

noticed any indication of a reI know of others who have been

igents for the U. S.

have been

It Saves Ills T^eg.
P. A. Danforth, of LaGrange, Ga., suffered for six months with a frightful running sore on his leg; but writes that
Bucklen’s Arnica Salve wholly cured it in
five days. For ulcers, wounds, piles, it’s
the best salve in the world. Cure guaran teed.
Only 25c. Sold by Wigoin &
Moore, druggists.

some

Kidney

using Doan’s Kidney Pills and who speak
highly of them as a kidney medicine.”
For sale by all dealers; price 60 cents.
Foster-Milburn Co., Buffalo, N.Y., sole

instant fell dead, with a bullet in his
officers.
bo of but brain. 'It has been constantly asserted, 1
This whole affair seemed to
what ground, that
and yet it was the do not know upon
slight importance,
father had he was killed by a renegade negro from
fulfillment of the dream my
of the bouses fronting
that I told you the top of one
twenty-three years before,
a spot now covered
that be was now on Commerce street,
about. It was not merely
I have been
by the Kapmann building.
as he had then dreamed,
at last iu a battle,
recently that there
however,
all
told,
quite
the
battle,
but it was the Identical
a
reproduced is now living in our city Mexican, who,
incidents of the dream being
with no little pride, claims to be the son
strange
iu a most startling way-tbe
killed him. It seems to
even tbe cac- of the man who
country and surroundings,
It was a cenno chance shot.
tns

received

when Doan’s

[ have not

him; “Stand aside* Milam, that is a most
dangerous place; the Mexicans are firing
there constantly.” Milam then stepped

inner door of the hallway

on

tracted my attention in my paper, I got
them at Wiggin’s dreg store.
After
using them the trouble was checked, and

trench and

house.

to

the left

which I doctored and

The

win

to wit: on the 25th clay oi
a. L>. 1901
the said Selectmen tiled
written return of their proceedings in laying out said iowu way, containing the boundaries auu their measurements thereof and an
account of the damages allowed or disallowed
to each person lor luud taken, with the town
clerk oi said town of Sedgwick, and at a public meeting of the inhabitants of said town,
duly noli tied and warned by a warrant, in
which was inserted an article to see if the
town would accept said way as laid out by
said Selectmen, held ou the 4tli day of March
A. D. 19ol, said Selectmen reported the laying
out of said way to said town, and their report was accepted aud allowed by said inhabitants aud caused to be put on record.
That said town way was laid out over and
across a certain lot or parcel of land of which
your petitioner was then and now is the owner
in tee simple, for the distance of 170 rods.
That said laying out anu acceptance of said
way over and across your petitioner’s laud
Wrfs unreasonable and erroneous; and tliasaid estimate of damages and award or failure to award damages to your petitiouer wan
unreasonable aud inadequate; whereby your
petitiouer is aggrieved.
Wherefore your said petitioner, within one
year thereafter, appeals from said decision
aud prays to have said way discontinued aud
all the action of said Selectmen in said proceeding annulled and reversed, or that he
mav have his damages estimated as provided

kidney which 1 could feel
they included tbe death of the
with my finger. It disappeared until 4
Milam. The ciron-mstauceu of his death,
years ago, when I had a severe spell of sickas recounted to mo by my father, were
these; The two columns ot tbe attacking ness and alter that I had pains in my
kuown.
Milam’s Hnd .Johnson’s, had occuback off and on, especially if I did any
The Texan scout, Deaf Smith, whose party,
the Padre Garza house,
honored descendants live in Sau Antonio pied respectively
heavy lifting. In the summer of ’96 an
northeast
corner of Acequia and Verain
from
now, reported a convoy coming
inendi streets, and the Verameudi house. annoying urinary difficulty set in, for
tie Medina, bringing treasures to pay off
the

last

February

35 years old theie

was

over

me

a

or-

musical instruments and sewing
machines,,says.: “Helping my father one
day, who is a mason, I fell off a scaffold and injured myself. From then-until

were,
heroic

oi

thereailerwurds,

it.

J. T. Crippen, dealer in pianos,

gans,

I
the casualties

Testimony.

word for

Ellsworth endorsement.

xjerc is uiic

stuck out his heel to stop it; it
went on and took his

Few, however,-cs

depend

And decide for

■

didn’t stop but
heel with it.

Mexicans out. During this interval occurred what was CBlIed the “Grass Fight”
on the Alazan, a mile or two west of the
city; the exact spot Is now not certainly

Don’t

our

Read the statements of

by aoeident. Another time a cannon ball
rolling-elong tbe street, one of
meu

take

by

zens.

was seen

the

Backed

would

resigned his cumnjsnd, having been standing up hkpfull height, above paraor breastwork, to see tbe result of his
appointed a commissioner to tbe United pet
last shot; at last they got him, possibly
States to lay before ihe people tbe con-

!

Don’t

Read

days’

fight.

for the enemy.

Here,

is

Opportunity

room

copy

To the Honorable Court of County Commissioners for the County of Hancock holden
at Ellsworth within and for the County of
Hancock on the Second Tuesday of April
A. D. 1901.
Arthur M.
ESPECTFULLY represents
Nevells, an inhabitant of the town of
Sedgwick in said County of Hancock; that a
town way leading from the highway near the
dwelling house of Frank M. Billings in said
Sedgwick to the house lot and mill yard of
Roland Durgain is unnecessary and not demanded by public convenience; but that the
Selectmen of said town, upon petition of Roland Durgain, then add now an inhabitant of
said town of Sedgwick, having given the notice required by law of their intention, laid
out a town way over the described route as
follows, to wit:
Beginning at the highway near the dwelling house of Frank M. Billings in said Sedgwick aud in the center of the private way
leading to the dwelling house and saw mill
owned by Roland Durgain; thence by land of
E. H. Ciosson on the South and land of
Charles Nevells on the North South 86V E.,
18 rods; thence S. 17° E., 18 rods; thence S. 47°
E. 15 rods; thence S. 65V E., 2 rods up to land
owned by Arthur M. Nevells; thence by land
M. Nevells S. 64° E., 10 rods;
of Arthur
thence S. 71V E 8 rods; thence S. 70« E., 18
rods; thence S. 85° E. 10 rods; thence N. 88V
E. 8 rods; thence S. 48° E., 20 rods; thence S.
20° E., 1.3 rods: thence S. 44° E., 14 rods; thence
S. 60° E! 20 rods; thence S. 73V E., 36 rods;
thence S. 32 V E., 13 rods up to land owned by
Roland Durgain; thence on land of said Durgaiu a. 3lV E., 8 rods; thence S. 85° E., 16
rods; thence S. 52° E., 26 rods up to said Dur*
gain’s house lot and mill yard. This road as
laid out follows the private way as used by
said Durgain and the several courses as run
forms the center line of the town road, and
said road is to be three rods wide. Distance
dison land of Ciosson and Nevells, 53 rods;
tance on laud of A. M. Nevells, 170 rods; distance on land of Durgain, 5u rods; total distance, 273 rods.
That among others, said Selectmen awarded
no damages to Arthur >1. Nevells, your petitioner, lor land taken.

blessing alike

A

Ellsworth

luirui.:!'

many spar-

ler’s

then

coiouists and to solicit aid.
Tbe wearisome investment or seige of
the city then began, which amounted to
no more than to attempt to cut off sup-

value than

“Are

curious

a

room.

dition of the

more

:

has nee11 a beneficent power and providence that has redeemed this fair land
aud our whole country from savagery,
and made it the peaceful abode of thousands and tens of thousands, in place of
the.few roaming savages, who won their
precarious living by the chase; and has
substituted the home, the farm, the teeming oiiy, fur the wandering tent; and the
laughter of children and the sound of the
church-going bell, for the wild war
whoop and the twang of the bow.

arms

one

not of

ye

birds, Jesus said

ready
made, to thrust

from house to house and

Austin

and the

man

their crossed rifles and clear the

through

also the vote

nnnrsn.

cannon

cannon

and effective that

so severe

as soon as an

many of the
hot-blooded oues would

value of

a

rows?” and, “If God so clothed the grass
of the field, shall He not much more
clothe you, oh, ye of little faith.”
May we not, therefore, argue that it

the houses and with crowbars and
dug through the walls. Men stood

mqjoity, although

fiery and

comparative

the

before is

illustrating

city by way of Acequia street, so called
from the large acequia, or irrigating canal
that flowed along the west side of it, but
now unfortunately changed to Main aveJohnson’s command apnue, #while
proached by way of Soledad street. They
were not discovered until they had nearly
reached the Veramendi house, when they
were fired upon by a sentry.
Immediately

The Texans

pt/lioy.

was

they often were; but it has been
that he who makes two blades of

grass grow where one grew
benefactor of his kind; and

under

one

a

methods

di-

CUNNINGHAM, Judge of Probate.
Attest:—Chas. P. Dorr, Register.

aud codicil thereto of Charles C. Beaman,
late of the city, county, and state of New
York, deceased, and of the probate thereof
in said Surrogate’s court for the county of
New York, in the state of New York, duly
authenticated, having been presented to the
judge of probate for our said county of Hancock for the purpose of being allowed, filed
and recorded in the probate court of our said
county of Hancock.
Ordered: That notice thereof be given to
all persons interested therein, by publishing
a copy of this order three weeks successively
in the Ellsworth American, a newspaper
printed at Ellrworth, in said county of Hancock, prior to the fourth day of June,
a.
d.
1901, that they
may
appear at
a probate court then to be held at Ellsworth,
in,and for said county of Hancock, at ten
o’clock in the forenoon, and show cause, if
any they have, against the same.
O. P CUNNINGHAM, Judge of Probate.
A true copy. Attest:—Chas. P. Dorr, Register.

privileges iuui uhu ueeu grauieu to
by the Mexican government, and

said

P.

STATE OF MAINE.
Hancock ss.—At a probate court held at
Bucksport, in and for said county of Hancock,
on the seventh day of May, in the year of
our Lord one thousand nine hundred and one.
A
CERTAIN instrument purporting to be

good faith, and numbers of
accepted
the Mexicans were loyal and true to
them and fought on their side.
Of course, the Iudians were the first
owners of the country aud by the same
argument, the white people were wrong
in dispossessiug them. Wrong in their

short

was

O.

in

system of attack; leaving the open streets
which were being swept by the Mexican
caunon and by small arms, in the hands
of an unseen foe, behind parapets and
loopboled doors and windows, with their
iron gratings, they took shelter behind

the loss of life among them
which he felt sure would attend the latSo he favored the slower proter

siege; Ibis

them

abandoned.

see

of the

iuu

lower animals aud

the

discussed whether to invest, that is to
lay siege to the city, or attack it at once.
Austin was naturally a man of peace, and
besides, he loved hfs colonists as if they
were his own children, and he was unwil-

of the

force

see cause.

Ana,
rights

trying

Milam and the other under Col. Frank
Johnson. Milam’s command entered the

became

being present and participating in the
council of war after the battle of Concepcion, around the mission of that name,
below the city, iu which the question was

cess

The

commands,

the fusilade from

tonio for the fray.
My father participated in the operations
around San Antonio, and is mentioned as

ling to

into two

vided

country, or destroy them.
My father joined the patriots aud came
to San Antonio as an aide to bis personal
friend, Stephen F. Austin, the fat her and

stands.

now

usurper and dictator, fcianta
to deprive the colonists of

the

Molino
a

appealing finger

not the fact in this case, but rather the
contrary; it was the Mexicans, through

distance above where the Oakland street

the

Austin

was

and

They crossed the river at the
Blanco, or the White Stone Mill,

base in-

its

j

it is argued by some that this is all
wrong. That it was wrong in the colonists to seek to wrest the country from
the Mexicans. That, as I have said, was

hon-

our

point

Eden, Maine, residuary legEden, Maine, residuary leg-

Hancock ss.
At a Probate Court held at Bucksport,within
and for said county, on the first Tuesday
in May, a. d. 1901,
Upon the foregoing petition, ordered: That
notice be giveu to all persons interested, by
causing a copy of said petition and this order
thereon to be published three weeks successively in the Ellsworth American, a newspaper published at Ellsworth, in said county of
Hancock, that they may appear at a probate
court to be held at the probate court room in
Ellsworth, in and for said county, on the first
Tuesday of June. a. d. 1901, at ten o’clock in
the forenoon, and be heard thereon if they

But

the cannon, lest their noise in descending
the gravelly hill should give the alarm.

was

Texas.

descendants among
acted as guides,

rest

erected shall

Bucksport.

8TATE OF MAINE.

iloft, invoking heaven’s verdict upon the
justice of the cause for which he died.

my
father showed how to muffle the wheels of

erties of the colonists and reduce them to
political bondage, or to drive them out of

of

je

luuvenca

citizens,

legacy.

E. L. Higgins,
atee.
E. M. Hamor,

Pro-

all true
nemory last in the hearts of
rexaus as long as the granite shaft here to

Bucksport.

Rufus Turner, late of Bucksport. in said
Petition tin Fred'Wood
county, deceased.
may be appointed administrator < f the estate
of said deceased, presented by Geo. D. Crane,
Fred Wood and Isaac H. Homer,
leetn ert or

Emery, Eden, Maine, $800 legacy.
E. M. Hamor and George Richards (trustees
Eden Baptist church), Eden, Maine, $1,100

cen-

the

as

Janetta P. Sawyer, late of C&stine, iu said
A certain instrument purcounty, deceased.
porting to be the last will and tenameni of
said deceased, together with petition for probate thereof, presented by C'barl-s E. MeCluskey, the executor therein named.
Alfred J. Bridges, late of Surrj
in said
county, deceased. Petition that Daniel E.
Hurley may be appointed administrator of the
estate of said deceased, presented by Sarah J.
Cunningham, daughter of said deceased.
Bryant Kench, late of Buckbport, iu said
county, deceased. Petition that Fred Wood
may be appointed administrator ol the estate
of said deceased, presented by G jo. D. Crane,
Fred Wood and Isaac H. Homer, selectmen of

Rose

was

spot in the

cause.

knowledge.

Mayo, Waterville, Maine, $1,200 leg-

the fatal

then known

was

or

!

es-

THE

SCHEDULE A.

Lizzie
acy.

cemetery, and Milam’s remains
beneath our feet.
May his

estant
iow

John W. Smith, both of whom have

ored

against the dictator,
Santo Ana and in support of the Mexican constitution of 1824, under which they
had received their grants, and which be
had overthrown; aud with it he was seeking to overthrow also the rights and lib-

founder

oh in

necessary.

by

then located this

of what

;re

three hundred should make

oe

numerous

thority of the nation that had granted
them

vvuuiu

mar-

exhumed
bullet hole in
;he forehead.
A committee of leading
:itlzens, with Mayor Pro. Tern. Samuel S.

to take such

as

young people, that it was not at first, as
has been said, a revolt against the au-

horse

SMITH’S

paid

negligence

been

bones of the

the charred

Milam’s body, however,

assault, to fall back upon if repulsed,
part in the final operations

the

laud

braye

already

had

md lndentifled

Powder House hill, while Milam

on

and his

the

lay.

the east side of the

on

carried out In

yred dead of the Alamo, that mighty
ournt offering to liberty, had been hastily
gathered up and buried indeed, but with>ut a mark to identify the spot, and it
was already forgotten within ten years
ifter they fell, and like that of Moses, no
nan knoweth of their sepulcher unto this

“All right,”

one men.

position

remain in

or

my father
ago, and 1

it

that

rhere

snougb;

I replied, “my father was that one.”
It was agreed that the main army should

yet, aud they are
what they were

considered worth then.

and said

me

three hundred and

of

peculiarly

erence

lows corrected

a cross

ured and

unsung.

1

thing, dam and all, was washed account of this circumstance, have sought
away (I hope the printer wont change the to put this ringing call of his in politer
construction of that sentence).
phrase, but these are his express words,
He then built another mill a kind of as told me by my father when it was all
tread-mill, to go by ox power. Even un- still fresh in his memory. The answer
broken cattle would be driven on the was a rousing cheer, and three hundred
flat side of
a
great wheel, with its men stepped out of the ranks in answer
axis or shaft slightly inclined from the to his call. I was telling this once when
perpendicular, and their heads fastened one of those very accurate statistical felbeam, and they had to travel—
the wheel did the rest. From this mill he
supplied many thousand feet of lumber

thrilling history
nor

1

partially

cemetery of Austin.
But the citizens and authorities of San
Yntonio at once rose in vigorous protest
(gainst the removal of Milam’s remains,
itate

whole

ately before he fell.
Permit me now to go way back o
rem
those limes and give you
some
intoc* >i< es of my father’searly life bearing :

possession

either of the

At a probate court held at Bucksport, in and
for the county of Hancock, on the seventh
day of May, a. d. 1901.
following matter having been presented for the action thereupon hereinafter indicated, it is hereby ordered that notice thereof be given to ail persons iute.tsted,
by causing a copy of this order to be published three weeks successively iu the Ellsworth American, a newspaper published at
Ellsworth, in said county, that they may appear at a probate court to be held at Ellsworth, in said county, on the fourth day qf
June, a. d. 1901, at ten of the ::: ■:In tbsr
forenoon, and be beard thereon if they see

That your petitioner is informed and believes that certain of said property of said
decedent hereinafter mentioned passing by
his will or some portion thereof, or some interest therein, is subject to the payment of
the tax imposed by Chapter 146 of the public
laws of 1893 and acts amendatory thereof and
additional thereto.
That the names of all the persons who are
interested in the succession to said property,
and the share of each are as stated in Schedule
A, hereunto annexed.
Wherefore your petitioner prays that the
actual market value of said property, the persons interested in the succession thereto, and
the amount of the tax thereon may be determined by the judge of probate.
Dated this seventh day of May, a. d. 1901.
Eben M. Hamor.

santo, to which, for generations to

;ampo

all persons interested In
tates hereinafter named.

To

Respectfully

a

_

the last

STATE OF MAINE.
To the Honorable, the Judge of the Probate
Court in and for the county of Hancock.
Eben m.
represents
Hamor, of Eden, in said county, that
Eben L. Higgins, late of Eden, in said county,
died on the twenty-eighth day of December,
a. d. 1900.
That at a probate court held on the fifth day
of March in the year of our Lord one thousand nine hundred and one, Eben M. Hamor
was duly appointed executor of the last will
and testament of said Eben L. Higgins, and
accepted said trust.
That he has returned to said probate court,
or oath, an inventory of all the
property and
estate of said deceased that has come into his

right

In 184S

Tampico,

JLcgal Xotuts.

was

ost his

here

ray father’s second trading
that he was ship- here joumsly basking in the sunshine of
wrecked at the mouth of the Brazos liberty^ tf^ere there was little else than a
readers
on
of Thb Ambkicai r
Christmas day, 1822, nearly eighty savage wilderness, and where now civiliof Interest to many
not only as giving au interesting glimpse o ! years ago. Austin’s
first colony was zation is making the wilderness to bloshistory, but because of the prominent par = already
beginning to come into the som as the rose.
taken in It by a Maine manva native of Mt. De
country, and my father, having ventured
Meantime, the policy of trying to starve
sert Island.The author also has many acquaint
everything on the voyage and lost, out the enemy was not a success. The
ances on Mt. Desert Island and In
Hancocl
cast in his lot with the new colony, and Texans were impatient to get back to
county, which fact gives the article addltlona |
so became a Texian.
It is only the “Ten- their neglected families. They were willInterest.)
derfoots” who came in later that have ing to fight, but idleness was irksome to
we
are
met
here
on
the
an
Although
changed it to Texan, as they are chang- them; and so the army was falling away
nlversary of the fail of the Alamo, th
Ing other of the old, distinctive and his- so rapidly that it was determined, In counof
our
Texas, yet
Thermopylae
meetlni : toric names and obliterating land- cil of war, to give up the siege and fall
on
Milam
and
at
th > marks.
here to-day,
square,
back upon Gonzalez. But still there were
'
base of the beautiful monument whlcl
My father, having cast in his lot with those who wanted to fight; they had come
of
the
Lorenzo
ladies
de
Zavali the infant colony, engaged iu various out to capture San Antonio and were not
the
chapter of tbe Daughters of the Republi<
business enterprises, as school teacher, willing to return without at least making
are erecting to the memory of Benjamii
merchant, stockman, was alcalde of Ban the attempt; Anahuac, Velasco, Gonzalez,
Is
more especially in his honor
K. Milam,
Felipe, the capital of Austin’s colony,and had fallen before them; why not San AnAnd that is why these excel lent ladies,you
«t last went into the lumber business. tonio?
faithful teachers, have requested me t< • His first mill was built on Chocolate
It was at this juncture that the intrepid
address you, because of a certain specie I bayou, at the town of
Liverpool, about Milam, over whose sacred dust we are now
and personal interest 1 have in thesubjec
ten mileB from the preseut town of Alvin. standing, asked permission to call for
based upon the fact of my father’s per
It was intended to go by water power, volunteers to make the attack. It was
sonal participation in many of the scene
and it went. The uight before it was to granted, and stepping out in front of the
and incidents of those stirring times, o
start up there came a tremendous storm, ranks, be called out in stentorian tones:
his personal friendship and admiratioi the little bayou filled to the brim aud “Boys, who’ll follow old Ben Milam into
for Milam, and of tbe fact that he wa > over out on to the prairies, and the San Antonio?” Many writers, in their
[The following address delivered by Deal
Richardson, rector of St. Mark's church, Sai
Antonio, Texas, before tbe city schools, will b

legal Notice*.

shot in the forehead that killed

re

tie

1

I
|

Charles W. Kincaid, late of EUc worth, in
said county, deceased.
Petition that L. F.
Giles may be appointed administrator of the
estate of said deceased, presented oy Sarah A.
Ells, a creditor of said deceased.
Lewis F. Carter, late of Burry, in said county, deceased. First and final account of Henry H. Candage, executor, filed for settlement.
Benjamin Kittredge, late of Eden, in said
county, deceased. First account of Osborne
M. Kittredge and Richmond H. Kittredge, executors, filed for settlement.
Silas K. Tribou, late of Bucksport, in said
county, deceased. First account of Frederick
C. Tribou and Rebecca H. Tribou, executors,
filed for settlement.
Mary E. James, late of Ellsworth, in said
county, deceased. Petition filed by Frank R.
McGown, administrator, for license to sell, at
public or private sale, the real estate of said
deceased, as described i« said petition.
William Murphy, late of Ellsworth, in said
Petition filed by Caroline
county, deceased.
J. Collins, administratrix, for license to sell,
at public or
sale, the whole of the real
private
estate of said deceased, as described in said

petition.
Mary R. Joy, minor heir of Luther P. Joy,

late of Ellsworth, in said county, deceased.
Petition filed by Geo. A. Phillips, guardian of
said minor, for license to sell, at public or
private sale, certain of the real estate of said
minor, described in said petition.
O. P. CUNNINGHAM, Judge of said Court.
A true copy. Attest:—Chas. P. Dorr, Register.
subscribers hereby give notice that
they have been duly appointed adminisof the estate of John Paui Gordon,

rpiIE

trators

cock, deceased, and given bonds as tbe
law directs. All persons having demands
against the estate of said deceased are desired
to present the same for settlement, and all
indebted thereto are requested to make payment immediately.
* Frank E. Blaisdell.
Arno W. King.
May 7,1901.
subscribers hereby giye notice that
rpHE
1 they have been duly appointed executors
of the last will and testament of William Kittredge, late of Mt. Desert, in the county of
Hancock, deceased, and given bonds as the
law directs.
All persons having demands
against the estate of said deceased are desired to present the same for settlement, and
all indebted thereto are requested to make

payment immediately.

R. Kittredqe.
William D. Kincaid.

Ernest

May 7,1901.

subscriber hereby gives
rpHE
1
she has been

notice that
duly appointed executrix
the last will and testament oi Thomas S.
Clay, late of Bucksport, in the county of
Hancock, deceased, no bonds being required
by the terms of said will. All persons having
demands against the estate of said deceased
are desired to present the same for settlement, and all indebted thereto are requested
to make payment immediately.
Martha H. Clay.
May 7, 1901.
oi

subscriber
rpHE
1 she has been

hereby gives noiice that
duly appointed executrix
will and testament of Jesse H.
Tease, late of Tremout, in the county of Hancock, deceased, no bonds being required by
the terms of said will. All persons having demands
against the estate of said deceased are desired to present the same
for settlement, and all indebted thereto are
requested to make payment immediately.
Grace D. Pease.
May 7, 1901.
of

the

last

subscriber hereby gives notice that
rpHE
I
he has beeh duly appointed executor
of the last will and testament of Georgie E.
Clapham, late of Sullivan, in the county of
Hancock, deceased, no bonds being required
by the terms of said will. All persons
demands
the
estate
having
against
are
desired to present
of said deceased
the same for settlement, ami all indebted
thereto are requested to make payment imCharles A. Clapham.
mediately.
May 7, 1901.
STATE OF MAINE.
County op Hancock ss.
To Thomas Couch, of the City, County and
State of New York:
"ITTHEREAS Thomas Couch aforesaid on
the 14th clay of Dec. A. D. 1899, mortfV
gaged to John Pierce, of New York City utoresaid, certain goods and chattels, machinery
and implements then owned by the said
Tuomas Coucb, and situated at Black Island,
so called, in Hancock County, aforesaid, more
nnrt.i(*nlstrlv dpRi>rihi>H anii

imntinni il

in

the

schedule annexed to said mortgage us fellows,
to wit:
About 180 acres of land. Two quarries of
granite. One rock balla.st crib uoek. One
stiff leg derrick of improved design on dock.
One powerful hand wench for above derrick.
Breakwater protecting dock. Track on top.
3* Mile standard gauge R. K. track irom quarries to dock and switches at necessary points.
One mill building, 100 ft. x 31 ft.—engine A
boiler and polishing rooms. One nicely furnished dwelling—eleven rooms and attick;
good cellar wnh cistern and out buildings.
One good plain furnished dwelling—eight
rooms and attick—good cellar with cistern—
outbuildings. One boardinghouse and out.
buildings—good cellar wit cistern.. Capacity
sixtj to seventy men. One school building—
finished and furnished. One old dwellingfour rooms & attick—good cellar. Ten small
buildings of different kinds to rent tor dwellings. Stable—capacity 8 beads A hay & grain.
Tnree blacksmith shops.
One carpenter
shop, engine house, office, coal shed. Cutting
sheds to accommodate uu granite cuttersOne 50 horse horizontal boiler—bricked inOne 40 horse horizontal portable boiler. One
Copeland & Bacon, reversible, clutch gear,
double drum, double purchase holster. One
Copeland A Bacon, reversible, clutch gear,
double purchase, single drum holster—not
set up. One Lidgerwood. double drum friction gear, hoiaier. One Copeland A Bacon.
25 horse stationery engine. One small stationary engine for grind stone.
One lathe
for
Two Wright
necessary machine work.
double arm, double speed polishing machine*. One “Jenny Lind” vertical polishing machine—not set. One Rocker polishing
machine. Main A counter shafting tud belting for above machines, all in working order
One iron tank 10 ft. 0 in. x 7 ft. 0 in. x 5 ft. 0 in.
for water for polishing machines—in
position
and connected.
Three steam drills. Three
large overhauling derricks—weighted block
at back of mast.
Two large dout e block
derricks. One stiff leg derrick—not standing. One Blake 5 in. suction pump—not set
Two heavy cars on track—capacity 15
up.
tons.
Six light cars on track—capacity 4 to 7
tons. Two
dump cars on truck. Three ox
carts—heavy A light. One coal cart—horse.
Steel wire falls to all derricks. Crowbars,
jacks, chains, hammers and tools of all kinds.
All necessary tool and powder bouses.
One
artesian well 75 ft. deep—supply inexhaustible
—fitted with pump and piped to mill. About
20 tons steel rails—not laid.
Said mortgage was to secure the payment of
one-thousand dollars, payable on demand
with interest; said mortgage being recorded
Jan. 20th. 1900, at ten o’clock A. M. in V- 'unie
1, page 152, of the Plantation Records ot Long
Island Plantation in Hancock Count /. Said
mortgage was assigned by John Pierce aforesaid to the undersigned Lemuel
of
New York City, aforesaid, by Littlefield,
assignment
dated Jan. 13th, 1900, and recorded in aid
lantation Records Jan. 20th, 1900, in Volume
1, Page 153.
And whereas the conditions of
said mortgage have been broken, now, therefore, notice is hereby given of mv luteutiou
to foreclose said
mortgage for breach of its
conditions, and I hereby appoint Widiam A.
Van Jsorden, of Long Island Plantat ou (Post.
Office trenchboro) my agent, resident within
said Plantation to receive satisfaction of said
mortgage.
Lemuel Littlefield.
J. A. Peters, Jjr., atty.
*
Dated May 13th, A. D. 1901.
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four questions
should interest all
are

THERE
that

buyers, namely:

U

is

Where

cheapest

the most

A

s jrjjl
ty\/- /Jky

Where is the best ?
Where is the

?

place
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in Ellsworth to buy your Dry

i

Jj

I

M.
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i
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J
f
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GALLERT.

5

Our spring stock is now in awaiting customers. Our stock is up to
date and our prices are all right.
We allow no one to undersell us,
ours.
nor do we allow any to show a stock which is more up-to-date than
Style, taste and quality are the prominent features of our business.it toParour
and
to
the
above
statement
apply
ticular attention is called

11
11
<)
,

You can buv a new tailor-made suit for women from $5 to $25; dress
skirt from $3 to’ $7.50; Albatross waist from $2.50 to $3.50; wash waist,
50c to $3.50; silk or satin waist, $3 to $7.50; petticoats, $5 to $10. Dress goods, silks and d'. ess trimmings,
Extra bargain in 100 dozen of children’s heavy cotton
an new goods at prices which defy competition.
hose at 12 l-2c, worth nearly double.
Laces and Embroideries—The finest assortment we have ever shown.

m

#

A
,I

11

2
I>
<1

ready-to-wear department.

|>

S

only

1

’,

f

Goods ?
To all four questions there is
one answer and that is

|

II

#
#

j1\\

accommo-

Where is the most reliable
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J
J,
JI’
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GOODS.

WHITE

<*

specialty of everything
needed for graduates. Fine organdies and
muslins from 25c to $1.25 per yard. Hosiery
from 25c to $2.50 per pair. Fans, gloves,

%

Jt

corsets, ribbons, lace handkerchiefs, muslin

(»

(I

and

()

selling carpets, rugs, mattings,
curtains, draperies and house furnishings |
cheaper than any other house in Xew Eng-

We

JI

11

make

everything

a

(»

(J

J,
I•

else wanted.

#

We are

(1

]|
*

You can do worse than

J
4

C
with

land-

<!

{J

J

by trading
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The Story of a ✓
Vanderbilt Bride.

In the neighborhood of that part of
Maine where 1 was horn and lived when
• child was a family of the name of
Tuck. This was In the hill country of
New England, back about 20 or 30 miles
from the ocean and bordering on the
New Hampshire line. As the land recedes from the ocean it becomes rapidly
more rough and wild and is soon lost iu
the foothills of the White mountains.
The high peaks of the latter can always
be seen from all the higher hills towering in the northwest when the air is
clear. The town I came from lies in the
midst of the Ossipee region, close by the
Ossipee mountains, Ossipee pond and the
two Ossipee rivers, Little and Rig.
The
immediate section where the Tucks lived
was
a
farming community, with no
towns or villages large enough to find a
place upon the maps or in the geogra-

phies.

The Tuck farm was in the western
part of the town where I lived, some
four or five miles distant, and was, if
possible, poorer and less profitable than
It was
any others in the neighborhood.
on the sandy borders of Provence pond,
a body of water two or three miles in extent situated partly in Maine and partly
in New Hampshire.
As the dividing
line between the two states crossed the
pond, it may be truly said that their
farm ran to the New Hampshire border.
The elder Tuck was among the earliest
settlers of Parsonfield. He came into the
town during or immediately after the
Revolutionary war, and for some strange
reason took up a farm
on
the sandy
shores of Provence pond Instead of good
meadow lands nud intervals that constituted the best land of the section. Here
he worked hard and managed to eke out
a
frugal existence, although the best
crop, after the manner of most all New
England, was the stalwart girls and boys
he raised. There were three boys—John
Tuck, Jonathan Tuck and Amos Tuck—
all born on the sand dunes of Provence
pond. It was the granddaughter of the
last named, Amos Tuck, who was married a short time since to young Vanderbilt.
une or

tne

Doys, jonn, was a rarmer
of more than usual intel-

was a man

Jonathan became a blacksmith,
lived for many years and plied his trade
at Biddeford, but in later life removed
to Sherbrook, in Canada, not far from
the northern edge of New Hampshire,
5 and was alive and still a resident there
a few years ago.
Amos was the youngest and most ambitious of the boys. lie
had ambition beyond working on the
sandy plains and picking huckleberries
around Provence pond. While yet a lad
he left home, went over into New Hampshire, taught school in winter, worked his
For Additional County Newt, tee other pages way through Dartmouth college and finally graduated in the class of '34 when
25 years of age. He then turned up at
West Franklin.
Exeter, N. H., where he read law with
Mrs. Martha Hardison is very ill.
John Bell, who was a prominent man in
Rev. D. B. Smith spent Sunday in East- the state and for a
long time was United
brook.
States senator.
Mr. Bell took young
Galen Orcutt has moved his family to Tuck into partnership with him, and the
latter climbed up rapidly.
lie took a
West Franklin.
^
hand in politics, became a member of thr
Harry Coombs has gone on a trip with state legislature and was elected to conCapt. Dyer in the “Victory”.
gress in 1840 before he was 40 years
Mrs. Gertrude Shuman has returned to old, the same congress of which Abraham Lincoln was a member. Tuck was
Great Pond, where she will reside.
J a strong antislavery man, took an active
Fred McKenzie and wife have taken part In the organization of the Republiccharge of the boarding house at Hastings’ an party, and after Lincoln became president In 1S01 was appointed naval officer
mill.
at Boston, a lucrative and profitable poA small company gathered at the home
sition.
of George F. Springer Saturday evening.
Here Amos Tuck began to develop rapvocal
and
was
enMusic,
instrumental,
idly. The office, brought him in contact
men of business and of affairs,
ne
with
joyed.
was shrewd enough to seize upon the
Sherman Scammon has bought the mill
opportunities presented 1dm, and by the
stock and teams belonging to the estate
time his commission expired he stood in
of the late John P. Gordon.
He took
with men in Boston and New York and
possession this morning.
began to build up a large fortune, of
which he and his children were to reap
Bluehill Falla.
the benefit.
Those on the sick list—Mrs. L. P. CanHis son, Edward Tuck, turned out to
dage, Horace Duffy, Mrs. R. L. Closson he as good if not a better business man
and Mrs. B. H. Candage—are better.
than the father. About the year 18G4 he
Mrs. Stephen Chatto, of Granite, is was appointed consul at Paris. Here he
soon became a
in the banking
spending a few days with her daughter, house of Monro partner
& Co., resigned the ofMrs. Hugh Duffy, and her son R. O.
fice, retired from business several years
Chatto, of this place.
ago, purchased the celebrated residence
Irving Candage him a bull calf fourteen Mnlmaison that belonged to the Empress
Josephine, where he makes his home,
weeks old that girts four feet five inches.
and last summer gave to Dartmouth colHe also has a half sister to this calf
lege the Ainos Tuck endowment, named
which is eleven weeks old and measures ;
in honor of his father.
over
three feet.
The father of these
Aside from his son Edward, who has

ligence.

«

M. QALLERT,

?

f
J
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but never any better.
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Harbor for the

to

his

moved

has

The game was
of 12-11.

Saturday.

by

7—
by the

won

COUNTY N.m

a score

Franklin.

V

Birch Harbor.
B. F. Copperthwaite

family

see

here

home team

season.

Prospect
Mrs. Edward F. Young, of North Larnoine, was called here last week by the
death of her father.

Mrs.

George

Martin went to Calais Sat-

urday.
Mrs.

Dudley Scammon,

visiting

of

Bluehill, is

friends and relatives here.

Mercy Cummins, of Sullivan, is
spending a few days with Miss Grace
Miss

Obed Crane, who has been living on
for nearly two

Dyer island, Milbridge,

years, has moved back here.

May 11 there was a quiet wedding at
the home of Judson Young, when his
brother Irvin and Miss

Butler.

Presiding

v

Bridges,

Wiuuie

Elder

Methodist church

Day preached at
SuDday afternoon

the
aud

evening.

Mrs. Harry Goodwin, with her two
Corea, were married.
children, has gone to Lincoln to spend
Joseph Rice, an old and respected citi- the summer.
\
zen, died quite suddenly at his home here
Mrs. James Appleton, with her two
on the evening of May 12, aged nearly
ninety years. He retained his faculties daughters, Lillian and Beatrice, of Bosto a wonderful degree. He was the first ton, is visiting her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
to realize that he was passing away, and Curtis Joy.
of

his wife and children

talked with

of business and

matters

He seemed

other

that the end

happy

on

subjects.
so

was

only regret being that of leavaged wife. She, together with
four sons and two daughters, survive
him. All were present at the funeral
excepting Rev. W. H. Rice, of Orient.
Mr. Rice was converted many years ago;
last winter be consecrated himself anew
to the service of the Master. It might be
near, his
ing his

said of him
t*'d

man

as

and

of Abraham: “be
of

full

years,

Mrs. Roscoe Gay has gone to Portsto 6pend a few weeks with
her husband. From there she will go to
Boston to spend a month with her

mouth, N. H.,

was an

and

was

gathered to his people.”

May

C.

20.

Winter Harbor.
U7_

nines

u

played

_

v..._

an

...

J

interesting game of ball

2ltran:t!3rmmtz.

Women

as

Well

as

Are Made Miserable

Men

by

Kidney Trouble.
Kidney trouble preys upon the mind, discourages and lessens ambition; beauty, vigor
and cheerfulness soon
disappear when the kidneys are out of order
or diseased.
Kidney trouble has
become so prevalent
that it is not uncommon
for a child to be born
afflicted with weak kidneys. If the child urinates too often, if the
the flesh or if, when the child I
reaches an age when it should be able to
control the passage, it is yet afflicted with
bed-wetting, depend upon it. the cause of
th difficulty is kidney trouble, and the first
step should be towards the treatment of i
these important organs.
This unpleasant
|
trouble is due to a diseased condition of the
kidneys and bladder and not to a habit as
most people suppose.
Women as well as men are made miserable with kidney and bladder trouble,
and both need the same great remedy.
The mild and the immediate effect o!
Swamp-Root is soon realized. It is sole
by druggists, in fiftycent and one dollar
sizes. You may have a
sample bottle by mail
Home of swatu^Root.
free, also pamphlet telling all about it. including many of th<
thousands of testimonial letters receive<
from sufferers cured. In writing Dr. Kilme
& Co., Binghamton, N. Y., be sure an< l
mention this paper.

mother.
AMATEURS

ACT.

/

“The District School at Blueberry Conners” was given at the town hall Thursday evening, May 16, by the Methodist

society.

The characters

were as

follows:

School Committee.
Uriah Perkins.Frank Blatsdell
John Blllaker.
Charles Dwelley
John Smltft.John Homer

Applicants.
Miss Dasha way.Mrs Geneva Sprague
Belinda Sharp.Mrs Charlotte Havey
Sally Simple.?.Mrs Lillian Greene
Hezeklah Peudegrass.Cbas £ Greene
Scholars.
Sally Brown.Mrs Lillian Stinson
Samantha Piper.Mrs Lillian Greene
Mebltabie Jones.Mrs Julia Martin
Dorcas Doolittle.Mrs Della Pickett
Susan Crowfoot....Miss Florence Joy
Matilda Billings.Miss Sadie Bunker
Ruth Ketchum.Miss Grace Phillips
Jerusba Dickson.Mrs Geneva Sprague
Clortuda Geyser.Mrs Charlotte ilaffey
Faithful Snooks.Mrs John Perkins
Bobby O’Lee.Charles Dwelley
Samuel Snooks.Walter Bradbury
Sim Dlpsey.John Hotnei
Jeremiah Jenkins.Leslie Swan
Billy Crowfoot.Henry Hutchins
David Snobs.
Ivory Butler
Luther Brown.Zlba Wilber
Stephen Tucker.Charles Clark
Obadlah Buzzard.Caleb Bradbury
Visitors.
Mrs Dlpsey.Mrs Leslie Swan
Miranda Dlpsey.Elizabeth Martin

The hall

$25,

are

well

was

filled.

The proceeds,

for the organ fund.

M.

May 20.

W. Dunn, granite and marble dealer
of Ellsworth, has just closed a contract
with Mrs. J. P. Gordon, of Franklin, to
enclose her lot in Bayview cemetery with
granite posts and rails, aud to erret a
H.

monument

to

husband, John

the memory of her late
Paul Gordon. The mon-

will be made of Franklin granite—
Mr. Gordon’s native town—and nearly
all from quarries owned and operated
by him at the time of biB death.
It will be a sarcophagus monument, and
beautiful both io design and architecture.
It will be composed of base, second base,
ument

column die and cap. The die will be of
dark gray polished granite.
The column
caps will be

finely carved,

somely molded.

The

the bases hand-

columns

will

be

round, polished blade granite. When
the monument will stand beprints more vital sta completed
tween five and six feet high.
tisties—births, marriages and deathsthan all the other papers printed in th>
Educate Tour Bowels With Cascarefs.
county combined, and most of them i
Candy Cathartic, cure constipation forever.
prints from one to two weeks ahead of it 1
The Amebican

contemporaries,

10c. 25c.

If C. C.

LAKEWOOD.

MOUTH OK THR KIVRR.

aDtjrrtiarnunts.

C. fail, druggists refund money.

calves

is

a

thoroughbred Durham;

mothers are Durham and Hereford.
Candage keeps some tine stock.

i

j

j
|

the

Mr.

been
ui K

a

prosperous

uuu

a

business

man,

uuugmur,

Ainos

nue

»vas

while yet a young womau to
Francis O. French, who was a banker
and also accumulated a large fortune,
Samuel Moore caught about seventy- lie died several years since. It was her
daughter, Elsie, who was married to
five bushels of herring in his weir last
young Vanderbilt a short time since and
week.
^
received a present of over $3,000,000 at
in
schooner the time from the heirs of her father’s esCapt. Peter Benson,
“Rosella”, came in last week with 600 tate. She Is the granddaughter of Amos
Tuck, who was born and brought up on
weight of halibut.
the sandy farm among the Ossipee bills
Mrs. Betsey Moore, of Bass Harbor, is
of Maine.
She has another brother, of
visiting her daughter, Mrs. Julia Stanley, the name of Amos Tuck French, who
Frank Dolliver and wife, and John gave the bride away and preserves in his
Hopkins and wife, with John Allen Hop- name the memory of his Parsonfield proHe is now vice president of
kins, jr., have moved to Manset for the genitor.
one of the big savings
banks of New
summer.
York, which his father and grandfather
to
build
helped
Manset.
up.
y
This is the substance of the facts in
Miss Gracie Morris, who has been in
the story. It has been only three genBoston for some time, returned home
erations, Inclusive, from Amos Tuck to
Saturday.
the wife of young Vanderbilt, who, it is
Kev. E. F. Mitchell, of Northeast Har- said, now becomes the head of the fambor, preached at the Union church Sun- ily. when a poor boy had to scratch hard,
day morning and evening, in exchange teach school and resort to all kinds of
expedients to get together a little money
with Rev. Mr. Emery.
wherewith to get an education, to the
The friends of Miss Evallna Gordon remarriage of a granddaughter with milgret to learn of the poor condition of her lions in it; from the sandy acres of Prohealth, which at present is rendered pain- vence pond, worth possibly $2 per acre,
ful by a sprained ankle caused by falling with no market, down to a marriage
with a dowry of millions. The story is
down stairs in a faiot.
of benefit in at least one respect as showing what is constantly seen—the possibilBartlett’s Islaua.
Emery Bartlett is out again after a very ities for the poorest under Americas institutions.—St. Louis Star.
serious Illness with
married

Mary

Mrs.

Kcmick

seriously ill, is slowly recovering.
f
The ladies’aid society will meet with
Mrs. Fred Sadler Thursday afternoon.
^
Mrs. Hettie

Holt,

Bartlett is in poor health,
although not confined to the bouse. He
J
is unable to work.

The Moral of It.

Once

time two bullheaded asses
plank that bridged a
chasm.
Wess Bartlett has gone fishing with yawning
in
the
“Breeze”.
“Back
Smith
J
out,
Daffy,” said the first ass.
Capt. Emery
School is in session, taught by Miss “and let me pass.”
Emma Richardson, of Mt. Desert.
“Nay,” said the second ass. “We will
play a game of euchre to decide who has
South Penobscot.
J
the right of way.”
Fred G. Wight has moved his family
So the cards were dealt.
back from Dark Harbor, Istesboro, where
“What do you do?” asked the first ass
they have lived since last September. Mr. as he turned a trump and looked at hia
Wight will continue working at Islesboro, hand.
where he has employment.
“Why, I pass, of course,” answered the
Capt. and Mrs. D. L. Haskell and son second ass, throwing down his cards and
Irvin, of Castine, were in town Sunday.
pushing the other to the rocks below.
W. M. Ward well, of Brockton, Mass.,
Moral.—Never go against another raan’e
is in town stopping with his son, George
gam^.—Indianapolis Sun.
G. Wardwell.
met

ou

on
a

daugh-

with her little

Louise, visited relatives in Bangor and
vicinity recently.
Arthur Mosley and wife, of Brewer,

ter

who

were

death of

called here

the Illness and

by

much

was

■

Mr. Mosley’s brother Fred, have

returned borne.

__

Sunday school at the Dollardtown
school bouse at 9 30 a. m. Willie J. Smith

Frederick Mosley died last Wednesday
of consumption at the home of
his brother Eugene, with whom be lived.
Deceased was the son of John W. Mosley,
of West Eden. He was twenty-one years
of age. Funeral services were held Friday afternoon. Rev. J. P. Simonton, of
Ellsworth Methodist church, officiating.
The family of the deceased express deep

afternoon

bors

the

of

all.

WEST ELLSWORTH.

BAYSIDR.

Hppreciatiou

enjoyed by

Franklin has moved to the
hia conhatchery boarding bouse for
venience while running the steamer
“Senator”.
William Jettison, with hh wife and son
Arthur, has gone to Montana to stop
Mr. Jelllseveral years among relatives.
son and his family will be greatly missed
J.

B.

here.

Is

superintendent.

Albert R. Barron left Friday for Lowell,
Mass., where he will work for the
tils family has moved tuto the
summer,

city.
Old Soldier’s Experience.
M. M. Austin, a civil war veteran, of
Winchester, Ind., writes: “My wife was
sick a long time in spite of good doctor’s
treatment, but was wholly cured by Dr.
King’s New Life Pills, which worked
wonders for her health.” They always do.
Try them. Only 25c at Wtools A Moose’s
drug store.

neigh-

kindness of

during his illness.

_

Skin affections will readily disappear by
using DeWltt’s Witch Hazel Salve. Look
out for counterfeits. If you get DeWitt’s
you will get good results. It is the quick
and positive cure for piles. WluaiN A
M oork.

^___

__

abbcrti'Bemmt*.

____

We CAN and DO SELL

BICYCLES
TIRES and
SUNDRIES
Than Anyone
»
Else in Maine.

PUrADCB

bnLArLn

Regular Price.

Our Price.

$20

ELLSWORTH BICYCLE,
“
STORM KING
“
RECORD
“
SNELL
“
YALE

$15

00

25

1775

30

22

50

35

25

00

-50

35

00

■

■

Morgan & Wright Tires, per pair,*
k
§5.75; Oxford Tires, per pair, §5.00;
)i J. A. C. Tires, per pair, §4.00;
Foot Pumps, 35c.
Inner-tubes, 75c.; Saddles, 50c.;
'I

REPAIRING OF ALL KINDS,
and parts of wheels made to order.
HUBS PUT ON YOUR

MORROW COASTER

OLD WHEEL, $6.00.

ELLSWORTH MFG.

CO.,

F. C. JONES, Hanager,
FRANKLIN ST.
ELLSWORTH.
■

•♦■i-oaoi»i«i»i «if

?

FRED

t
»
*

t
?

R.

Coal, Wood, Uay,

Fire Brick,

T

Fire

£

<

Cement, American and

Portland

J'

Sewer and Drain Pipe,

o

Clay Chimney Pipe,
Kerosene Oil,

Fire

Clay,

4 ►

I'

Charcoal and Baled Shavings,
OTTO

5 Park

*

1“
New

!

Coke for Domestic Use.

Street,

We have facilities for
tide.

>

4 •

Cements, Calcined Plaster,

ADAMANT Wall Plaster,

+

RETAIL,

Sand, Hair, ltosendale

Straw, Liine, Brick,

Imported

if

SPEAR,

WHOLESALE ANI>

■

Rockland, Haine.
coaling

steam vessels at any

stage

■

>

;
!!

of the

,,

England Telephone 106-11.

Eastern

Telephone IMPS.

<

CLARION RANGES, FURNACES, STOVES
Pearl, Agate and

Plumbing

Granite Ware.

Heating.

Stoves.

Ware.

Fishing
Hot Water and Steam

J. P.
Main Street,

and

Blue-Flame Oil

Crockery and Tin

pleurisy.

David G.

There was ft social gathering at PhiIt
lander Jordan’s Saturday evening.

been

has

who

Tackle.

Heating.

ELDRIDGE,

.....

a

Ellsworth, Ale.

narrow

Druggists Speak:
"

We have

a

good sale

on

“

L. F.”

M. L.

PORTER, M.D., Danforth,
good sale and steady demand
R. H. MOODY, Belfast,
‘t- F-’ Atwood’s Bitters is one of the
comparatively
ASA H. SNOW, Damariscotta,
_Rood sellers.”
"/ have

Me.

a

The Ellsworth

American—only

COUKTY

Me.
few
Me.

Paper.

